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In this thesis, an efficient and robust computational framework is developed to predict cortical 

bone remodelling, capable of including biologically relevant data from across the spatial scales 

ranging from whole organs to the scale of an osteon. The development of this framework was 

motivated by gaps in the literature on 3D models of cortical bone, despite its majority role in the 

load-bearing capabilities of human bones. To this end, the industry-standard methods of Finite 

Elements and Partial Least Squares Regression, combined with anatomically and 

physiologically realistic equine and human data, were used to inform novel 3D cortical bone 

remodelling algorithms and integrated into an accurate and rapid bone remodelling framework. 

The capabilities of the framework were demonstrated through prediction of bone remodelling in 

the human femoral neck, emphasising the framework’s applicability to a clinically important 

scenario. 

The framework development was iteratively progressed in two computational modelling 

studies. In the first study, I built a foundation of cortical bone remodelling through the 

construction of a 3D microscale cortical computational bone remodelling model, validated using 

equine data, and used Partial Least Squares Regression to rapidly predict remodelling 

phenomena. In the second study, I shifted the model towards human data, and made large 

improvements on the bone remodelling algorithm, and finally integrated these developments 

into a multiscale framework. 

I demonstrated that it is possible to capture intricate cortical bone remodelling behaviour 

through this multiscale remodelling framework, robustly accounting for a range of anatomical 

and physiological parameters to inform a clinically realistic remodelling response over time. I 

further confirmed that, through a large initial investment into computational resources, a 

highly efficient surrogate model can be produced to accurately predict this behaviour. This 

framework can be immediately and easily adapted to investigate complex cortical bone 

remodelling responses in other joints in the body, which also receive similar loading conditions 



 

iv 

from surrounding muscles and employ osteon-like remodelling behaviour at the microscale. It 

is expected that this multiscale approach will allow for detailed investigations into the bone 

remodelling response from the introduction of drug or disease effects at any scale. 
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General Introduction 

 

 

 

 

The growth and development of the skeleton is commanded by a complex 

amalgamation of processes involving many cells and tissue types. It is now widely 

accepted that mechanical loading, as signals through pathways carried out by cellular 

mechanotransduction, plays a substantial role in skeletal form and function. 

This chapter begins by reviewing the development of techniques modelling these 

processes. It is shown that there are two major gaps in the literature which are not yet 

addressed. Firstly, it is apparent that a computational model of cortical bone 

microstructural remodelling comparable to cancellous bone is lacking. Secondly, 

existing models which capture microstructural changes in cancellous bone do not 

directly translate these changes to the macroscopic level, and do not capture sufficient 

detail across spatial scales relevant to whole bone organs. A discussion of potential 

computational obstacles is provided, along with an overview of existing techniques 

that have been applied to problems also involving high computational complexity, 

giving guidance towards a suitable method to overcome these obstacles. 

The chapter follows with the novel contributions in this thesis as an overview of 

how these gaps were addressed, proceeded by details of the anatomy and physiology 

central to understanding the content in this thesis. The chapter concludes with a 

structural outline of the rest of the thesis and a list of publications and conference 

papers produced in the course of this research. 
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 L I T E R A T U R E  R E V I E W  

 

The importance of computational bone remodelling (CBR) in the understanding of 

skeletal growth and development cannot be overstated. As part of the larger field of 

skeletal mechanobiology, CBR seeks the quantitative rules which govern tissue 

mechanotransduction of signals into a regulatory response of the bone cellular matrix, 

and provides valuable insight into clinically important remodelling behaviour such as 

that in the diseases of osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, orthodontia, and around articular 

and mandibular implants (Garcıá, Doblaré, & Cegoñino, 2002; Hannam, 2011; van der 

Meulen & Huiskes, 2002). 

The foundations of CBR can be traced back to studies which hypothesised a relation 

between bone remodelling and mechanical loading history. Summarised in Carter 

(1984), remodelling is represented by rate of change of bone volume and is a function of 

the mechanical loading history represented by strain history rate, which is in turn a 

function of several cyclical loading parameters informed experimentally by 

mechanical fatigue testing. The remodelling response is thought to be site-specific, as 

different bones and different locations on the same bone responses to the same control 

stimulus.  

This basic hypothesis has given rise to variations on CBR algorithms. In Weinans, 

Huiskes, and Grootenboer (1992b), modifications were made for rate of change of 

density as the quantifier for remodelling and strain energy density as the remodelling 

stimulus. Remodelling was demonstrated at the whole bone level in a 2D femur with 

the material strength represented by a Young’s modulus, related to the density 

through a power law � = ��� , and the simulations formed detailed anatomical 

features. Similar models were used to predict bone atrophy (Huiskes, Weinans, & 
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Dalstra, 1989; Huiskes et al., 1987) around prosthetic implants as a result of stress 

shielding, where the implant takes away the normal stress that would otherwise have 

been borne by its immediate surroundings, triggering a negative mechanical stimulus 

leading to bone resorption. For microstructural remodelling, later studies (Huiskes, 

Ruimerman, van Lenthe, & Janssen, 2000; Ruimerman, Van Rietbergen, Hilbers, & 

Huiskes, 2005) demonstrated effects of bone-forming osteoblast cells as a function of 

strain energy density. The effect of resorbing osteoclast cells as a stochastic function was 

also incorporated, computing gradual development and alignment of trabeculae 

morphology from a non-anatomical initial configuration in response to applied loads 

in both 2D and 3D. 

Microdamage was also expanded in its role as a stimulus. A summary of this 

formulation was given by Prendergast and Huiskes (1995), where bone was set with 

an inherent measure of microdamage per unit volume ω, functioning as a record of strain 

history, and a repair rate k of this microdamage. The remodelling stimulus was defined 

as a time integral of the difference between ω̇ = dω/d
 and k, driving a remodelling 

measure at the whole bone level of bone surface spatial position X. Prendergast and 

Taylor (1992) used this formulation to predict 2D bone stock loss around an insertion 

of an intramedullary prosthesis. In B. P. McNamara, Taylor, and Prendergast (1997), 

the remodelling measure was changed to rate of change of density and informed by a 

piecewise function of the stimulus (Weinans, Huiskes, & Grootenboer, 1992a), 

defining three distinct zones in the density change rate: the growth or apposition zone, 

the quiescent or lazy zone of the adapted state, and the resorption zone. The measure of 

microdamage was also altered in this study into cumulative crack length and shown to 

be equivalent to strain energy density as a stimulus. Remodelling response was 

predicted for a 3D femur with a prosthesis insertion; stress-shielding effects were 

captured, and the remodelling behaviour was shown to compare well with clinical 

outcomes. The abundance of experimental evidence that both strain and microdamage 

are involved in remodelling, however, resulted in combined models (L. M. McNamara 
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& Prendergast, 2005, 2007) where strain-driven remodelling was prioritised over 

microdamage unless a critical level of damage was reached, and used at the 

microstructural level in a 2D trabecular bone model to suggest a mechanism for 

osteoporosis. This model was later used at the whole bone level (Scannell & 

Prendergast, 2009) and used to predict 3D remodelling at both bulk femoral 

remodelling and remodelling at the prosthetic–bone interface. 

Other studies have expanded on the role of site specificity. Tanaka and Adachi 

(1994) characterised trabecular bone with a uniform stress hypothesis where the stress 

state is a structurally optimum manifestation of mechanical adaptation at remodelling 

equilibrium. The remodelling stimulus at a specific point c is then hypothesised to be 

driven by the stress difference at this point �� and an averaged stress �� of surrounding 

points r within a window, generating morphological changes at the microstructural 

level in the trabeculae surface (Adachi, Tomita, Sakaue, & Tanaka, 1997; Adachi, 

Tsubota, & Tomita, 2002; Adachi, Tsubota, Tomita, & Hollister, 2001) and resorption 

effects expected from implant-based stress shielding (Tsubota, Adachi, & Tomita, 

2003) at the whole bone level. This stimulus was later linked to the incorporation of 

metabolic activities along the biochemical RANKL/RANK/OPG pathway (Adachi & 

Kameo, 2018; Pivonka et al., 2008), central to osteoblast and osteoclast activity (Boyce 

& Xing, 2007), to demonstrate the morphological evolution at the microstructural level 

of a single osteon. 

The survey of CBR algorithms summarised so far reveals an extremely large 

disparity between the state of research conducted for remodelling of trabeculae in 

cancellous bone compared with remodelling of osteons in cortical bone. Specifically, 

while trabecular network realignment has been demonstrated in sizeable volumes of 

cancellous bone, a comparable model in anatomical size has not been demonstrated 

for cortical bone microstructure. Clinically, the disparity appears to make little sense, 

especially for studies unrelated to orthopaedic implant insertions into cancellous bone. 

The aforementioned CBR studies relating to prediction of clinical outcomes 
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predominantly focus on the predictions of femoral remodelling and their close relation 

to hip fractures, but most fragility fractures such as that in the hip occur at locations 

where bone tissue is, by mass, largely of a cortical nature (Iolascon et al., 2013), 

including that in the proximal femur (Riggs et al., 2008). In addition, there is very 

strong experimental evidence to suggest that cancellous bone plays a relatively minor 

role in femoral neck strength (Holzer, von Skrbensky, Holzer, & Pichl, 2009). This 

disparity is not due to the lack of understanding or basic models of osteons or cortical 

bone behaviour. A mechanical hypothesis of the nature of the osteonal bone 

remodelling stimulus was given by Bruce Martin and Burr (1982), which suggested 

that remodelling may be driven by the high ability of cortical bone structure to trap 

microcracks due to its intrinsic morphology, and that new osteon formation serves to 

protect cortical bone from fatigue failure. The location of remodelling activity was also 

shown to be closely related to the location of microcracks (Martin, 2002) and further 

suggested to steer the direction of currently remodelling osteons (Martin, 2007). These 

ideas were incorporated in 3D continuum models at the whole bone level accounting 

for material anisotropy in both cancellous and cortical bone, demonstrating 

remodelling via bone volume fraction evolution (Martínez-Reina, García-Aznar, 

Domínguez, & Doblaré, 2009) and changes in damage distribution (Martínez-Reina, 

Reina, Domínguez, & García-Aznar, 2014), but we note again the lack of detailed 

microstructural information in the cortical bone. The difference between cortical and 

cancellous bone remodelling mechanisms are well-studied (Parfitt, 1994), leading to 

unified microstructural CBR models accounting for both types of bone (van Oers, 

Ruimerman, Tanck, Hilbers, & Huiskes, 2008). An important non-mechanical study 

was also provided in Martin (1991), where it was predicted that the proportion of 

different physiological types of bone volume fraction in cortical bone are a good 

indicator of changes in bone mass in people of different ages. Further details of 

RANKL/RANK/OPG pathways, osteocytes, morphology and evolution behaviour in 

osteons are also well published in CBR literature (Buenzli & Pivonka, 2015). 
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We also note that, while the CBR models surveyed have used similar principles to 

guide remodelling separately at the microstructural and whole bone levels, they have 

not linked anatomically realistic (that is, not idealised) microstructural remodelling 

with a consequential manifestation of material or morphological changes at the whole 

bone level. Some earlier attempts at linking the anisotropic effects of trabeculae 

orientation (as viewed at the whole bone level) from microstructural remodelling to 

mechanical measures at the macroscopic level were based on stress optimisation at 

whole bone (Bagge, 2000) or microscale (Adachi, Tomita, & Tanaka, 1999) levels. 

However, bone has long been characterised as having a hierarchical structure 

(Reznikov, Shahar, & Weiner, 2014; Rho, Kuhn-Spearing, & Zioupos, 1998) stretching 

across the entire anatomical spatial scale, suggesting that a multiscale approach to 

combine information from vastly different spatial scales into one framework is 

required to capture a sufficient level of detail.* The multiscale approach has been used 

in recent CBR studies to transfer information across the spatial scales. Coelho, 

Fernandes, and Rodrigues (2011) computed microstructural evolution as a surface 

area and permeability problem, informed by a whole bone distribution of density 

which was solved using a pair of optimisation problems on maximising global stiffness 

and minimising total bone mass. Tawara, Nagura, Tsujikami, and Adachi (2014) 

suggested that the multiscale transfer of stress and material information can be 

enabled by defining the macroscale material properties as a homogenisation of 

properties from periodic nonuniform trabeculae, evolving simultaneously with 

trabeculae remodelling. Colloca, Blanchard, Hellmich, Ito, and van Rietbergen (2014) 

demonstrated that, under idealised conditions, tissue-level mechanical stimuli can be 

analytically and efficiently transformed into osteocyte-level stimuli using an Eshelby 

matrix inclusion approach (Zaoui, 2002), and used the latter to compute trabeculae-like 

* The alternative approach, which is to construct an entire bone wholly from microstructural building

blocks, is theoretically possible but practically intractable from a computational perspective.
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microstructure starting from a regular 3D bone grid whilst also modelling the material 

contribution at the nanoscale through the chemical components of bone (water, 

collagen, and hydroxyapatite). The role of cells, biochemical pathways, and 

poromechanics was heavily expanded in Scheiner, Pivonka, and Hellmich (2013), where 

elasticity–strain parameters were scaled back and forth from the extravascular bone 

matrix to the cortical bone level based on a continuum method given by Hellmich, 

Kober, and Erdmann (2007), which was also partly based on an Eshelby formulation. 

This multiscale method was used to predict bone volume fraction evolution during 

osteoporosis and mechanical disuse (Lerebours, Buenzli, Scheiner, & Pivonka, 2016). 

Knowing that information from across a wide spatial range can be incorporated, 

we now address the issue of computational costs in running CBR simulations. 

Limitation of computing resources was not mentioned in many of the above multiscale 

studies, but we note that it recurringly manifests as one or more of the following 

limitations: (i) the stimulus is derived from a limited number of macroscale load 

scenarios, sometimes idealised; (ii) restriction to 2D analysis only; (iii) no 

demonstration of actual microstructural remodelling; and (iv) a large amount of 

homogenisation is employed in transferring load or material properties across the 

scales. Of those studies that discussed computational cost, Coelho et al. (2011) 

mentioned that parallel computing was used to alleviate some of the cost due to the 

functional independence of microstructural remodelling in their framework, while 

Colloca et al. (2014) showed the importance of using efficient techniques in 

transferring information across the scales. However, we do not believe that the 

employment of these techniques can alleviate limitation (i), which means that 

remodelling behaviour, derived from a full range of physiologically relevant loads that 

bones receive in reality, cannot be simulated in a practical amount of time, again 

raising the problem of computational intractability. 
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An interesting CBR study which may enlighten a feasible path to bypass the 

intractability problem is given by Hambli, Katerchi, and Benhamou (2011). Here, five 

cancellous bone volumes thought to be representative of different parts of the 

proximal femur were obtained through micro-CT, and bone remodelling was 

simulated on these using factorial combinations of loading frequency, applied stress, and 

stress orientation, producing outputs average density, average damage, average elastic 

modulus, and average remodelling stimulus. A neural network was then trained on these 

volumes using the inputs and outputs of remodelling. Macroscale load stimuli were 

transferred directly to these linked volumes, obtained naturally from Finite Element 

(FE) analysis, and the neural network was used to predict these outputs on the inputs 

received from the macroscale at the whole bone level. 

Neural networks are part of the larger class of statistical models. In their most 

general form, statistical modelling and analysis consist of finding a probabilistic model 

for a set of data corresponding to a real-life problem, performing a mathematical 

analysis on this probabilistic model, then deriving some conclusions about the 

probabilistic model and its implications on the real-life problem (Kroese & Chan, 

2014). The amount of variation in statistical models is extreme, shown by the volumes 

of studies demonstrating the breadth of their application. I briefly mention a few 

publications that are of a similar theme and complexity, noting that a comprehensive 

treatise on the subject is out of the scope of this thesis. Bryan et al. (2010) demonstrated 

the capability of efficiently generating whole femur models incorporating geometry 

and material properties, with comparative variation to the general population, using 

principal component analysis. Easley et al. (2007) showed the application of the advance 

mean-value reliability method to tackle inherent variability in orthopaedic implant 

modelling conditions. Zhang, Hislop-Jambrich, and Besier (2016) showed that 

forward and reverse predictions of 3D femur morphology and anthropological 

measurements is possible with sparse amounts of data, by using a combination of 

principal component analysis, multivariate linear regression, and Partial Least Squares 
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Regression (PLSR). Out of the statistical models mentioned bar neural networks, PLSR 

is known as an inverse statistical model, where model parameters are predicted from 

observations. PLSR is therefore another potential candidate for predicting whole-bone 

level material properties from a limited set of mechanical stimuli. 

The few studies on the performance of neural networks compared with PLSR do 

not clearly show the superiority of one method over the other. Lin, Groves, Freivalds, 

Lee, and Harper (2012) compared the two methods in their ability to predict 

respiratory ventilation from measured physiological and kinematic parameters, using 

ventilation measured from a pneumotachograph to compute prediction error. In this 

study, neural networks showed a higher correlation of the predicted ventilation with 

the measured ventilation than PLSR. Panagou, Mohareb, Argyri, Bessant, and Nychas 

(2011) compared the two methods in their ability to predict beef fillet microbial 

spoilage stored at different temperatures, using microbial counts enumerated from 

both Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and microbiological analysis as 

the reference standard for error measurements. In this study, model performance was 

measured by both the capability to correctly classify the spoilage based on a 

predetermined hedonic scale, and the ability to predict microbial counts based on FTIR 

spectra. PLSR showed similar error rates in spoilage classification to neural networks, 

but demonstrated an overall better performance in several metrics in predicting 

microbial counts when storage parameters were not included in model training. 

As neural networks do not clearly demonstrate superior performance to PLSR, in 

consideration of the wider availability and easier implementation process of PLSR 

algorithms compared to neural networks, PLSR is the statistical method of choice 

employed in this thesis, used to predict material properties from loading stimuli and 

other parameters. The combination of statistics and mechanics employed in the course 

of this research defines my use of the word mechanostatistics*. 

                                                      

*  Not to be confused with the word mechanostat, which is a separate concept discussed later. 
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 N O V E L  C O N T R I B U T I O N S  

The novel contributions and important incremental achievements of this thesis, 

addressing the current state of CBR models and the gaps in the field, are listed below: 

1) Construction of a cortical bone remodelling algorithm demonstrating 

morphological evolution by capturing intricate microstructural details, 

comparable to the anatomical scale of current cancellous bone models; 

2) Demonstration that equine data is more applicable than murine data for 

human computational models of bone remodelling; 

3) Development of a multiscale CBR model capable of transferring material 

properties and forces to and from the microscale (at the level of osteons) to the 

macroscale (at the level of whole organs); 

4) Construction of a PLSR model predicting anisotropic material properties from 

mechanical stimuli and other parameters; 

5) Establishment of a method which utilises forces from exercise regimes as 

physiologically realistic and more clinically meaningful stimuli for CBR (as 

opposed to abstract measures of strain or strain energy), via the provision of a 

pipeline to transfer macroscale forces into microscale remodelling stimuli; 

6) Development of a full mechanostatistical framework for cortical bone 

remodelling, focusing on the femoral neck as a clinically important case, 

linking cortical bone microstructural changes to macroscale material property 

evolution, and stimulated by physiologically realistic muscle forces. 

 A N A T O M Y  A N D  P H Y S I O L O G Y  

This section presents an overview of the anatomy and physiology as background 
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information relevant to the research conducted in this thesis. We begin with a 

discussion of the mechanostat, which is the bone remodelling response function of the 

strain stimulus. This is followed by a description of osteon formation, illuminating the 

mechanisms behind cortical bone microstructural changes. Two parts on anatomy are 

presented next: the first part introduces the equine third metacarpal bone with a brief 

comparison to murine bone, and the second part details human bones and muscles 

used in locomotion in the immediate vicinity of the hip. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Combined modelling and remodelling effects on bone mass. Strain thresholds are shown on 

the horizontal line at the bottom: (MESy) remodelling threshold; (MESm) modelling threshold; (MESp) 

microdamage threshold; (FX) fracture strain. Bone mass increases above and decreases below the 

horizontal axis. Mechanical use windows categorise the response to strain magnitude: (DW) disuse 

window; (AW) adapted window; (MOW) mild overload window; (POW) pathologic overload window. 

Reproduced from Frost (1997) with permission from Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. 

 

The mechanostat (Frost, 1987) is a description of the gain and loss of tissue mass in 

bone in response to its required load-bearing function. As formalised by Frost and 

shown in Figure 1-1, changes in the bone tissue are described as a combined effect of 

bone remodelling, the resorption and formation on bone surfaces, and bone modelling 
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causing bone drift, the structural or alignment changes caused by unequal rates in the 

resorption and formation on opposing periosteal and endosteal sides of the bone. The 

remodelling process ranges from overall weakening in the disuse window (DW) to a 

balanced resorption and formation rate beyond this, while the bone modelling is 

categorised into an overall strengthening process in the mild overload window (MOW) 

from increased lamellar bone growth and drift, to an overall weakening process in the 

pathologic overload window (POW) from increased woven bone formation and drift. The 

remodelling (MESy) and modelling (MESm) thresholds delimit the adapted window 

(AW), representing a quiescent state with little to no change in bone mass or strength. 

Unlike the continuous nature of its predecessor (Carter, 1984), the piecewise 

formulation of the mechanostat has analogies in CBR algorithms which model the 

remodelling behaviour differently depending on where the stimulus falls on the load 

windows. *  In the studies detailed here, the remodelling behaviour causes density 

changes at the microscale, and density is linked to empirical laws of material stiffness. 

Cortical bone is structurally composed of osteons (Figure 1-2). Osteons have several 

distinguishing features: (i) a concentric appearance, displaying ring-shaped layers of 

calcified bone tissue; (ii) a central canal filled with blood vessels, lymphatic vessels, 

and nerves, known as Haversian canals, central canals, or longitudinal canals, and (iii) 

branching canals which run approximately perpendicular to the Haversian canal, also 

containing blood vessels, lymphatic vessels, and nerves, known as Volkmann’s canals, 

perforating canals, or transverse canals. 

These features arise as a consequence from the osteon formation process. As 

indicated by a 3D study of cortical bone anatomy showing developing osteons 

* The piecewise formulation has been widely utilised since its inception, e.g. in Huiskes et al.

(1987), B. P. McNamara et al. (1997), Martínez-Reina et al. (2009), and Lerebours et al. (2016).
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Figure 1-2 Schematic of cortical (or compact) bone tissue. Reproduced from OpenStax (2013), licensed 

under CC BY 4.0. 

 

(Tappen, 1977), new osteons begin to form when the wall of a Haversian canal begins 

to undergo resorption from osteoclastic activity at a location called the breakout zone. 

From the breakout zone, the osteoclasts accumulate at a nearby location in the cortical 

bone, creating a large resorption space. In long bones, the resorption space then travels 

roughly parallel to the longitudinal axis of the bone, towards highly mineralised bone 

tissue and away from newly forming bone. This forms a cutting cone (or resorption 

front) which resorbs bone along the way. Occasionally, Volkmann’s canals will form 

towards nearby Haversian canals as the cutting cone advances. Away from the intense 

resorption activity of the cutting cone, bone mineralisation starts occurring from the 

edge of the large resorbed space. The process initiating from breakout zones naturally 

leads to the overlap of osteon rings, where newly formed osteons show complete ring 

morphology whilst gradually ending the life of older osteons by eroding their rings. 

Bone remodelling cellular activity can be quantised into a Bone Modelling Unit 

(BMU), as shown in Figure 1-3. At the cutting cone tip, bone-resorbing cells known as 
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Figure 1-3 Schematic of bone modelling unit, showing different stages in the osteon development process. 

(Top) Longitudinal cross-section view. (Bottom) Transverse cross-section view of some notable events. 

Labelled events are as follows: (A) cutting cone head; (B) osteoclast resorption activity, enlarging the 

cutting cone; (C) osteoblast formation; (D) Haversian canal blood vessel; (E) osteoblast activity; (F) 

cement line; (G) mineralisation towards osteon centre; (H) separation between osteoblast and new bone; 

(I) bone lining cells. Reproduced from Parfitt (1976) with permission from Elsevier. 

 

osteoclasts (B) perform the cutting activity, widening the resorption space. Trailing 

behind the osteoclasts at the edge of the newly formed space are the bone forming 

osteoblasts (C), which deposit new bone towards the resorption space axis. The clear 

boundary between the old and new bone is known as the cement line (F), which, 

together with the bone deposition process, produces the typical ring morphology as 

depicted in Figure 1-2. 

 

The equine third metacarpus (MCIII) is the only digit through which the load of the 

horse is supported in the forelegs. Due to millennia of evolution, there are only 

vestigial remnants of the second (MCII) and fourth metacarpi (MCIV), while the first 

(MCI) and fifth (MCV) have completely vanished (Colville & Bassert, 2015; Mills, 1955; 

Piotrowski, Sullivan, & Colahan, 1983). 
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Figure 1-4 Bones of the equine lower forelimbs immediately surrounding the third metacarpus. (Left) 

Sinistrolateral view. (Right) Dextromedial view. The labelled parts are as follows: (A) carpal bones; (B) 

third metacarpus; (B’) third metacarpus tuberosity; (C) second metacarpus; (C’) fourth metacarpus; (D) 

sesamoid bones of the first metacarpophalangeal joint; (E) proximal phalanx. Modified from Ellenberger, 

Baum, Dittrich, and Davis (1956) with permission from Dover Publications, Inc. 
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Figure 1-5 Schematic diagrams and histological features of the MCIII dorsomedial cortex of a 54-day-old 

male foal. (Left) Whole MCIII bone. The horizontal bars indicate the transverse section. (Top Middle) 

Further division of the transverse section. (M) Medial portion; for reference, the central (C) and lateral 

(L) portions are also shown. (Bottom Middle) Zones of the cortex. (P) Periosteal (outer cortical) zone; 

(I) intracortical zone. The location of the endosteal zone (E) is also shown. (Top Right) 

Photomicroradiographic section corresponding to the medial portion. (Bottom Right) Same section 

zoomed in at a boundary between prenatally and postnatally formed bone, corresponding to the 

periosteal zone. The region above the Gold Arrowheads point to postnatal bone. The region below the 

Gold Arrowheads indicate prenatal bone, and the appearance here is also characteristic of the intracortical 

zone. The tissue indicated by the Red Arrow points to woven bone formation. Modified from Stover, Pool, 

Martin, and Morgan (1992) with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 

 

The bones in the immediate vicinity of the equine MCIII is shown in Figure 1-4. 

Proximally, MCIII (B) is connected to the carpal bones (A) through the 

carpometacarpal joint. Distally, it is connected to the proximal phalanx (E) through 

the metacarpophalangeal joint. The vestigial nature of MCII (C) and MCIV (C’) can be 

clearly seen; they do not span the length of MCIII (B), failing to connect to the 

phalanges and thus bear no loads. Especially among racehorses, the sole load-bearing 

nature of MCIII means that it is extremely prone to many types of injuries and fractures, 

potentially leading on to complete bone failure (Easton & Kawcak, 2007). 

The cortex of MCIII shows two distinct types of bone tissue at the periosteal surface  
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Figure 1-6 Relation between porosity and age in femoral cortical bone. (Left) Human females; (Right) 

female mice. Concentric morphology characteristic of osteons is present in the human specimens (darker 

grey shade), while absent from mice. Modified from Jilka (2013) with permission from Oxford University 

Press and Elsevier. 

 

at the microscopic scale, as indicated in Figure 1-5. Newly formed bone tissue (Red 

Arrow) develops into woven bone (Gold Arrowheads), characterised by the presence 

of large spaces in the extracellular matrix. Woven bone is eventually replaced by 

lamellar bone, with the latter characterised by tightly packed, concentric-patterned 

bone tissue, quantised as primary osteons. Woven bone is less structurally organised 

and thus comparatively weaker than lamellar bone, showing large amounts of 

formation in foals*  (Stover et al., 1992) and more generally after bone damage or 

fracture (Figure 1-1, POW & FX Threshold) through periosteal apposition. 

The similarity in morphology between equine and human cortical bone is worthy 

of mention, especially in contrast to that in murine specimens, which are popular 

animal models for studying bone gain and loss. Concentric rings appear in the 

intracortical bone tissue in both human (Figure 1-6, Left) and equine (Figure 1-5, 

Right) specimens while absent in murine specimens (Figure 1-6, Right). Osteonal 

remodelling is clearly absent in mice, while similarities between human and equine 

osteon tissue are abundant enough that it is not always possible to differentiate 

between them (Cuijpers, 2006), as they both share tightly packed osteonal structures, 

                                                      

*  Specifically, foals less than 6 months of age. 
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Volkmann’s canals, and woven bone*. 

The microstructural similarity of human and equine cortical bone suggests that 

equine and human microanatomy and physiology share many analogous features, and 

the high loads received by MCIII translates to large observed remodelling effects, 

making equine specimens exemplary models to provide insight for the human 

condition. 

 

The hip bone is part of the body’s core-stabilising area of the bony pelvis (Figure 1-7, 

Top), which is a largely immobile, weight-bearing structure connecting the upper 

body through the sacrum to the lower part through the hip bone and joint. The 

appendicular muscles of the lower body help stabilise the hip bone, which is joined to 

the sacrum as the base of the vertebral column, providing the foundations supporting 

the rest of the upper body. The whole of the bony pelvis serves as a major attachment 

point for other bones through ligaments (fibrous tissue connecting different bones), 

several muscles relating to locomotive function, and the lower limbs. 

The lower limbs, starting at the femurs, undergo relative motion with the hip 

through the acetabulum (Figure 1-7, Bottom Left). This region is traditionally described 

as a ball-and-socket joint, where the acetabulum forms the socket portion and the femoral 

head (Figure 1-7, Bottom Right) forms the ball portion. Both these portions are covered 

by articular cartilage, serving simultaneously as a shock absorber and preventing 

friction damage between the bones. The region is surrounded by the articular capsule 

(Figure 1-7, Middle Right), to which several ligaments are connected from the hip, 

stabilising the hip joint in the standing position. Major morphometric features of the 

femur include the greater & lesser trochanters, the femoral neck (Figure 1-7, Bottom Left), 

                                                      

*  It is noted that in humans, woven bone is found under normal circumstances in mostly younger  

  individuals, and only appears in adults after bone fracture. 
†  Section 1.3.4 cites OpenStax (2013) in its entirety. 
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Figure 1-7 Bones and ligaments of the hip region. (Top) Bony pelvis and ligaments. (Bottom) Various 

views of the hip joint. (Bottom Left) Relative positions of the femur and hip, showing major 

morphometric features of the femur. (Bottom Right) Anterior views of the dextral hip joint. The coronal 

slice shows the articular tissue padded between the femur and acetabulum. Modified from OpenStax 

(2013), licensed under CC BY 4.0. 

 

and the femoral head; due to the crucial position of the hip joint in weight-bearing and 

locomotion, the bone and cartilage in this region is subjected to varied and intense 

loads and is a common site of both osteoarthritis and osteoporosis. Hip fractures are 
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Figure 1-8 Major types of body motion found in locomotion. Modified from OpenStax (2013), licensed 

under CC BY 4.0. 

 

specifically fractures of the upper femur and are commonly correlated with a 

weakening of the bone tissue in the elderly population, naturally leading to intense 

clinical research and prosthesis development for this region. 

Locomotion is achieved by the coordination of skeletal muscle contraction and 

relaxation, which pulls and releases bones leading to relative movement between 
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Figure 1-9 Locomotive muscles near the hip region. Greyed out labels are muscles peripheral to the 

studies in this thesis. Modified from OpenStax (2013), licensed under CC BY 4.0. 

 

different parts of the body. Coordinated contractions of a set of muscles during motion 

typically involve a primary muscle or muscle group driving the motion, playing the 

role of the agonists, a muscle or group controlling or limiting the movement, playing 

the role of the antagonists, and may involve other muscles assisting the agonist. 

Complex movements, such as those making up walking and running, are classed into 

several different types of motions, usually found in opposite pairs. Locomotive-type 

motion involving bones and muscles in proximity to the hip include flexion/extension, 

adduction/abduction, and medial/lateral rotation (Figure 1-8). Flexion is any 

movement that reduces the angle between two body parts, while extension increases 

the angle. Abduction and adduction are movements in the body’s sagittal plane; 

abduction describes movement away from the body’s midline, while adduction is 

movement towards the midline. Medial and lateral rotation describes a rotation of a 

body part around their longitudinal axis, where medial rotation is a rotation towards 

the midline and lateral rotation is a rotation away from the midline. For a typical 

motion, the roles of an agonist–antagonist muscle pair are reversed for the opposing 

motion. For example, the knee flexion and knee extension movements (Figure 1-8, Top 

Row) are coordinated by the agonist–antagonist pair of the hamstring (including part 

of the biceps femoris shown Figure 1-9, Right) and quadriceps femoris (including the 

rectus femoris in Figure 1-9, Left); during knee flexion (Figure 1-8, Top Left), the 

hamstring is the agonist and the quadriceps femoris is the antagonist, and during knee 
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Figure 1-10 Skeletal muscle attachment points of the hip, femur, and a small segment of the proximal tibia 

and fibula. Some attachment points are not shown: (i) sacrum (see Figure 1-7); (ii) coccyx; (iii) iliotibial 

tract, the fibrous band continuous with the tensor fasciae latae (see Figure 1-9) which eventually attaches 

to the lateral aspect of the knee; (iv) lateral and (v) medial condyles of the tibia; (vi) the tibial tuberosity, 

an elevated area on the anterior side of the tibia near the proximal end. Greyed out labels are points 

peripheral to the studies in this thesis. Modified from OpenStax (2013), licensed under CC BY 4.0. 
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extension (Figure 1-8, Top Right) the quadriceps femoris is the agonist and the 

hamstring is the antagonist. 

Skeletal muscles end in dense bundles of connective tissue (tendons), which attach 

to bones on both ends. Attachment points around the hip region are shown in Figure 

1-10. The bone on one end provides the origin, which is usually more proximal and has 

greater mass, thus exhibiting less movement relative to the rest of the body. The bone 

on the other end provides the insertion, which is usually more distal and is of a lower 

mass, thus exhibiting greater movement relative to the rest of the body. 

A summary of the locomotive muscles around the hip region is given below, 

referencing the muscle locations in Figure 1-9 and attachment points in Figure 1-10. All 

the anatomical motions referred to are of the thigh unless otherwise stated. Muscles 

found in the gluteal region (Table 1-1) include the adductor muscles, the gluteal muscles, 

the iliacus, and the tensor fasciae latae. The adductor brevis originates at the hip bone 

pubis and the inferior ramus of the pubis, and inserts at the femoral shaft’s linea aspera, 

contributing to adduction and flexion. The adductor longus originates at the pubis  

Table 1-1 Locomotive muscles and their origins, insertions, and movement types in the gluteal region. 

Gluteal region 

Muscle  Origin  Insertion  Movement  

Adductor brevis Hip bone pubis, inferior  

 ramus of the pubis 

Femur linea aspera 

 

Thigh adduction, 

 flexion 

Adductor longus Hip bone pubis near

 pubic symphysis 

Femur linea aspera 

 

Thigh adduction, 

 flexion 

Adductor magnus Hip bone ischial ramus, 

 pubic ramus, ischial 

 tuberosity 

Femur linea aspera, 

 adductor tubercle 

Thigh adduction, 

 flexion, extension 

Gluteus maximus Hip bone dorsal ilium 

Sacrum 

Coccyx 

Femur gluteal 

 tuberosity 

Iliotibial tract 

Thigh extension 

 

Gluteus medius Hip bone lateral surface 

 of ilium 

Femur greater 

 trochanter 

Thigh abduction 

Gluteus minimus Hip bone external surface 

 of ilium 

Femur greater 

 trochanter 

Thigh abduction 

Iliacus Hip bone iliac fossa, iliac 

 crest 

Sacrum lateral sides 

Femur lesser  

 trochanter 

Thigh flexion, 

 lateral rotation 

Torso flexion 

Tensor fasciae latae Hip bone anterior aspect 

 of iliac crest, anterior 

 superior iliac spine 

Iliotibial tract Thigh flexion, 

 abduction 
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near the pubic symphysis, and inserts also at the linea aspera, also contributing to 

adduction and flexion. The adductor magnus originates at the ischial ramus, pubic 

ramus, and ischial tuberosity, all of the hip bone, and inserts at the linea aspera and 

adductor tubercle, both of the femur, contributing to adduction, flexion, and extension. 

The gluteus maximus originates at the hip bone dorsal ilium, as well as the sacrum and 

coccyx, and inserts at the gluteal tuberosity of the femur and the iliotibial tract, 

contributing to extension. The gluteus medius originates at the lateral surface of the 

ilium of the hip bone, and inserts at the greater trochanter of the femur, contributing to 

abduction of the thigh. The gluteus minimus originates at the external surface of the 

ilium, and also inserts into the greater trochanter, as well as contributing to abduction. 

The iliacus originates at the iliac fossa and iliac crest of the hip bone, in addition to the 

lateral sacrum, and inserts at the lesser trochanter of the femur, contributing to flexion  

and lateral rotation in the thigh and flexion in the torso. Lastly, the tensor fasciae latae 

originates at the anterior aspect of the iliac crest, and the anterior superior iliac spine, both 

Table 1-2 Locomotive muscles and their origins, insertions, and movement types in the thigh region. 

Thigh region

Muscle Origin Insertion Movement

Biceps femoris Hip bone ischial 

 tuberosity 

Femur linea aspera, distal 

 femur 

Fibula fibular head 

Tibia lateral condyle 

Thigh extension, 

 lateral rotation 

Tibia flexion 

Fibula flexion 

Gracilis Hip bone inferior ramus, 

ischial ramus, pubic 

 body 

Tibia medial surface Thigh adduction 

Tibia flexion 

Fibula flexion 

Rectus femoris Hip bone anterior inferior 

iliac spine, superior 

margin of acetabulum 

Patella 

Tibia tibial tuberosity 
Thigh flexion 

Tibia extension 

Fibula extension 

Sartorius Hip bone anterior superior 

iliac spine 

Tibia proximal medial 

aspect 

Thigh flexion, 

abduction, lateral 

 rotation 

Tibia flexion 

Semimembranosus Hip bone ischial 

tuberosity 

Femur lateral condyle 

Tibia medial condyle 

Thigh extension, 

medial rotation 

Tibia flexion 

Fibula flexion 

Semitendinosus Hip bone ischial 

tuberosity 

Tibia upper shaft Thigh extension, 

 medial rotation 

Tibia flexion 

Fibula flexion 
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of the hip bone, and attaches to the iliotibial tract, contributing to flexion and 

abduction. 

Muscles found in the thigh region (Table 1-2) include the biceps femoris, gracilis, 

rectus femoris, sartorius, semimembranosus, and semitendinosus. The biceps femoris 

originates at the hip bone ischial tuberosity, linea aspera, and distal femur, while 

inserting into the head of the fibula and lateral condyle of the tibia, contributing to 

extension and lateral rotation in the thigh and flexion in the tibia and fibula. The 

gracilis originates at the inferior ramus, ischial ramus, and pubic body, all of the hip bone, 

while inserting into the medial surface of the tibia, contributing to adduction in the 

thigh and flexion in the tibia and fibula. The rectus femoris originates at the anterior 

inferior iliac spine and the superior margin of the acetabulum, inserting into the patella 

and tibial tuberosity, contributing to flexion in the thigh and extension in the tibia and 

fibula. The sartorius originates at the hip bone anterior superior iliac spine, inserting 

into the medial aspect of the proximal tibia, contributing to flexion, abduction, and 

lateral rotation in the thigh and flexion in the tibia. The condyle and femur lateral 

condyle, contributing to extension and medial rotation in the thigh and flexion in the 

tibia and fibula. Lastly, the semitendinosus also originates at the ischial tuberosity, and 

inserts into the upper tibial shaft, contributing to extension and medial rotation of the 

thigh and flexion of the tibia and fibula. 

 

Section 1.3 provides an overview of the biology relevant to the anatomical and 

physiological data incorporated and processes modelled in this research. The 

application of the information in the overview to specific parts of the rest of the thesis 

is summarised below. 

Section 1.3.1 describes the mechanostat as the response function of the strain 

stimulus, which forms a core component of the CBR models constructed in Chapters 2 

& 4. In particular, the mechanostat is the foundation of the remodelling response 
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functions constructed in Sections 2.2.2 & 4.2.3 and informs the discussions of the 

remodelling simulations in Sections 2.4.3, 4.4.4, & 4.4.6. 

Section 1.3.2 briefly describes osteon anatomy and physiology, whose major 

features were incorporated with the preliminary development of the canal evolution 

algorithm in Section 2.2.7 to devise the greatly improved algorithm in Chapter 3 as 

detailed in Section 3.3, resulting in the microstructural changes shown in Section 4.3.2 

discussed in Section 4.4.3. 

Section 1.3.3 introduces the anatomy of the region surrounding the equine third 

metacarpus, and briefly compares the cortical tissue of this bone to cortical tissue of 

mice and humans, which is highly relevant to Chapter 2. Specifically, the comparison 

between equine, murine, and human cortical bone motivates the choice of an equine 

model for validation, while the bone anatomy provides background information to the 

parameters chosen for remodelling equations in Section 2.2.2. 

Lastly, Section 1.3.4 describes the muscle and bone anatomy relevant to locomotion 

in proximity to the hip, informing several methodologies used in the 

mechanostatistical framework construction as given in Chapters 3 & 4. Notably, it 

provides important background information: firstly, to the bone and muscle meshes 

segmented in Section 3.1.1, and secondly to the primary remodelling stimuli imparted 

into the multiscale framework, briefly described in Section 4.2.3. 

 T H E S I S  O U T L I N E  

The subsequent chapters of this thesis are delineated by the following list: 

 

Chapter 2  A Mechanostatistical Approach to Cortical Bone Remodelling: An  

  Equine Model

Chapter 3  Adapting Equine Microscale Modelling to a Human Multiscale  

  Framework 
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Chapter 4  A Surrogate Mechanostatistical Microstructural Model to Inform  

  Whole Hip Cortical Bone Remodelling 

Chapter 5  Final Remarks 

References 

Appendix A  Computational Bone Remodelling Simulation Scripts 

Appendix B  A Mechanostatistical Approach to Multiscale Computational Bone 

  Remodelling 

 

Chapters 2 & 4 are reproductions of journal papers, and Appendix B is the 

reproduction of a book chapter. 
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A Mechanostatistical Approach to Cortical Bone Remodelling: 

An Equine Model 

 

 

 

The survey in Section 1.1.1 indicates that the current literature lacks detailed 3D cortical 

Computational Bone Remodelling models. This chapter implements a 3D cortical CBR 

model informed by experimental equine data, and explores the application of Partial 

Least Squares Regression to address the issue of computational intractability noted in 

Section 1.1.2. The chapter is an adaptation from the following article: 

 

 

Wang, X., Thomas, C. D., Clement, J. G., Das, R., Davies, H., & Fernandez, J. W. (2015). 

A mechanostatistical approach to cortical bone remodelling: an equine model. 

Biomechanics and Modeling in Mechanobiology. doi: 10.1007/s10237-015-0669-x 

 

Additional material in the form of Python scripts implemented for this study is 

provided in Appendix Section A.1, and the abstract is reproduced below. 

 

In this study, the development of a mechanostatistical model of 3D cortical bone remodelling informed with in vivo 

equine data is presented. The equine model was chosen as it is highly translational to the human condition due to 

similar Haversian systems, availability of in vivo bone strain and biomarker data, and furthermore, equine models 

are recommended by the US Federal Drugs Administration for comparative joint research. The model was derived 

from micro-CT imaged specimens taken from the equine third metacarpal bone, and the Frost-based mechanostat was 

informed from both in vivo strain gauges and biomarkers to estimate bone growth rates. The model also described 

the well-known cutting cone phenomena where Haversian canals tunnel and replace bone. In order to make this 

model useful in practice, a PLSR surrogate model was derived based on training data from finite element simulations 

with different loads. The PLSR model was able to predict microstructure and homogenised Young’s modulus with 

errors less than 2.2% and 0.6%, respectively.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Osteoporotic fracture is a costly and frequently fatal condition caused by injuries 

suffered by people with long-term bone density loss. Changes in bone microstructure 

and material properties, required for growth, maintenance and repair of bone, occur 

through the process of bone remodelling, and chronic bone diseases such as 

osteoporosis are frequently caused by a maladaptation of this process. 

Macroscopically, anisotropic materials such as bone usually exhibit some form of 

directionality in its microstructure to optimally resist loading with a heavy directional 

bias. It is therefore unsurprising to find that cortical bone, which bears ∼65% of 

compressive load in people above 40 years of age (White & Panjabi, 1990), consists of 

osteons, which are structurally units of cylindrical layers running along the axial 

direction of bone shafts, stacked alongside each other. Bone microfractures from 

mechanical stress thus propagate along a combination of the radial and circumferential 

directions in the bone shaft and are guided and dissipated by the presence of osteons, 

contributing to the resilience of bone structural integrity and highlighting the 

importance of microstructure inclusion in studies of bone remodelling (Najafi, Arshi, 

Eslami, Fariborz, & Moeinzadeh, 2007). 

Despite the importance of microstructure, modelling of macroscopic bone 

behaviour rarely includes details at the microscale as constructing a model which 

captures features across such a wide spatial scale is computationally prohibitive. A 

popular approach is to adopt a multiscale design, whereby microscale information is 

homogenised and passed up in spatial scale to inform a macroscale constitutive law. 

Current macroscale models are usually based on continuum theory or a simplification 

of microscale geometries. In particular, some attempts have been made to explain 

anisotropy through a temporal change in load stimulus, which, through several 

feedback mechanisms involving parameters such as available remodelling surface area 
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and bone deposition and resorption rates, gradually evolves bone density in 

anatomically discretised regions of a 2D representation of a single bone shaft based on 

unique regional strain stimuli (Beaupre, Orr, & Carter, 1990a, 1990b). Others have 

suggested taking principles from Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM), where a 

remodelling tensor analogous to CDM’s damage tensor characterises homogenised 

bone microstructure ( Doblaré & Garcıá, 2002). The quantitative measure of damage is 

directly related to bone porosity as a measure of voids in the tissue, which increases 

when stress decreases, and thus, this method provides a directional component to 

bone remodelling by aligning the damage tensor with the stress tensor. Hierarchical 

approaches in 3D have also been investigated for the bone remodelling problem, where 

the macroscale domain is characterised by homogeneous material properties and 

passes strain and density information down to the microscale (Coelho, Fernandes, 

Rodrigues, Cardoso, & Guedes, 2009). The microscale is characterised by a periodic 

porous geometry in a small neighbourhood area, with the porosity pattern predefined 

and changing depending on the anatomical location of analysis on a proximal femur. 

Integration of calculated densities at the local microscale across characterised regions 

then provides density values across macroscale regions of the same type of porous 

geometry. 

Other studies of bone remodelling which have focused on detailed microstructure 

typically remain at the microstructural level. Amongst these include the construction 

of a 2D trabecular bone model, where strain stimuli, calculated from a mechanostat 

formulation, are treated distinctly from damage stimuli, and both are used 

alternatively or together to drive bone remodelling from a Finite Elements approach 

(L. M. McNamara & Prendergast, 2007). An alternative scheme using a particulate 

continuum method known as smoothed particle hydrodynamics captured subject-

specific geometry on a 2D treatment of synchrotron-based human cortical bone, also 

incorporating the mechanostat to calculate density and Young’s modulus changes 

based on strain stimulation (Fernandez et al., 2013). Subject-specific parameters such 
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as pores or Haversian canal distribution were shown to have a substantial effect on the 

bone remodelling process. 

Although cortical bone is the major load-bearing component in the skeleton, there 

are much fewer studies of its strength and evolution based on realistic microstructures 

in 3D. However, the behaviour of individual Haversian canal units has been reported. 

A 1D model has been developed, which includes biochemical regulations at the cellular 

level, reporting in detail on the rates of cutting and closing cone activities on a single 

Bone Modelling Unit through factors such as the available remodelling surface area 

(Pivonka, Buenzli, Scheiner, Hellmich, & Dunstan, 2013). Other studies of BMUs 

suggest that they are aligned by the prevalent local stress, because osteocytes are 

attracted to sites of low mechanical stimulus, as the area in front of a cutting cone in a 

principal direction is always a low stimulus area and attracts more osteoclasts (Burger, 

Klein-Nulend, & Smit, 2003). Furthermore, it has been shown that BMUs must also be 

driven by damage removal, as otherwise predicted damage repair (without damage 

as a stimulus) would not match experimental observations (Martin, 2007). The 

suggestion involves apoptotic osteocytes releasing biochemical signals attracting bone 

resorbing osteoclast cells. BMU directional alignment and action with both principal 

strain and damage repair as driving factors for bone remodelling has also been used 

for explaining the osteon orientation in long bones (Martínez-Reina et al., 2014).

This study is motivated by an interest in the dynamic evolution of cortical bone in 

3D based on realistic geometries. To model bone remodelling phenomena such as the 

temporal change of bone material properties and evolution of cutting cones, geometric 

rules were developed and coupled with linear elasticity analysis in a microscale FE 

model. To retain the relevance of the results in the microscale when macroscale 

geometries are provided, we also propose the initial steps to link the microscale model 

to the macroscale domain, using a mechanostatistical approach to minimise 

computational cost by implementing Partial Least Squares Regression to develop 

surrogate observational models, such as Young’s modulus and stress distributions. 
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The objectives of this study are to (i) propose a set of geometric rules to guide the 3D 

evolution of cutting cones, (ii) introduce a memory effect for the strain stimulus on the 

mechanostat for bone density evolution to allow bone to gradually adapt to 

substantially different loads, and (iii) develop an efficient micro- to macro- link via a 

surrogate model approach. Due to the vast quantity of human cortical bone 

remodelling information reported in the literature and cadaver studies only providing 

information at time of death, we have adopted an equine model. Animal models are 

useful in that they provide in vivo remodelling rates and strain boundary conditions. 

Despite the popularity of murine models, this study adopted an equine model due to 

the absence of Haversian canals in mice bone. The equine model is highly translational 

to the human condition due to similar Haversian systems, availability of in vivo bone 

strain and biomarker data, and furthermore, equine models are recommended by the 

U.S. Federal Drugs Administration for comparative joint research (U.S. FDA Cellular 

Tissue and Gene Therapies Advisory Committee, 2005). 

This study presents (i) the development of a 3D cortical bone algorithm using an 

equine model; (ii) model predictions of Haversian microstructure, stress and 

homogenised Young’s modulus for two specimens; and (iii) the PLSR 

mechanostatistical trained model with microstructure, stress and modulus 

predictions. 

 M E T H O D S  

 

The bone mesh construction pipeline is summarised in Figure 2-1. Micro-computed 

tomography (micro-CT) images of an equine bone biopsy sample of dimensions 4 × 

3.5 × 2 mm3 were obtained at 5 µm  resolution using an Xradia Micro-XCT imaging 

device, and the images were used to create a voxel mesh for FE analysis. Images were 
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Figure 2-1 Diagram of the mesh building process. (1) Xradia Micro-XCT images collected from a bone 

biopsy sample of dimensions were used to build a 3D geometry (2), with Haversian features extracted (3) 

in ITK-SNAP. A voxel mesh with cubic elements was then constructed (4), with sufficient resolution to 

capture the necessary detail in microstructure. Representative samples of unique Haversian canal 

arrangements (5) were then chosen for the FE simulation, coupled with bone remodelling simulations. 

 

auto-segmented using the snake evolution algorithm in ITK-SNAP (Yushkevich et al., 

2006). The resulting stereolithography (STL) mesh was cleaned to remove redundant 

and stray non-connected elements and decimated to reduce element density in the 

software package Rapidform XOR2 (INUS Technology, Seoul, South Korea). 

 

Table 2-1 X-ray micro-CT imaging conditions. 

X-ray energy 60 kV, 10 W 

Exposure time for each projection 60 s 

Total number of projections 721 

Objective magnification 4× 

Source to sample distance 120 mm 

Detector to sample distance 40 mm 

Pixel numbers 1024 × 1024 × 1024 

Effective voxel size 5 µm  
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Following this, the cleaned mesh was imported into HyperMesh (Altair Engineering, 

Michigan, USA) where a voxel mesh with cubic hexahedral elements of dimensions 

(5 µm)� was constructed and exported as an Abaqus (SIMULIA, Rhode Island, USA) 

compatible input file. Two representative samples containing Haversian features were 

sectioned from this voxel mesh, and in each sample, each element was assigned an 

isotropic material state of either cortical bone or Haversian canal properties. The 

element size was chosen as the same as the effective voxel size (Table 2-1) in order to 

capture the key Haversian features whilst retaining computational efficiency for 

mechanics simulations. 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Mechanostat strain curve, showing the rate of change of density against strain. Mechanostat is 

not to scale. 

 

The well-known mechanostat model (Frost, 2000) was used to guide bone growth and 

loss. As summarised in Figure 2-2, the model describes the effect of different 

magnitudes of strain stimuli on density changes in bone by sorting strains sensed by 

cortical elements into zones with defined strain magnitude bounds. More specifically, 

the Resorption Zone for strains is found for magnitudes below L1, where bone density 

decreases; the Quiescent Zone is found for magnitudes between L1 and L2, for which 

the bone is adapted to the sensed strain and maintained in homoeostatic equilibrium, 

and thus no bone density changes occur; and the Growth Zone is found for magnitudes 

between L2 and L3, where bone growth occurs. Strains above L3 are defined to be 
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Figure 2-3 Equine experimental strain recording method and biomarker data from Davies (1995). (Left) 

Histological section of equine bone tissue, showing bone growth in woven bone; the markers 

oxytetracycline and fluorescein complexone were administered alternatively after periods of 

approximately 30−40 days, leaving distinct yellow–orange and yellow–green (respectively, of the 

chemical marker administered) bands which indicates the pore boundary at the time. (Right) Schematic 

of the equine third metacarpal bone; dark grey rectangle shows the location where the histological section 

was taken. 

 

caused by loads above the elastic yield limit for cortical bone, causing bone Damage, 

and thus behave in the same manner as strains in the Resorption Zone. 

In this study, the mechanostat is explicitly defined as the piecewise function 

�� = ⎩⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎧���� − ��, ���� < ��0, �� < ���� < �#���� − �#, �# < ���� < ���� − ����, ���� > ��

(2-1) 

where the mechanostat input parameter ���� is the von Mises input strain. The 

boundaries L1, L2, and L3 are given as 3000, 5000, and 7500 µε, respectively, adapted 

from an equine bone growth rate study in trotting, cantering and galloping horses 

(Davies, 1995). Table 2-2 shows the raw data from this study that was used to inform 

the thresholds and remodelling rates in the mechanostat. Two groups of horses 

(Exercised and Control) underwent Rest, Trot, Canter, Gallop and Rest again for 40- 

Table 2-2 Cortical bone growth rates in horse specimens obtained from biostaining (Davies, 1995). 

Days 
Growth rate per day, µm ± SD Significance (p-value), 

control vs. exercised Control Exercised 

40 1.8 ± 1.1 2.6 ± 2.6 (Trot) 0.510 

40 3.2 ± 4.3 2.2 ± 3.3 (Canter) 0.680 

40 2.1 ± 2.9 12.7 ± 8.6 (Gallop) 0.017 

40 1.2 ± 0.7 4.3 ± 2.5 (Rest) 0.014 
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day durations. The data shows that bone growth rates during Trot and Canter in the 

Exercised group did not exhibit any significant difference to the rates in the Control 

group, while rates during Gallop were significantly higher. In addition, during the 40-

day rest period after Gallop, the growth rate was significantly higher than the Control 

group. Bone remodelling was determined from bone markers on histological sections 

taken from the third metacarpal bone as shown in Figure 2-3, with strain gauges for 

the exercise regimes placed on the surface of the dorsal cortex. Significant bone 

remodelling only occurred at Gallop speeds of 17 m s−1 and above, corresponding to 

6000 µε and a growth rate of 12.7 µε day−1. No significant remodelling was present at 

Canter speeds as low as 10 m s−1, with strains of 4000 µε and bone growth rate of 

2.2 µm day−1. Due to the small window of strain between 6000 µε and the Damage 

Zone of 7500 µε, L2 was lowered to 5000 µε. 

 

Strain inputs into the mechanostat model produce stimuli which are used to drive 

density change via the forward Euler formulation 

�123 = �456 + ���8∆
 
where �456  is the current density; �123  is the newly calculated density, ��  is a rate 

constant for density remodelling set to 3.225 kg m−3 s−1 scaled to three times the rate 

adapted in Fernandez et al. (2013) as the equine data were observed to be 

approximately three times that of human remodelling rates, ∆t is the time stepping in 

the current iteration set to 86400 s or 1 day, and �8 is the strain stimulus determined by 

the mechanostat. The resulting density �123 is used in a power law model of the form 

� = :�; (2-2) 

where A is determined from Eq. 2-2 by initially setting the Young’s modulus to �<2=, 
the exponent parameter b to 1.54 (Keller, Mao, & Spengler, 1990), and the density �<2= 
to 1.938 g cm−3 (McCarthy, Jeffcott, & McCartney, 1990). 
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Figure 2-4 Load schematic of microscale bone sample. Yellow Arrows (Top) represent applied load 

locations, while Blue Symbols (Bottom) represents applied boundary conditions, restricting nodal 

translation and rotation. Loads and boundary conditions were applied on a per-node basis across the 

entire surfaces. 

 

The isotropic voxel mesh was incorporated into an FE model of linear elasticity in 

Abaqus. Mesh elements were categorised into either cortical or canal state elements 

based on the voxel mesh geometry and the relevant material properties assigned based 

on these states. The cortical elements were set to a Young’s modulus �<2= of 12802.5 

MPa, calculated from averaged equine compressive data (Skedros, Dayton, 

Sybrowsky, Bloebaum, & Bachus, 2006), while the canal elements were set to 2 MPa. 

In all cases unless otherwise specified, the conditioned load magnitude applied was 

the same, calculated by applying a 0.4% compressive strain to the top surface in the 

negative z direction and fixing the bottom surface in both translation and rotation as 

shown in Figure 2-4, obtaining the resulting reaction force for each node on the fixed 

surface of the model, averaging these reaction forces, and applying the averaged force 

on the opposite face to the fixed surface. The high and low load magnitudes are 

156.25% and 37.5% of this averaged force, respectively, calculated by dividing the 

strain value of halfway between the L2 and L3 boundaries (6250 µε) and half of the L1 

boundary (1500 µε) by 0.4% strain (4000 µε). These magnitudes were chosen to 

produce strains in the Growth & Resorption Zones of the initial mechanostat. 
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Dramatic growth and resorption (to and from cortical and canal states) were restricted 

to occur only on the cortical elements at the interface between cortical bone and 

Haversian canals. When an interface element reaches a growth limit �><43?@, defined 

as the Young’s modulus equivalent to fully calcified tissue, all surrounding canal 

elements change state to cortical bone with an initial Young’s modulus equal to the 

resorption limit �<2�4<A , which is defined as the Young’s modulus equivalent to 

unmineralized osteoid tissue. Likewise, when an interface element reaches �<2�4<A, it is 

converted into a canal element. The limits are calculated from Eq. 2-2 as 

�<2�4<A = 1.46;
�<2=; �<2= 

�><43?@ = 2.211;
�<2=; �<2= 

where 1.46 and 2.211 (both units of g cm−3) refer to density measurements obtained 

for unmineralised osteoid and fully calcified tissue, respectively (Bonucci, Ascenzi, 

Vittur, Pugliarello, & De Bernard, 1970). With the initial values of �<2=  and �<2=  for 

cortical elements and 2 MPa for canal elements, the model was adapted for an expected 

load of a 4000 µε displacement, or halfway between the initial values of L1 and L2, by 

running a conditioning simulation to obtain unique mechanostats for each cortical 

element, with the intended effect that the expected load causes von Mises strains in 

cortical bone elements to be in the centre of their individual mechanostat’s quiescent 

zone, allowing for the evaluation of higher and lower load perturbations. 

 

Table 2-2 shows that bone continues to grow in the rest period immediately after the 

galloping phase, demonstrating that bone has a memory of previously sensed strains 

and that the mechanostat quiescent zone adapts to these past strains. Motivated by 

this, a fading memory model was proposed, which postulates that bone retains a limited 
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memory of recent strain stimuli, and so that the mechanostat input strain, given as the 

von Mises input strain (VMI) in Eq. 2-1, is derived from weighted values of a past 

history of sensed von Mises strains given by ���. A weighting scheme W is defined 

with a memory of N historical iteration steps, equal to 30 days, based on normalised 

sampled values from N equally spaced intervals on an exponential growth function, 

such that 

B CD
E

D=�
= 1 

A strain history H of N history values was then initialised with von Mises strains 

resulting from the conditioned load. After each simulation iteration, equal to precisely 

1 day, a new strain history F
 is updated from the old strain history F
–� by 

FD,
 = HFD+�,
−�, D < E���, D = E  

with ���  as the currently sensed von Mises strain and FD,
–�  as the past von Mises 

strains. Thus, ���� is equal to the sum of the weighted current strain history: 

����,
 = B CD
E

D=�
× JFD,
K 

The new mechanostat zone limits L1, L2 and L3 are updated as 

�
 = �
−� + ����,
 − ����,
−� 
 

The evolution of Haversian canals characterised by osteoclast activity at the head and 

osteoblast activity at the tail, also known as the cutting cone, is based on a geometric 

analysis of canal elements. Binary TIFF image stacks of the model were generated with 

binary colour values assigned for each element, represented as a pixel, for cortical and 

canal elements, respectively. The image stack was then passed into Fiji, generating an 

image skeleton with the Skeletonize3D plugin, and analysing the shape of the skeleton 

(fiji.sc/Fiji). The skeleton shape analysis allowed the determination of Haversian 

canal ends, their current evolution directions, and whether they are cutting regions or  
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Figure 2-5 Assignment of canal evolution behaviour to Haversian canals (Red) based on their geometry. 

The loads (Yellow Arrows) are applied to nodes on the surface of the model (Green Line). (Left & Right 

Canals) Cutting behaviour is assigned when the angle (Yellow Sectors) between the Blue & Black Arrows 

is less than or equal to 90◦. The Blue Arrow is defined as the centre of the canal end region (Circular Red) 

to the tip of the canal, which is found through geometric analysis of the canal end. The Black Arrow is 

defined as the closest point of load application from the centre of the canal end region. (Centre) Closing 

behaviour is assigned when the angle is greater than 90◦. Mathematically, representing the direction of 

the Blue Arrow as a vector x as the cutting direction defines the closing direction as −L, represented by 

the White Arrow. 

 

closing regions. As shown in Figure 2-5, cutting regions are defined as the areas where 

the angle between the evolution direction and the direction from the canal end to the 

closest point of load application in the model is less than or equal to 90◦, and closing 

regions are assigned to all other canal ends. During each simulation iteration, closing 

regions are set with an activity rate of 1.900 × 10−6 mm s−1 (W. R. Lee, 1964) and cutting 

regions extend at a rate of 2.083 × 10−6 mm s−1 (Pivonka et al., 2013), with the extension 

width influenced by the average width of the Haversian canal. The cutting direction is 

calculated through a summation of the eigenvectors, weighted by their eigenvalues, of 

the infinitesimal strain tensors of all surrounding cortical bone elements of a cutting 

region. Specifically, given s cortical interface bone elements surrounding a cutting 

region, the tunnelling direction G of the cutting region is given by the vector 
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M = B B N8,OP8,O
�

O=�
Q

8=�
 

where N8 and P8 are found by eigendecomposition of the sth infinitesimal strain tensor 

R8 = ST�� T�# T��T#� T## T#�T�� T�# T��U
8
 

In this manner, the cutting cone is directed towards zones of highest strain where bone 

is most likely being replaced, which typically aligns in the axis of long bones. 

 

Partial Least Squares Regression is a method of relating n sets of information from one 

matrix X (the predictor matrix) to another matrix Y (the response matrix), where X 

contains m orthogonal predictor parameters and is of size n × m and Y contains p 

responses and is of size V × W (Wold, Sjostrom, & Eriksson, 2001). Mathematically, 

both X and Y are decomposed into a row eigenvector of independent variables pre-

multiplied by a column vector of scores or projections on the eigenvector, in the form 

X = YX Z[ + \X  
] = YX ^[ + \]  

where w is the scores vector, p and q are the eigenvectors, and E is the residual term 

from the decomposition. PLSR aims to maximise covariance between YX  and Y]  via 

Y]  =  _ ∘ YX  
where ◦ is the Hadamard product operator and _[ = [��, … , �V]  is a vector of factors 

calculated to maximise the covariance. Because Y]  can be used to predict Y and YX  

can be used to predict X, it follows that X can be used to predict Y. 

PLSR models are developed as the Y responses are usually too expensive to 

determine experimentally for every single combination of predictors that could exist 

in X. In this study, the predictors are different combinations of normal and shear loads 

applied on the model while the responses are Young’s modulus or von Mises stress 

predictions on each element, with the expectation that load information passed from 
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the macroscale (whole bone model) to the microscale (Haversian level model) could 

be used as predictors, which allows rapid estimation of Haversian shape and 

homogenised Young’s modulus. 

In this study, the PLSR surrogate model was trained on two separate specimens 

with 21 mechanics remodelling simulations for each specimen, and with normal and 

shear load ranges of approximately 0−1.9 and 0−0.35 mN, respectively. Separate PLSR 

models were built for Young’s modulus and stress, where element-based Young’s 

modulus predictions were used as additional information to inform the homogenised 

Young’s modulus of the entire micro-specimen. Additionally, Young’s modulus 

thresholds were used to identify mismatched elements in the shape and stress data for 

error statistics. During model training, 1 dataset of the 21 was left out of the training 

population for prediction purposes, and this was repeated for each of the 21 datasets. 

 

 

Figure 2-6 Structure of Python bone remodelling scripts complementary to Abaqus mechanical FE 

analysis (given by the Load Bone step).
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Figure 2-6 shows the structure of the Abaqus Python script used to run the bone 

remodelling simulation. In a loop where the user specifies the number of simulated 

days for the model to run, the model is submitted to Abaqus for FE analysis, and the 

results obtained used to drive the evolution of the mechanostat, analysed for geometry 

and producing any changes in cutting and closing cones. The loop ends when the 

maximum number of simulated days is reached. 

 R E S U L T S  

 

 

Figure 2-7 Examples of canal evolution directions as a result of different traction vectors (Purple) applied 

along the surface (Green) in the first row; Red Pie Sectors indicate the angle from the x-axis, while Yellow 

Pie Sectors indicate the angle from the x-y plane. The same bone model was loaded with three different 

tractions. The Solid Blue Circle shows a cutting cone in action. (Left Column) Application of a pure shear 

force 45◦ from the x-axis. (Middle Column) Application of a tensile load 45◦ from the x-axis and 67.5◦ 

from the x-y plane. (Right Column) Application of a normal compressive force to the x-y plane. 
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Prediction of Haversian bone evolution is shown in Figure 2-7, representing up to 10 

days of remodelling. A cutting cone of a Haversian canal (Solid Blue Circle) is directed 

towards different paths based on the applied surface traction vector. All loads caused 

an initial growth towards the positive z direction; however, a pure shear load (Left 

Column) was shown to halt the canal evolution progress by Day 4. Amongst the other 

loads, the tensile load (Middle Column) caused the cutting cone to grow towards the 

positive z direction, while the purely normal compressive load (Right Column) 

influenced the growing branch of the canal to evolve towards a neighbouring branch 

by Day 10. 

 

 

Figure 2-8 Evolution of homogenised Young’s modulus over a simulated period of 11 days from different 

load magnitudes applied on the same bone model in the negative z direction. The anomaly seen in the 

conditioned load at Day 10 was caused by the mechanostat triggering a small remodelling event which 

caused a cutting cone to behave slightly differently to the others, accumulating canal elements earlier than 

the other load conditions and thereby causing the homogenised Young’s modulus to fall. 

 

Haversian remodelling in response to an increased load of 56.25% and decreased load 

of 62.5%, with respect to the quiescent load, is shown in Figure 2-8. Specifically, 

increasing and decreasing the stimulus loading gave rise to increased and decreased 

rates of Young’s modulus growth, respectively. The Young’s modulus values were 
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calculated by homogenising (averaging) the Young’s modulus of the elements across 

the entire model. The modulus is constantly affected by an increasing Young’s 

modulus as a background effect from the closing cones. The three load cases showed 

different initial rates of Young’s modulus change, causing the initial curves to diverge. 

After five simulated days, however, any divergence becomes negligible. 

 

Model sensitivity was assessed by perturbing applied load angle, load magnitude, 

density rate and the mechanostat boundaries by ±10% and obtaining results at the 

11th simulated day to examine the sensitivity of these parameters, as summarised in 

Table 2-3. Angle was perturbed from the reference pure normal load in the negative z 

direction by ±9° with a conditioned load magnitude and measured according to the 

reference, while sensitivity tests of the other parameters were done at both the higher 

(Growth) and lower (Resorption) load zones and used as reference standards. Two 

variables were tested for sensitivity: the homogenised Young’s modulus �d, and a 

parameter termed Shape, which is a binary variable recording the material state of 

 

 
 

Table 2-3 Percentage deviations presented by a model sensitivity analysis, through the perturbation of 

four key parameters: Load Magnitude, Density Change Rate, the Mechanostat Limits and the Angle of 

applied Load. Resorption Zone and Growth Zone refer to the zones immediately adjacent to the Quiescent 

Zone (see Figure 2-2) where resorption and growth occur, respectively. The homogenised Young’s 

modulus �d is as an average across the elements of the whole model. All loads were applied in the normal 

direction (negative z) except for the Load Angle sensitivity analysis. 
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each element in the model (canal or cortical bone). While the model was stable to most 

parameter changes, the Load Angle was the most sensitive input variable, where a 10% 

perturbation caused 0.4% variation in �d values and 2.44% variation in Shape values. 

The model was less sensitive to the other parameters; in order of decreasing sensitivity, 

�d was most sensitive to changes in Load Magnitude (0.06%), Density Change Rate 

(0.05%), then the Mechanostat Limits (0.04%), while Shape was most sensitive to 

Density Change Rate (0.13%), Mechanostat Limits (0.10%), and Load Magnitude 

(0.06%). 

 

 

Figure 2-9 Effect of fading memory on load perturbations. Perturbation from High to Low Load occurred 

at Day 12. 

 

The effect of fading memory on the models is shown in Figure 2-9. The models were 

previously conditioned to a 0.4% strain and stimulated with a High Load for 12 days. 

A Low Load was then applied for the remaining time. Young’s modulus evolution 

diverged from the memory-informed model, which showed a comparatively lesser 

increase. After 12 days, the Low Load perturbation took effect, and the model without 

memory showed an immediate and more unrealistic decrease in the rise of Young’s 

modulus, while the memory-informed model showed a continued increase. 
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Figure 2-10 Ideal calculated versus PLSR-predicted shape. (Left) Example calculated shape from bone 

remodelling algorithm for a loading scenario. (Right) Predicted shape using PLSR under the same loading 

scenario. Circled Areas emphasise where the shape was predicted differently.
 

Table 2-4 Response error of PLSR prediction vs remodelling simulations for two representative Haversian 

specimens, expressed as percentage deviations. Reference for error calculation is the conditioned load 

applied compressively normal to the surface opposite to the fixed surface (see Figure 2-4). FC, 

conditioned load. 

Magnitude 
Angle from x-y plane 

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 

Bone specimen 1 

0.375 ef 

 �d 0.02 0.06 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.25 

 Shape Mismatches 0.38 0.04 0.04 0.18 0.15 0.10 0.36 ef  

 �d 0.50 0.12 0.13 0.21 0.15 0.12 0.30 

 Shape Mismatches 0.66 0.29 0.17 0.07 0.07 0.10 2.16 

1.5625 ef 

 �d 0.15 0.37 0.24 0.09 0.05 0.42 0.16 

 Shape Mismatches 0.38 0.35 0.22 0.09 0.07 0.44 0.40 

Bone specimen 2 

0.375 ef 

 �d 0.08 0.57  0.19 0.05 0.04 0.38 0.21 

 Shape Mismatches 0.23 0.95 0.37 0.25 0.22 0.39 0.14 ef  

 �d 0.13 0.22 0.08 0.16 0.25 0.11 0.06 

 Shape Mismatches 0.12 0.41 0.28 0.24 0.17 0.10 0.14 

1.5625 ef 

 �d 0.16 0.04 0.36 0.02 0.16 0.03 0.07 

 Shape Mismatches 0.24 0.40 0.33 0.21 0.20 0.28 0.25 
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Figure 2-10 shows a PLSR-predicted shape compared with the ideal (simulated) shape 

from the bone remodelling algorithm. The Circled Regions on the PLSR-predicted 

image (Red) highlights the prediction error in the form of a shape mismatch when 

contrasted with the ideal calculated shape (Blue). 

Table 2-4 summarises the loading spectrum, homogenised Young’s modulus (�d) 

and shape errors for the PLSR models on two bone specimens, where Shape 

Mismatches refers to the percentage of non-matching material states. The average 

error measured across both specimens is 0.16% and 0.30% for �d  and Shape 

Mismatches, respectively. The average error for stress was considerably higher, with 

a notable proportion of elements having stress error predictions of greater than 20%. 

Across the specimens, 76.1% of elements exhibited errors in stress less than 20%. 

 D I S C U S S I O N  

The presented cortical bone model captures evolving Haversian structures in 3D at the 

microscale level. Equine data were used due to the similarity of its Haversian canal 

structures as compared to human bone microstructure, and the availability of in vivo 

strains and remodelling rates from biomarkers adapted from equine gait analysis. 

Furthermore, the use of equine models is recommended by the US Federal Drugs 

Administration and is useful for translational studies. The model was informed by 

Frost’s mechanostat with a fading memory component to allow modification of the 

mechanostat boundaries, where bone adapts to a newly applied load. Young’s 

modulus was shown to increase consistently according to the applied loads. A PLSR 

surrogate model was trained on two specimens using 21 mechanics remodelling 

simulations and predicted shape and homogenised Young’s modulus with errors less 

than 0.4% and 0.2%, respectively. The error in predicted stress was much higher. 
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There are a number of limitations that should be considered when interpreting the 

results of this work. Firstly, the model did not include a specific osteocyte distribution 

to act as a mechanosensitive sensor. However, assuming a healthy distribution of 

osteocytes with no apoptosis, all elements in the model could sense strain, which 

would not likely to influence model predictions but does presently limit our ability to 

evaluate osteocyte-related diseases. Secondly, we have assumed that a linear statistical 

model in the form of a linear PLSR model is sufficient for capturing nonlinear processes. 

While the predicted errors in shape and Young’s modulus in this study were less than 

2.2%, a nonlinear PLSR model may be more suitable for stress predictions and needs to 

be evaluated in future versions of this work. Thirdly, we have presented only two 

representative pieces of cortical bone and to make this useful in a full multiscale model, 

additional specimens of varying porosity would need to be added and used for model 

training. Next, the model does not presently generate new cutting cones, leading to 

the strong effect of closing cones on the material strength, although this is counteracted 

by resorption mechanisms implemented on the canal–cortical boundary. Lastly, 

although we have attempted to evaluate each part of this study as thoroughly as 

possible through comparison with the literature, expected behaviours and provided in 

vivo data, it is difficult to validate bone growth quantities directly as the history of 

loading is difficult to quantify. Validation may be possible through surrogate measures 

such as through quantitative density measurements from CT scans. 

 

Figure 2-7 shows that the predicted Haversian canal pathways are consistent with 

images showing fine filamentary structures in 3D micro-CT data (Figure 2-11) from 

both equine and human cortical bone. In the model, application of a pure shear load 

(Figure 2-7, Left Column) caused the cone to stop cutting; an angled tensile load 

(Figure 2-7, Middle Column) caused growth resembling the anatomical structures 

found in sample Haversian canals. Interestingly, application of a pure compressive 
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Figure 2-11 (Left) 3D micro-CT data of equine cortical bone. (Right) Complex bifurcation and cross-linking 

patterns observed in the filamentary Haversian canal structures, reconstructed from the micro-CT data. 

 

normal load caused one branch of a bifurcated canal to merge into a neighbouring 

canal, resembling the formation of super-osteons as described by Bell et al. (2001) or 

exhibiting Volkmann’s canal-type behaviour. Haversian cutting cones were guided by 

weighted strain eigenvectors sensed at the tip of the cutting cone directing the canal 

path towards the most loaded or damaged regions. This is consistent with the idea that 

Haversian canals are always remodelling to remove damaged bone and tend to align 

with the longitudinal direction of loading. The slight deviations in Haversian 

geometry predicted by our model are consistent with the filamentary paths observed 

in micro-CT images of bone (Figure 2-11) and may reflect the slightly altered loading 

patterns over time that horses and humans experience as part of daily loading 

stimulus. 

 

Homogenised Young’s modulus responded in a manner consistent with the 

mechanostat as observed in Figure 2-8. Load magnitudes were chosen such that the 

resulting strains fell into the Resorption & Growth Zones of the mechanostat, 

respectively, and the loads were applied in the negative z direction (see Figure 2-7 for 
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axes alignment with respect to the model). In all three load cases, Young’s modulus 

increases due to the independent closing cone phenomenon which dominating the 

Young’s modulus changes; at each simulated day, this behaviour causes a certain 

number of canal elements to turn into cortical elements, increasing the average 

Young’s modulus. Initially, increased load resulted in a higher rate of Young’s 

modulus increase, while decreased load reduced the Young’s modulus rate of increase, 

as expected from Eq. 2-1 and shown on the figure as the initial curve divergence 

between the different loadings. However, the fading memory model increasingly 

diminishes the effect of the high and low loads, causing the mechanostat to adapt to 

these loads by six days and preventing further notable divergence of the models. 

Qualitative bone remodelling behaviour is consistent with other studies, which 

have reported bone material adaptation (Beaupre et al., 1990b; Fernandez et al., 2013), 

whereby more bone atrophy or a lower bone density occur when lower loads are 

applied compared to higher loads. However, as mentioned previously, the model does 

not yet show an absolute decrease in bone strength when low loads are applied due to 

the dominant effect of the closing cones and the relative lack of cutting cones in any 

particular sampled section of cortical bone, which is a limitation of the present work. 

To offset the heavy influence of closing cones on the homogenised Young’s modulus 

on the model, new canals must be occasionally seeded for a more realistic result for 

both anatomical structure and mechanical strength. 

The memory effect was shown to predict smoother changes in Young’s modulus 

and continued bone growth even after loading stimulus was removed. As seen in 

Figure 2-9, during the first 12 days of simulation with the high load representing 

Gallop, while initially both models exhibited a similar Young’s modulus growth, the 

model without the memory effect shows a greater rise in Young’s modulus than the 

memory-informed model after four days. This is due to the diminishing effect of the 

higher load on the memory-informed model, which eventually adapts to the load 

change. When the lower load representing Rest takes effect after 12 days, the Young’s 
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modulus immediately stops increasing in the model without memory. In contrast, in 

the memory-informed model, this resting phase is now a combination of the current 

low stimulus and the recent high stimuli, so Young’s modulus continues to increase. 

This result is consistent with the equine data observed in Table 2-2, which shows that 

Young’s modulus continues to increase after Gallop is complete and well into Rest.

 

Table 2-3 shows the results of sensitivity analysis, identifying the applied Load Angle 

as the most sensitive parameter with the other parameters (Load Magnitude, Density 

Change Rate and Mechanostat Limits) less sensitive by an order of magnitude. Despite 

being the most sensitive parameter, perturbing the applied Load Angle by 10% still 

only resulted in only a 2.44% change in Shape and 0.4% change in �d, indicating that 

Load Angle is still a relatively insensitive parameter and that the model is very resilient 

to errors in parameter estimation in general, whilst showing that Shape has the major 

influence on remodelling predictions. Apart from Load Angle, remodelling 

parameters are therefore not required to be extremely accurate for simulations of bone 

remodelling in the current model. However, as seen by the very divergent 

microstructural changes due to applied load orientation in Figure 2-7, the Load Angle 

can be identified as a parameter of key importance for microstructural changes. 

 

The PLSR model was shown to be a good predictor of Shape and �d, with maximum 

errors of 2.2% and 0.6%, respectively (see Table 2-4), suggesting its usefulness as a 

prediction tool for Haversian geometries and homogenised material properties for 

macroscale, whole bone models. Figure 2-9 shows the areas where the PLSR-predicted 

shape is different to the ideal calculated shape, and it is apparent that the highest errors 

in shape prediction arise in regions where cutting cone activity occurs, as this 

remodelling behaviour is markedly more dynamic than the bone density changes from 
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the mechanostat aspect of the model. However, PLSR is known to be less accurate at 

predicting spatial fields, which is confirmed by present predictions of von Mises stress 

in this study. Specifically, 23.9% of elements showed above 20% error in stress 

prediction. Nonlinear regression methods may be more suitable in predicting these 

values, as suggested by the quadratic surface transformation applied in T. Wu, 

Martens, Hunter, and Mithraratne (2014) for PLSR models mimicking muscle fibre 

force–length relationships. These large errors were primarily a result of the PLSR model 

predicting the wrong material state (cortical bone elements for canal elements and 

vice-versa) for elements around the cortical–canal interface. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

The presented equine model was informed by bone growth rates and bone strain data 

from in vivo measurements. The observed threshold nature that linked remodelling 

rates to distinct speeds and bone strains supports the use of the classical bone 

remodelling mechanostat. This is in contrast to other popular animal models, such as 

murine, which lack Haversian canals and present a challenge when controlling their 

loading environment, and human models, which only present limited end of life data 

where the history of loading is unknown. The prediction ability of the presented 

surrogate model can inform whole bone stiffness (Young’s modulus) changes rapidly 

and accurately without expensive iterative computation. Moreover, the influence of 

disease and drug effects at the microscale can also be incorporated and additional 

synthetic data generated for scenarios not experimented on. Translation to the human 

may be achieved by scaling equine remodelling rates and strain thresholds to human 

physiological ranges, as these parameters are generally higher for horses. The results 

of this study are currently being developed for inclusion in the open-source IUPS 

Physiome project repository (Hunter, Smith, Fernandez, & Tawhai, 2005) for 

evaluation and sharing by the scientific community.



 

 

 

 

Adapting Equine Microscale Modelling to a Human 

Multiscale Framework 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 has demonstrated a working conception of an equine-informed cortical 

Computational Bone Remodelling model at the Haversian level, incorporating 

material evolution with realistic morphological changes, indicating that it is possible 

to capture complex behaviour with a sufficiently detailed set of geometric rules 

informed by mechanics. Incorporation of this model into a larger framework of 

multiscale human cortical bone remodelling requires the construction of interfaces 

carrying mechanical stimuli received by humans from the whole organ spatial scale 

down to the Haversian scale, where the previous cortical CBR model operates at. 

This chapter details the methods used to build parts of the human-based multiscale 

bone remodelling framework, focusing on the femoral neck as the region of interest. 

In addition, the cortical CBR model of the previous chapter was extended in the detail 

and realism. These parts were subsequently assembled into a unified framework, 

informed by human anatomical, physiological, and material parameters in Chapter 4.
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 F E A T U R E  E X T R A C T I O N  A C R O S S  T H E  S C A L E S  

This section details the procedures in obtaining anatomical features across all scales 

used in the multiscale framework, briefly listed below: 

1) Extraction of macroscale locomotive bone and muscle geometry around the hip 

region; 

2) Estimation of a femoral cortical bone layer from the femur geometry, and 

subsequent isolation of the femoral neck cortical layer, termed the Region of 

Interest (ROI); 

3) Generation of a realistic spatial variation of bone porosities in the ROI; 

4) Generation of microscale Haversian bone models which cover the range of 

porosities in the ROI; 

5) Estimation of the microanatomical features in the Haversian models as an input 

to the canal network evolution algorithm, the improved remodelling function for 

cortical bone microstructure. 

As shown and noted in Sections 1.1 & 1.2, the ROI is focused on the femoral neck 

due to (i) its clinical importance as a site of hip fracture and (ii) the wealth of existing 

data and models for this region used in Computational Bone Remodelling studies. 

 

A total of 269 colour human anatomy photograph slices in the original resolution of 

0.33 mm × 0.33 mm per pixel; 1 mm spacing between slices obtained from the Visible 

Human (VH) Dataset (Ackerman, 1991) were segmented for locomotive bones and 

muscles (Figures 1-9 & 1-10) and converted into VRML objects (Figure 3-1). The 

segmentation process was semiautomatic, involving greyscale intensity thresholding 

in Stradwin (Gee; Treece, Prager, & Gee, 1999; Treece, Prager, Gee, & Berman, 2000) 

and guided by pre-segmentations in VH Dissector Pro (ToLTech, Colorado, USA). 
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Figure 3-1 Surface VRML geometries of locomotive bones and muscles in the hip region as generated in 

Stradwin, as viewed from the posterior (Top) and anterior sides (Bottom). The biceps femoris, 

semitendinosus, and semimembranosus muscles are hidden from view. 

 

The cortical layer of the femoral neck was estimated through the following procedure: 

i) Generating a femur skeleton axis; 

ii) Generating a shrunk femur model with nodes from the original femur model 

shifted towards the skeleton axis; 

iii) Categorising the elements from the original femur model as inside or outside 

the volume of the shrunk femur model. 

Figure 3-2 shows the procedure results in generating the skeleton axis. Nodes from 

the original femur geometry were treated as a point cloud, after which a voxel image 

stack was generated through a downsampling procedure, detailed as follows: 
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Figure 3-2 Example procedure for the generation of a Skeleton Axis. (Top, Light Blue Surface Points) 

Nodes of the femur mesh, treated as a point cloud; (Middle) downsampling/voxelisation of elements; 

(Bottom) Skeleton Axis generated by 3D thinning using medial axis skeletonisation. 

 

a) For all Nodes i in the point cloud, find the distance to the nearest neighbour �D. 
b) Get the maximum of all �D  as �ghi , and set this as a 3D rectangular array 

resolution. 

c) Choose any i, then in the real space subtract the locations of all Nodes j to the 

location of i. The obtained values are direction vectors jO pointing from i to all 

j. 

d) Generate a binary 3D array A with resolution �ghi  which forms the spatial 

boundary of the femur model, with all values initially set to False. 

e) Multiply all jO by �ghi, and round the values to integers, resulting in a set of 

array indices jÔ in A. 

f) Set the values of A at all jÔ to True. 

This completes the voxelization procedure from Figure 3-2 (Top) to Figure 3-2 

(Middle). A 3D thinning algorithm known as medial axis skeletonisation (T. C. Lee, 

Kashyap, & Chu, 1994) is then subsequently utilised on A to skeletonise the femur, 

producing voxels represented by Figure 3-2 (Bottom) on the modified array A’. The 

nodes defining the shrunk femur model were found via the following procedure: 
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Figure 3-3 Cortical and trabecular bone layer estimation for the human femur. (Left, Light Blue) Sample 

nodes shrunk towards the Skeleton Axis; (Right) elements outside of the space bounded by the shrunk 

Nodes are classified as cortical bone (Light Blue), while the other elements are classified as trabecular 

bone (Dark). 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Cortical bone elements of the femoral neck as the ROI, highlighted in Intense Blue. 

 

a) Convert all indices of True voxels m in A’’’’ to the real space via multiplication 

with the resolution �ghi, producing a set of real space points lm . 

b) Generate a line segment equation �V between each lm  and its neighbour. 

c) Make a copy of the original femur mesh. 

d) For all D, find a direction vector nD towards the nearest point WD among all �V. 

e) Find the new Nodes shrunk towards the skeleton axes as o ̂ = WD − �nD, where c is 

a shrink factor. 

Figure 3-3 (Left) shows the result of shrinking the Nodes (Figure 3-3, Right, 

Surface points) with c = 0.88. This value was approximated by Figure 1 (Middle) in 
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Poole et al. (2010) from the lines marking the size of the medulla in comparison with 

the cortex in a femoral neck cortical bone cross-section. All elements in the original 

femur mesh (Figure 3-3, Right, Light Blue Region) not within the space of the shrunk 

Nodes were classified as cortical bone, while all elements within the space (Dark 

Region) were classified as trabecular bone. Finally, the cortical layer of the femoral 

neck was manually selected, as shown in Figure 3-4 (Intense Blue Region). 

 

 

Figure 3-5 Periodic B-splines for generation of porosities for mesh elements around the cortical bone of 

the femoral neck. Shaded region indicates the standard error of the mean. Curves fitted in the SciPy 

(www.scipy.org) module interpolate from procedures described in Dierckx, 1993. 

 

Femur cortical bone densities measured from biopsies in males who have not suffered  

fracture injuries and females who have suffered fracture in the femoral neck area were 

taken from a study (Bell et al., 1999) and utilised to construct porosity distribution 

generation functions for the elements in Figure 3-4. Third order periodic B-splines 

(Figure 3-5) were fitted (Dierckx, 1993) to the mean p and the standard error of the 

mean �p for both the male (A) and femur-fractured female (B) subject data. 
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Figure 3-6 Anatomical orientation in the femoral neck, mapped on to a modified cylindrical coordinate 

system. The direction perpendicular to the plane (Translucent Blue Circle) is the Femoral Neck Axis (Blue 

Line), and positive angle direction is indicated by the Red Circular Arrows at the ends of the axis. The 

Posterior (P), Superior (S), Anterior (A), and Inferior (I) regions correspond to Figure 1 from (Bell et al., 

1999) and are delimited by the Black Cross. Mean porosity data points in Figure 3-5 are defined to be 

located at the angles indicated by the Dashed Lines. 

 

 

Figure 3-7 Generated porosities at the cortical bone layer of the femoral neck, with a superior frontal view 

looking in the inferior direction. The positions of the mesh elements in Subjects A & B are identical. (Left) 

Angular coordinate system shown, corresponding to the horizontal axis in Figure 3-5 and Dashed Lines 

in Figure 3-6 with increasing angular values in the anticlockwise direction. (Right) Posterior (P), Superior 

(S), Anterior (A), and Inferior (I) regions demarcated, corresponding to the identically-labelled regions 

in Figure 3-6. 
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Figure 3-6 shows the horizontal axis angles from Figure 3-5 mapped onto a plane 

perpendicular to the femoral neck axis. Angular deviations from the posterior region 

were determined for all ROI cortical elements �D  according to this schematic,

generating porosity parameters p and �p from the spline functions in Figure 3-5. These

parameters were subsequently used to construct a normal distribution to generate 

porosities for these elements, with the result shown in Figure 3-7, where each sphere 

represents an ROI element with a porosity indicated by the colour scale. 

Figure 3-8 (Bottom Left) shows the original STL mesh from which 70 Haversian 

microscale mesh objects were generated to cover the range of porosities found in both 

Subjects A & B in Figure 3-7. Evenly spread porosity ranges (bins) totalling 71 in 

number were defined, fully spanning the highest and lowest porosities across both 

subjects. The STL was re-meshed into a Finite Element mesh comprised from eight-

node brick elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) of size 5 µm, and a sampling 

space bounded by the largest fitting cuboid inside the FE mesh was calculated. The 

steps to section the bone for Haversian microscale models is described as follows: 

a) Randomly choose a mesh node within sampling space.

b) Set node as centre of a virtual cuboid of dimensions 40 × 34 × 22 × (5 µm)� .

c) Calculate void fraction of virtual cuboid.

d) If the void fraction matches one of the porosity range bins, save the cuboid as

a new Haversian model and mark matched bin as being fulfilled.

e) Otherwise, start again from a), stopping when all bins are matched with a

microscale model.

Boolean rectangular 3D NumPy arrays are constructed as a reduced representation 

of these models, where voids are set to True and cortical bone elements are set to False 

and are used as the interface for shape changes at the microscale. 
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Figure 3-8 Relative position and orientation of Microscale Model with respect to the ROI. (Top) Location 

of the Microscale Model (Blue Frame) within the Femoral Neck Cortical Element (Red Frame), before 

(Top Left) and after (Top Right) nodal displacements. Nodes i may be shifted by an amount u(i), and if 

these shifts are different relative to each other, the shape will deform. The ends of the dotted lines are 

locked at the centre of each pair of opposing faces in the Femoral Neck Cortical Elements, forming the 

natural coordinate axes of the element. The Microscale Model’s vertical axis is defined to be the same as 

the Femoral Neck Cortical Element’s fibre direction; this axis/direction is labelled as e3. (Bottom Left) 

Cortical bone mesh for which the Microscale Models are sectioned from. The vertical axis e3 is shown, 

with another axis e2 orthogonal to e3 and aligned as closely as possible towards the Femoral Neck Axis 

(Figure 3-6, Blue Line). (Bottom Right) Fibre directions (Coloured Cylinders) mapped onto the femoral 

neck (Yellow Background Shape), for which e3 is aligned to. A guide axis q#′  that points towards the 

Femoral Neck Axis is used to align e2 in the microscale models. The last axis in the Microscale Model e1 

(not shown) is calculated after e3 and e2 are aligned and is orthogonal to both e3 and e2. 

 

The identification of two important microscale model features was required to 

calculate the resorption space initiation site in the canal network evolution algorithm: 

i) Clear demarcation between Haversian and Volkmann’s canal segments; 

ii) Estimation of the microscale model element age distribution. 
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Figure 3-9 Feature extraction of microscale models. (Top) Visualisation of Haversian and Volkmann’s 

canals. (Middle) Medial axis skeletonisation of canals via scikit-learn’s morphology.skeletonize_3d

(www.scikit-image.org). Prominent black regions indicate canals with free ends while lighter grey 

regions indicate connecting canals; full extent of canals shown as the white background for comparison. 

(Bottom) Full features obtained from the canal skeleton. The lightness of the Background Shade indicates 

age distribution of the elements, with darker shading indicating regions of older bone. For reference, full 

extent of Haversian and Volkmann’s canals are shown in Translucent Red. 

The process steps are depicted in Figure 3-9 and executed by the Python scripts 

provided in Appendix Section A.2.1, summarised as follows: 

a) Skeletonise (Figure 3-9, Middle) the Boolean array representation of the

microscale model (Figure 3-9, Top).

b) For each voxel in the Boolean array, count the number of neighbouring voxels.

c) Remove all voxels with the number of neighbouring voxels greater than 2.
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Figure 3-10 Visual representation of spherical convolution weight used for regional average calculations; 

whiteness represents higher weighting. The centre of the sphere is placed at the region to be averaged, 

and the weighted sum is returned. 

 

d) Find connected regions* in remaining array, now appearing as line segments. 

e) Loop over the connected regions. For any region with a voxel with a free end,  

excluding free ends produced due to Step c), fit a spline curve to this region 

based on voxel coordinates.†  For any region without a free end, fit a linear 

model based on voxel coordinates. 

f) For spline curve fitted regions, store the curve gradient at the free end; for 

linear model fitted regions, store the gradient of the line of best fit. 

g) For each connected region, compare the gradients with a spherically weighted 

                                                      

*  From scikit-image’s measure.label (Fiorio & Gustedt, 1996; K. Wu, Otoo, & Suzuki, 2009) 
†

   From algorithms described in github.com/rstebbing/bspline-regression 
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(Figure 3-10) Maximum Absolute Principal Stress (MAPS) vector in this region. 

Regions with a gradient which diverges from the MAPS vector by more than a 

specified amount are classed as Volkmann’s canals. All others are classed as 

Haversian canals. 

The MAPS vectors were obtained from an FE simulation which describes an initial 

mechanical state of the model (see Section 4.2.2: Haversian Models). The classification 

of canal type was passed to the age distribution algorithm, described as follows: 

h) Calculate a Euclidean distance transform* on the Boolean array. 

i) Find the mean of the Euclidean distance transform values at the Haversian 

canal voxel coordinates. Relative osteon age, from oldest to youngest, 

corresponds to the smallest means to the largest means. 

j) Construct the age_array, which is the array storing the age of each voxel and 

is of dimensions equal to the microscale Boolean array. 

k) Loop over the Haversian canal regions from the lowest to the highest means of 

the distance transforms. For each region, construct a temporary array equal to 

the dimensions of the microscale Boolean model with values as True 

everywhere except at the region. 

l) Calculate the Euclidean distance transform of the temporary array. 

m) Fill age_array with the distance transform of each temporary array up to a 

distance from the canal region equal to a specified osteon radius. 

Smallest mean Euclidean distance transforms correspond anatomically to osteons 

which have mineralised the most, and thus are a good indicator of the age of the 

osteon. By filling in the age from the oldest to youngest regions, an overlapping 

cylinder effect can be achieved as shown in the Background Shade in Figure 3-9 

(Bottom), which serves as a surrogate for cortical bone age distribution. This 

information is used later to compute the resorption space initiation site.

                                                      

*  From SciPy’s ndimage.morphology.distance_transform_edt 
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 B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N S  A C R O S S  T H E  S C A L E S  

This section describes the transfer of the boundary conditions from the femoral neck 

to the microscale, which involves the following steps: 

1) Transferring the deformations from the mesoscale to the associated microscale 

models as surface nodal displacement boundary conditions. 

2) Converting the surface nodal displacement boundary conditions to surface 

nodal load boundary conditions. 

 

Applied muscle forces at the macroscale result in some nodal displacements 

r(�), … , r(s)  at the element corner nodes of the Femoral Neck Cortical Elements as 

shown in Figure 3-8 (Top, Red Frame), which will then be transferred to all surface 

nodes on the linked Microscale Model (Figure 3-8, Top, Blue Frame). The nodal 

displacements are transferred to the Microscale Model via linear interpolation. 

Interpolation is described through the following process. First, define some 

element shape functions on the Femoral Neck Cortical Elements 

t(�) = 18 (1 − v�)(1 − v#)(1 − v�)
t(#) = 18 (1 + v�)(1 − v#)(1 − v�)
t(�) = 18 (1 + v�)(1 + v#)(1 − v�)
t(w) = 18 (1 − v�)(1 + v#)(1 − v�)
t(x) = 18 (1 − v�)(1 − v#)(1 + v�)
t(y) = 18 (1 + v�)(1 − v#)(1 + v�)
t(z) = 18 (1 + v�)(1 + v#)(1 + v�)
t(s) = 18 (1 − v�)(1 + v#)(1 + v�)

(3-1) 

where { = (v�, v#, v�) are the natural coordinates shown in Figure 3-11. the functions 
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Figure 3-11 FE notation convention for undeformed and deformed hexahedral elements. (Top) 

Undeformed hexahedral element corresponding to Figure 3-8, Top Left with nodal coordinates in real 

space L(�), … , L(s). (Bottom) Deformed hexahedral element corresponding to Figure 3-8, Top Right with 

nodal coordinates in real space L(�)′′′′ , … , L(s)′′′′ . Nodal coordinates in the natural coordinate system {(�), … , {(s) 
are unchanged between the undeformed and deformed configurations. 

 t(�), … , t(s) evaluate to 1 at the nodes matching the function number (subscripted in 

brackets) and 0 at all other nodes. 

Next, define some spatial and displacement interpolation functions 

L({) = B t(D)L(D)
s

D=�
(3-2) 

r({) = B t(D)r(D)
s

D=�
(3-3) 
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noting that x(i), u(i) are constants obtained from the FE simulation. Since L({) is bijective 

within and including the element boundaries, there exists some inverse function {(L) 
which, when found, allows the determination of u based on x via 

r({) = rJ{(L)K (3-4) 

The inverse function {  may not have an analytical form, so it is numerically solved 

via the minimisation of Lf − L({~), where xC is a vector of known values of x for which 

their corresponding {  are to be determined, and {~ is a vector of successively better 

guesses of {  for the corresponding values of xC. From Eqs 3-1 – 3-4, the procedure to 

find the microscale surface nodal displacements is as follows, for a femoral neck 

element j:   

a) Find the nodal coordinates of j, then generate the real coordinate function 

L(O)({) via Eq. 3-2. 

b) Construct a vector of surface node coordinates L(O)f  from the linked microscale 

model. 

c) Find the inverse function {(O) by minimising L(O)f − L(O)({~). 
d) Substitute {(O) into Eq. 3-3 to obtain the surface node displacements r(O). 
The minimisation algorithm (Moré, Garbow, & Hillstrom, 1980) is executed via 

SciPy’s optimize.fsolve, and the above completes the deformation transfer step. 

 

The multiscale framework is constructed with muscle forces as the ultimate 

mechanical stimulus, and to illustrate bone adaptation from force loading, an 

analogous force input is required at the microscale. The derivation of the loads begins 

with a demonstration of equivalence (Kelly, 2018) between displacements and loads 

for some deformed configuration which leads on to the governing equation converting 

displacements into loads, followed by an FE discretisation of the governing equation. 
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Derivation of Governing Equation 

The principle of virtual work is used to convert the surface node displacements u(j) to 

surface nodal forces F(j), summarised as a statement of virtual energy conservation. 

Force balance is stated using the Cauchy momentum equation for a deformed body as 

� ⋅ � + � = �r̈ 

For all points in the body, there exists a set of displacements δr for these points among 

all possible (virtual) displacements which will minimise the action on the body, and 

these displacements produce an external virtual work δC2i? of zero: 

δC2i? = � � ⋅ δr�  d� + �� ⋅ δrQ  dQ = 0 (3-5) 
Here, V refers to the volume of the body, b is the body forces, S is the body surface, and t 

are the tractions. It is possible to formulate two different boundary conditions which 

results in the body deformation; firstly, a set of traction boundary conditions � ̅applied 

on some surface Q� with unit normal ��, 

�|Q� = �̅ = � ⋅ �� 
and secondly, a set of displacement boundary conditions r� applied on some surface Su 

r|Qr = r� 

Consider the application of � ̅as a boundary condition. The force balance is 

� �r̈ ⋅ r d�� = � (� ⋅ � + �) ⋅ r d��  
Applying Cauchy’s law and the divergence theorem, 

� �r̈ ⋅ r d�� + � � ∶ (� ⊗ r)[ d�� = �� ⋅ r dQQ + � � ⋅ r d�� (3-6) 
where � ≡ (∂ ∂��⁄ , ∂ ∂�#⁄ , ∂ ∂��⁄ ), : is the double tensor contraction operator, ⊗ is the tensor 

product operator, and superscript T is a transpose operation which is defined here*  to 

completely reverse the order of all tensor dimension indices. Using these conventions, 

the gradient of u is given as (� ⊗ r)[. 

                                                      

*  This is matched to the definition given by Python’s NumPy transpose function (www.numpy.org). 
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The surface traction can be split into that fulfilling the displacement boundary 

condition and that fulfilling the traction boundary condition: 

�� ⋅ r dQQ = � � ⋅ r� dQQr
+ � �̅ ⋅ r dQQ�

 
Now, separately consider applying some displacements r⋆ = r�  on Su. A process 

similar to the derivation of Eq. 3-6 from Eq. 3-5 yields 

� �r̈ ⋅ r⋆ d�� + � � ∶ (� ⊗ r⋆)[ d�� = � � ⋅ r� dQQr
+ � �̅ ⋅ r⋆ dQQ�

+ � � ⋅ r⋆ d�� (3-7) 
The minimum of all virtual displacements is found by setting 

δr = r⋆ − r = � 
Subsequently, subtract Eq. 3-6 from Eq. 3-7: 

� �r̈ ⋅ δr d�� + � � ∶ (� ⊗ δr)[ d�� = � �̅ ⋅ δr dQQ�
+ � � ⋅ δr d�� (3-8) 

From the conservation of energy, 

δ� − δC�1? = δC2i? (3-9) 
where δC�1? is the internal virtual work and δ�  is the virtual kinetic energy. From Eqs 3-5 

& 3-8, these two terms are 

δC�1? = − � � ∶ (� ⊗ δr)[ d��  
δ� = � �r̈ ⋅ δr d��  

The right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. 3-8 is equivalent to imposing �|Q� = � ̅on Eq. 3-5. With 

the infinitesimal strain tensor 2R = (� ⊗ r)[ + (� ⊗ r), 
δC�1? = − � � ∶ 12 J(� ⊗ δr)[ + (� ⊗ δr) + (� ⊗ δr)[ − (� ⊗ δr)K d��  

= − � � ∶ δ 12 J(� ⊗ r)[ + (� ⊗ r) + (� ⊗ r)[ − (� ⊗ r)K d��  
= − � � ∶ (δR + δ�) d��  
= − � � ∶ δR d��  

where δ� is the skew-symmetric small rotation tensor and � ∶ δ� = 0. 
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If a process akin to reversing the entire process above is applied to the left-hand 

side (LHS) of Eq. 3-9, one obtains 

δ� − δC�1? = �� ⋅ δr dQQ − � (� ⋅ � − �r̈) ⋅ δr d��  
Subtracting the RHS of Eq. 3-8 from δ� − δC�1? yields

� (� − �)̅ ⋅ δr dQQ�
= � (� ⋅ � + � − �r̈) ⋅ δr d��  

where the result � − �̅ = � states that the surface tractions from zero virtual work � ̅is

equal to the surface tractions calculated from the internal body deformations t, the 

latter which is the result of applied displacement boundary conditions. Applying 

Cauchy’s law, 

� � ⋅ δr dQQ�
= � � ⋅ �� ⋅ δr dQQ�

 
= � � ⋅ �� ⋅ δr � ∂L∂8� × ∂L∂8#� d8�d8#    
= � � ⋅ � ⋅ δr d8�d8# (3-10) 

where n is the non-unit normal found via ∂L ∂8�⁄ × ∂L ∂8#⁄  , and s1, s2 are some

parameterised variables of x, noting that, for some quantity A, 

�¡ dQQ = � ¡ � ∂L∂8� × ∂L∂8#� d8�d8#
Hooke’s law � = ¢ ∶ R, where ¢  is the fourth-order elasticity tensor, is then substituted 

into Eq. 3-10 from the material properties in the model. 

General Finite Element Formulation 

The FE discretisation process for Eq. 3-10 is stated next. Following the element 

convention in Figure 3-11 and a near-identical set of shape and interpolation functions 

given by Eqs 3-1 – 3-3, the known displacements are discretised at global nodes p ∈ ¤, 

¤ = ¥p ∈ ℕ+ ∶ p ≤ V§¨ where nB is the number of relevant mesh nodes to the analysis,

with node weighting functions ©(p). Their coordinate and displacement fields are thus

simultaneously constructed as 
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L = �DqD = B ©(p)�(p)DqD
p∈¤

(3-11) 

r = ªDqD = B ©(p)ª(p)DqD
p∈¤

(3-12) 

The virtual displacement field is similarly discretised at the same nodes as 

δr = B ©(p)δr(p)
p∈¤«

(3-13) 

with ¤¬ indicating the nodes which make up the geometric surface. Note that Eq. 3-13 

is explicit in presenting the virtual displacement as a sum of constant vectors δr(p) 
multiplied by non-constant weights ©(p)(L) at the nodes. This implies that there exist 

some nodal forces (p)  which, when contracted with δr(p) , produces nodal virtual 

work values (δC2i?)(p) and subsequently be summed over to exactly produce δC2i?. 
From Eqs 3-10 – 3-13, 

δC2i? = B δC2i?(p)p∈¤
 

= � �(¢ , r) ⋅ � ⋅ ⎝⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎛B ©(p)δr(p)

p∈¤ ⎠⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎞ d8�d8# (3-14) 

The summation operator is linear with respect to both the surface integral and the 

tensor contractions, leading to 

B(δC2i?)(p)
p∈¤

= B δr(p) ⋅ (p)
p∈¤

 
= B δr(p) ⋅ � �(¢ , r) ⋅ �©(p) d8�d8#

p∈¤
 

(p) = � �(¢ , r) ⋅ �©(p) d8�d8# (3-15) 

Apart from the weights ©(p) , determination of Eq. 3-15 now requires further 

discretisation at the elements and their corresponding local element nodes. 

 

Field Discretisation in the Element Volume 

For calculations on the surface, nB is defined to be the number of nodes which fully 
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form the surface elements with index � now specifying these nodes. From the

hexahedral element formulation, each element is bounded by 8 nodes represented by 

the element connectivity tuple 

� = (1,2, … ,8)
indexed by �. The weights are defined as 

�(�,) = ��(�)(�), � = �
0, otherwise (3----16) 

That is, � is non-zero if � is coincident with a local node � of element . Across M, the

non-zero values of �(�,)  are a function of the local element coordinates � ∈ ℝ� , � =
(��, ��, ��), |�!| ≤ 1 which determine the local element nodal weights �(�) in Eq. 3-1. 

Evaluation of the stress field requires knowledge of the elasticity tensor and 

displacement gradient tensor fields. The elasticity tensor #   is approximated as # ̃ ,
which is averaged over the elements indexed by  ∈ %, % = & ∈ ℕ+ ∶  ≤ )*+ with nE as

the number of elements: 

# ̃(,) = 1
- . #  d- 

≈ 1
∑ -22

3 -!#!
!

, (!, 2 ∈ %) (3-17) 

where -4  is the volume of element k. Next, the infinitesimal strain tensor 5  is

decomposed into the displacement gradient tensor with respect to local coordinates 

(6� ⊗ 8)9  and the inverse of the Jacobian tensor : = (6� ⊗ ,)9 , which describes the

transformation between the spatial and local element coordinates: 

(6 ⊗ 8)9 = 86� = ;6� ⊗ 8<9 ⋅ :−? 
These terms are fully discretised as 

86�@ :̃ ≈ 3 ⎝⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎛3 6��(ν) ⊗ ,(�,)

ν∈�
⎠⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎞

ϵ∈%
:̃ (3-18) 

:̃86�@ ≈ 3 ⎝⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎛3 6��(ν) ⊗ 8(�,)

ν∈�
⎠⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎞

∈%
:̃ (3-19) 

noting that both the element and the node index variables are different to that of the 
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Jacobian tensor, allowing most of the terms in the full expression to be cancelled out. 

The strain can then be rewritten using these terms: 

R̃ = 12 Jr�{Ä ⋅ Ẫ−� + Ẫ−[ ⋅ �{rÄ K (3-20) 

 

Field Discretisation at the Element Surface 

The surface S of the microscale model is comprised of a subset of the amalgamation of 

element faces for all element indices in E. The set of faces for each hexahedral element 

that intersects with the geometric surface is indexed by a set Q(�)Ç  with set indices Ç. 

The surface normal is calculated per face as �(�,Ç)  by associating two of the 

coordinate variables in {  with parametric coordinate variables v(Ç)D. The choice of v(Ç)D 
for each surface is determined from the set of nodes comprising the surface. Let Em (Ç) ⊂
E  be a proper subset of the element connectivity tuple with cardinality ÉEm (Ç)É = 4 , 

representing the nodes comprising the boundary of face Ç. Define a mapping h which 

converts a set of nodes representing a face to a tuple Jv(Ç)�, v(Ç)#, v(Ç)�K where v(Ç)� is a 

constant at one of the element extremes: 

ℎJEm (Ç)K =
⎩⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎧(v#, v�, v� = −1), Em (Ç=�) = (1,2,3,4)(v�, v#, v� = +1), Em (Ç=#) = (5,6,7,8)(v�, v�, v# = −1), Em (Ç=�) = (1,2,5,6)(v#, v�, v� = +1), Em (Ç=w) = (2,3,6,7)(v�, v�, v# = +1), Em (Ç=x) = (3,4,7,8)(v�, v#, v� = −1), Em (Ç=y) = (1,4,5,8)

(3-21) 

The order of the vD coordinates returned by h follows the order of the cross product 

calculation of the face normal n in Eq. 3-10, and ensures that n points outwards from 

the element. With this, the expression of n is finalised as 

�(�,Ç) = B Ët(´)Ëv(Ç)� L(´,�)´
× B Ët(ν)Ëv(Ç)# L(´,�)´

Ì
v(Ç)Í

, ´ ∈ Em (Ç) (3-22) 

 

Gaussian Quadrature Scheme 

To summarise, the full discretisation of Eq. 3-15 across the finite elements is 
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I(�) ≈ 3 3 . . ;# ̃ ∶ 5̃<() ⋅ J(,K)�(�,)L
�(K)M

 d�(K)�d�(K)�
�

−�

�

−�K∈N()K∈%
(3----23) 

via the relations given from Eqs 3-16 – 3-22. However, Eq. 3-23 may not have an 

analytical form, so it is treated with the widely-used Gaussian quadrature scheme 

(Hughes, 2012). 

The standard 1D Gaussian quadrature rule is as follows. Let O(�) be an integrable

function. The n-point quadrature rule is constructed to yield an exact result if f is a 

polynomial of degree 2n – 1, by choosing points �! and weights P!, ! = 1, … , ):

. O(�) d�
�

−�
= 3 P!O(�!)

)

!=�

Otherwise, if f is not a polynomial, this becomes an approximation 

. O(�) d�
�

−�
≈ 3 P!O(�!)

)

!=�

In 2D, this is given by 

. . O;�(K)�, �(K)�< d�(K)�
�

−�
d�(K)�

�

−�
≈ 3 3 P�,!P�,2O;�(K)�,!, �(K)�,2<

)Q

!=�

)R

2=�

with the choice of ) as

) = 4̅ + 4 − 2T + 1 (3----24)

where 4̅ = 2 is the highest order monomial in the element shape functions and in this

case takes its value due to the consideration of a surface 2D element with linear shape 

functions, k = 1 is the highest single-variable order in the shape functions, and T is the 

highest order derivative appearing in the LHS of the global system (Ku = f), appearing 

as the weak form of an integral equation and in this case describing the problem of 

elasticity as seen in Eq. 3-8:

. U8̈ ⋅ δ8 d-
-

+ . X ∶ (6 ⊗ δ8)9 d-
-

= . Y̅ ⋅ δ8 dN
NX

+ . Z ⋅ δ8 d-
-

(3-8)

The problem is quasi-static (and thus 8̈ = [ ), leaving the LHS with a highest order
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spatial derivative of 1, as � is a first order spatial derivative with respect to u. The final 

addition of 1 to Eq. 3-24 safeguards against rank deficiency (Hughes, 2012), and from 

all of the above, n = 2 + 1 – 2 + 1 = 2. Since the shape functions are defined equally on 

the surface in both directions, n1 = n2, and the standard weights and points are 

Ð� = Ð# = 1 

v(Ç)�, v(Ç)# ∈ Ó− 1
√3 , + 1

√3Õ 

and finally 

(p) ≈ B B B B J¢ ̃ ∶ R̃K(�) ⋅ �(�,Ç)©(p,�)Îv(Ç)Ñ,
,v(Ç)Ò,ª,v(Ç)Í

#

=�

#
ª=�Ç∈Q(�)Ç�∈�

(3-25) 
Appendix Section A.2.2 provides the scripts converting displacements into loads, 

utilising the symbolic mathematics modules SymPy (www.sympy.org) and SymEngine 

(github.com/symengine) as dependencies. 

 E X T E N D I N G  T H E  C O R T I C A L  C B R  M O D E L  

The transformation of the deformations into loads described in Section 3.2.2 completes 

the transfer of load information from the macroscale to the microscale, which forms 

the mechanical stimulus of the microscale bone remodelling procedure executed by 

the Python script provided in Appendix Section A.2.3. The remodelling procedure is 

carried out by two main parts: 

i) Canal network evolution, an algorithm which provides the microanatomy 

changes inside the microscale model; 

ii) Mechanostat evolution, a description of the transduction of the mechanical 

stimulus to bone density changes, ultimately providing the description of 

bone strength. 

The mechanostat evolution procedure is described in detail in Chapter 4, and this 

section focuses on the details of the canal network evolution procedure, revising the 
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Figure 3-12 Stages in the canal network evolution procedure. Existing canal structures are provided for 

reference in Translucent Red. (A) Estimation of oldest age in the bone, indicated by the Yellow Spot. (B) 

Breakout zone forming from nearby canal, indicated by the Orange Trail. Orange intensity indicates the 

amount of time taken to reach the destination from the breakout zone. (C) Formation of a resorption 

space, indicated by the Orange Sphere. (D) Detection of a target destination for Volkmann’s canal 

formation, indicated by the Yellow Spot, towards the end of resorption space formation. Light coloured 

shading to the right of the spot indicates newly resorbed bone. (E) Cutting cone tunnelling in opposite 

directions, leaving behind the space for a new osteon, indicated in Purple. (F) Mineralisation procedure. 

The Red Boundary represents the cement line, and the Red–White Region represents newly formed bone. 

The inner Purple–Blue Region is of a concentric structure, and indicates the space to be filled with bone, 

leaving a Circular Opening for a Haversian canal to form at the centre. Note that the Background Shading 

gets steadily darker, representing the continuously increasing age of the cortical bone. 
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preliminary model developed in Chapter 2. Figure 3-12 shows the key stages in the 

canal network evolution procedure, which is operated on the Boolean array 

representation of the microscale models and is summarised as follows: 

a) Calculate a smoothed distribution of cortical bone element age (Figure 3-9, 

Bottom) via a spherical kernel convolution (Figure 3-10), with the kernel 

radius equal to an osteon radius. This forms the resorption space initiation site 

(Figure 3-12, A, Yellow Spot). 

b) Calculate the path to the breakout zone from the nearest Haversian canal to the 

initiation site (Figure 3-12, B, Orange Trail). 

c) Resorb the cortical bone in this path, changing material properties and the 

element state into that of canals. 

d) Once the initiation site is reached, calculate a smoothed value of a MAPS vector 

at the initiation site via a spherical convolution (Figure 3-10) with osteon 

radius. The positive and negative direction of this vector forms the cutting cone 

tunnelling directions. 

e) Grow a resorption space (Figure 3-12, C, Orange Sphere). 

f) Calculate a resorption path based on the tunnelling directions. 

g) From the resorption space formation onwards, if any growing canal length 

exceeds a set amount, find the nearest Haversian canal and mark as a 

destination for Volkmann’s canal tunnelling (Figure 3-12, D, Yellow Spot). 

h) Execute cutting cone resorption. This leaves behind a large space forming the 

boundaries of the osteon (Figure 3-12, E). 

i) After a set time period following the resorption of each cortical bone element, 

mineralise the edge of the resorbed space (Figure 3-12, F, Red Boundary). 

j) Calculate a concentric mineralisation path (Figure 3-12, F, Purple–Blue Region) 

towards the centre of the space, restricting mineralisation of the region to a 

radius equal to that of a Haversian canal (Figure 3-12, F, Circular Opening). 
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k) Mineralise the path (Figure 3-12, F, Red–White Region), depositing

transversely isotropic material properties for each cortical bone element in the

major axis direction of a smoothed MAPS vector obtained via spherical

convolution with an osteon radius.

For rapid computation of element state and material changes, 3D arrays representing 

the element index numbers, material densities, and other parameters were 

precomputed, allowing fast identification of the appropriate elements to change 

material properties in the FE model. 

S U M M A R Y  

Chapter 3 details the methodologies used to adapt the equine-informed cortical bone 

remodelling algorithms constructed in Chapter 2 for performing multiscale bone 

remodelling given in Chapter 4. A summary of the methods and its context within the 

multiscale framework and remodelling simulations is given below. 

Section 3.1 describes the steps to obtain important anatomical features across the 

scales as the preparations given in Section 4.2.2 for the multiscale simulations. The 

VRML muscle and bone objects produced in Section 3.1.1 were converted into FE 

meshes for macroscale mechanical simulations to produce stimuli at the femoral neck 

as the ROI. The mesoscale elements of the ROI estimated in Section 3.1.2 were used to 

hold circumferentially-varying porosities generated from the distributions in Section 

3.1.3, providing the basis for linking mesoscale ROI elements to microscale Haversian 

models with matching porosities constructed in Section 3.1.4. The estimation of bone 

age distribution together with the classification of Volkmann’s and Haversian canals 

in Section 3.1.5 completes the anatomical information required for the microscale 

Haversian bone remodelling simulations. 

The linkage between the mesoscale ROI elements and the microscale Haversian 

models also provides the conduit to pass the mechanical stimuli from the macroscale 
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to the microscale for Haversian bone remodelling, and Section 3.2 details the 

mathematics behind the transfer of this mechanical information. Section 3.2.1 describes 

the method to pass deformations from the mesoscale to the microscale using 

techniques from continuum mechanics. Motivated by the possibility of using a 

clinically relevant bone remodelling stimulus, Section 3.2.2 describes the conversion 

of these microscale deformations into force loads producing the equivalent stresses 

and strains on the Haversian models as the stimuli for microscale bone remodelling. 

Lastly, with the establishment of the methods behind the extraction of anatomical 

and mechanical information at the microscale, the cortical bone remodelling algorithm 

developed in Chapter 2 was greatly expanded upon in Section 3.3, with its overarching 

behaviour guided by the description of osteonal anatomy and life cycle in Section 1.3.2.  

The methods in this chapter were used to prepare the FE and remodelling models 

for simulations across the scale as briefed in Section 4.2.2 and simulated with material 

and physiological parameters to generate a large training set of cases for the training 

of a statistical model for the rapid prediction of material evolution as given in Section 

4.2.3. This concludes the description of the methods utilised to adapt equine 

microscale modelling to a human multiscale framework.





 

 

 

 

A Surrogate Mechanostatistical Microstructural Model to 

Inform Whole Hip Cortical Bone Remodelling 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 describes the methods to construct portions of the multiscale framework to 

extend the microscale Computational Bone Remodelling model in Chapter 2 to the 

whole bone. This chapter presents a combined framework integrating multiscale 

cortical bone remodelling and statistical surrogate modelling, incorporating detailed 

human data from across the spatial scales, and is an adaptation of the following article: 

 

 

Wang, X., Das, R., & Fernandez, J. (2019). A Surrogate Mechanostatistical 

Microstructural Model to Inform Whole Hip Cortical Bone Remodelling. International 

Journal for Numerical Methods in Biomedical Engineering. doi: 10.1002/cnm.3183 

 

Additional material in the form of Python scripts implemented for this study is 

provided in Appendix Section A.2, and the abstract is reproduced below. 

 

Multiscale models of bone remodelling which incorporate clinically important features at a wide range of spatial 

scales are computationally intractable. In addition, there is a large gap in existing bone remodelling literature which 

deals with Haversian-level cortical bone remodelling behaviour and its effect on whole organ bone strength. In this 

study, we present an integration between continuum mechanics and surrogate modelling as an efficient 

circumvention to the problem of intractability, linked with an intricate 3D cortical bone remodelling algorithm which 

captures realistic microanatomical features at the Haversian level. The surrogate model predicted clear 

differentiation in long-term bone strength changes in clinically significant cases with high computational efficiency. 
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 I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Pathologic bone fractures are a category of extremely prevalent and economically 

costly conditions, frequently preceded by chronic bone degeneration among the senior 

population. Among the many locations for which the condition can occur, injury in the 

hip area is among the most clinically severe as it drastically reduces mobility, and thus 

by extension quality of life, and it is frequently shown that morbidity rates 

substantially increase after an event of hip fracture (Cooper, Atkinson, Jacobsen, 

O'Fallon, & Melton, 1993; Leibson, Tosteson, Gabriel, Ransom, & Melton, 2002; 

Magaziner et al., 1997). Hip fractures can be classified into three major types based on 

their anatomical location of occurrence (Butler et al., 2009), with femoral neck 

fractures estimated to occur in approximately one-third of all cases in the U.S. and 

inter- and sub-trochanteric fractures comprising the remainder (Forte et al., 2008). 

Among the different structures found in bone anatomy, it is consistently 

demonstrated that cortical bone bears the majority of long bone axial loads in several, 

if not most peripheral skeletal structures (Burghardt, Kazakia, Ramachandran, Link, 

& Majumdar, 2010; Dalzell et al., 2009; MacNeil & Boyd, 2007). Increased risk of 

femoral neck fractures can thus be directly attributable to age-related osteoporotic 

thinning of cortical bone in the region, occurring as a result of pathological bone 

remodelling, which imbalances the rate of bone formation as compared to bone 

resorption (Buenzli, Thomas, Clement, & Pivonka, 2013). This contrasts with clinically 

normal bone remodelling, which serves as the homeostatic regulator for bone density 

maintenance as a response to load-bearing demands as summarised by Wolff’s law 

(Wolff, 1986). The processes of bone maintenance and strengthening are ongoing costs 

to the body and are driven by load stimuli; modestly increasing loads above what the 

bones are adapted to resist will stimulate the bone to increase its ability to resist the 

load, while decreasing the loads below adapted levels will decrease the stimulus for 
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maintenance and remodelling and thus increases its fragility. The response to loading 

is captured by Frost’s mechanostat model (Frost, 2000) which uses bone density as an 

indicator for bone strength. 

The specific spatial arrangement of bone material in cortical bone is suggested to 

play an even greater role than bone density in the determination of bone strength 

(Augat & Schorlemmer, 2006), and is supported by various mechanical simulations 

and experimental studies (Keyak & Falkinstein, 2003; Lang et al., 1997). Spatial 

inhomogeneity occurs across a wide range of spatial scales, from the different layers 

of bone tissue types found at the whole organ level to the osteon units found at the 

microscopic level in cortical bone and filamentary struts in trabecular bone. Osteons 

are the fundamental unit of the bone cortex, comprised of concentric lamellae of bone 

tissue surrounding a central, vasculature-containing cylindrical tunnel termed the 

Haversian canal. The arrangement of osteons is typically aligned with the direction of 

maximum principal stress or strain (Hert, Fiala, & Petrtyl, 1994), which is consistent 

with their role in resisting axial loading, and it can therefore be said that material 

behaviour at the whole organ scale is ultimately derived by the evolution of these 

osteons in response to physiological demands at the microscale.  

Existing in silico bone adaptation models have yielded valuable insights into the 

methods by which bone remodelling can be simulated. At the microscale, studies by 

L. M. McNamara and Prendergast (2007) and Fernandez et al. (2013) have captured 

bone remodelling behaviour in extremely localised regions, showing micro-

anatomical changes in bone structure and strength. A multiscale approach by Coelho 

et al. (2009) introduced a novel method of incorporating geometric variation in a 3D 

model by characterising different regions of the bone with unique repeating 

microstructures, combined with a hierarchical approach to modelling at the different 

scales. Cellular and biochemical factors in bone remodelling have been thoroughly 

investigated with increasing sophistication across the spatial scales; starting from 

osteoblast–osteoclast interactions (Lemaire, Tobin, Greller, Cho, & Suva, 2004), more 
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detailed studies have coupled models of bone mechanics and bone cell population 

kinetics (George, Allena, & Rémond, 2018; Scheiner et al., 2013), and further extended 

remodelling mechanosensation to account for bone pore pressures (Pastrama, 

Scheiner, Pivonka, & Hellmich, 2018). Computational Bone Remodelling of disease 

states affecting the balance of osteoclasts and osteoblasts have also been analysed, such 

as in multiple myeloma (Ayati, Edwards, Webb, & Wikswo, 2010). Other important 

phenomena and computational evaluation techniques which have been investigated 

include bone resorption from stress shielding following orthopaedic implantation 

(Turner et al., 2005) and neural network approaches in reducing computation time 

(Hambli et al., 2011).

The importance of cortical bone in macroscale level bone strength and the 

significance of its unique remodelling behaviour in the microscale stands in stark 

contrast to the lack of remodelling and adaptation models including these features. We 

have previously demonstrated the capabilities of a basic 3D bone remodelling 

algorithm (Wang et al., 2015) in capturing and reproducing simple Haversian features 

in cortical bone to inform cortical bone stiffness. Noting that the remodelling 

simulations are prohibitively computationally expensive when executed en masse but 

are crucial to incorporate features from a wider range of spatial scales, the previous 

study has also preliminarily demonstrated the usage of a surrogate modelling 

approach to successfully and rapidly predict stiffness evolution in cortical bone based 

on a variety of load magnitudes and orientations. The study presented in this paper 

greatly improves upon this by (i) extending the previous remodelling algorithm to 

capture a much more intricate level of detail in the microanatomy, (ii) incorporating a 

higher level of detail in material laws governing cortical bone stiffnesses, and (iii) 

demonstrating the full use of realistic anatomical and physiological data from across 

the spatial scales, explicitly informing whole organ level bone strength with Haversian 

remodelling at the microscale and driven by stimuli imparted at the macroscale. The 

subsequent bone stiffness evolution data generated from an extensive number of 
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scenarios informed by realistic human anatomy and physiology is combined into a 

surrogate model, for which the fitness, computational efficiency, and predictive power 

to reproduce stiffness differences across important clinical scenarios are demonstrated.

 M E T H O D S  

 

 

Figure 4-1 Framework diagram. Outer Cycle (Blue Arrows) represents the initial computational 

investment in generating the remodelling framework, and Inner Cycle (Orange Arrows) shows the 

construction of the surrogate model and the procedure of its use to predict the response to exercise. In 

this study, the surrogate model was built via Partial Least Squares Regression, represented by the 

mathematical expressions for X and Y (Wold et al., 2001), the standard PLSR symbols for the predictor 

and response matrices, respectively. 
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The multiscale framework for the prediction of femoral neck elasticity response to 

exercise is shown in Figure 4-1. Finite Element simulations of an anatomically accurate 

region of the hip and femur (macroscale) loaded by muscle forces result in 

deformations, and Step 1 processes the extraction of the deformations at the cortical 

bone elements at the femoral neck as the Region of Interest (mesoscale). The ROI 

elements pass on these deformations as nodal Boundary Conditions (BCs) to linked 

representative Haversian-level cortical bone models (microscale) in Step 2, activating 

bone remodelling and causing material property changes in Step 3. Material property 

changes were homogenised for the Haversian models in Step 4, and these new 

properties, along with the BCs, form the raw data used for the construction of the 

surrogate model in Step 5, formulated in this study via Partial Least Squares 

Regression. In Steps 6 & 7, reapplication of loads from the macroscale will then pass 

down new load profiles to the femoral neck, calling the PLSR model to rapidly compute 

new elastic parameters for the ROI, bypassing further simulations at the microscale. 

FE mesh construction and the identification of several key features in the models were 

prerequisite to the bone remodelling and material response simulations. Preparatory 

steps taken to obtain the data required for the different scales are detailed in Section 

3.1 and are briefed below, whilst expanded to the context of the multiscale simulations. 

Macroscale: Assembly of Bones and Muscles 

Surface VRML geometries were generated from Stradwin segmentation of locomotive 

bones and muscles near the femoral head area (Figure 4-2) as described in Section 

3.1.1. These geometries were imported into MeshLab (Cignoni et al., 2008) for the 

conversion into a STL mesh, then imported into HyperMesh for the generation of a 

hexahedral mesh with elements of approximate size 5 mm. Due to the presence of the 

ROI, the femur was meshed separately in higher detail at 2 mm. 
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Figure 4-2 Segmentation of locomotive bones and muscles in the hip region used in the model, labelled 

in detail in Figure 3-1. (Top Left) Drawn contours from semiautomated segmentation in each image slice. 

(Bottom Right) VRML surfaces generated from the contours. 

 

 

Figure 4-3 Femoral cortical layer estimation. The original femur mesh bounded by the element nodes 

(Surface Points) was downsampled to a voxel array then thinned via medial axis skeletonisation (Inner 

White Branches), and the original mesh was copied and modified such that the nodes were shrunk 

towards the thinned result, resulting in an inner trabecular shape boundary. The cortical (Outer Light 

Blue) and trabecular (Inner Black) sections were subsequently estimated on the original mesh from the 

trabecular shape boundary. 
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The mesh objects were then subsequently imported and assembled into Abaqus and 

assigned C3D8R elements in preparation for an FE reduced integration point analysis. 

Mesoscale: Femoral Neck Feature Extraction 

Preparation of the femoral neck for the remodelling procedure at the mesoscale was 

done by geometrically isolating the mesh of the cortical bone region of the femur and 

generating a spatially-varying porosity distribution at this region. 

The full procedure for the estimation of the cortical bone layer of the femur mesh 

(Figure 4-3, Light Blue Region) is provided in Section 3.1.2. Briefly, (i) the topological 

skeleton of the femur mesh was obtained using medial axis skeletonisation and (ii) all 

nodes of the mesh were shrunk towards the skeleton, guided by CT image data on 

femoral neck thicknesses (Poole et al., 2010). The shape difference between the shrunk 

and original mesh produces the cortical and trabecular regions. 

The generation of the porosity variation in the isolated femoral neck is detailed in 

Section 3.1.3. In outline, for the same femur mesh, two sets of regionally varying 

porosities were imparted into in silico Subjects A & B, drawn from the identically 

labelled empirical distributions shown in Figure 3-5. These distributions were 

constructed using periodic B-splines based on femoral neck porosity variation data 

(Bell et al., 1999), chosen to represent the extreme scenarios of clinically normal males 

and femur-fractured females, thereby providing a generous variation in the generated 

subjects to fully test the model’s range of capabilities. 

Microscale: Haversian Models 

A total of 70 different Haversian FE meshes (Figure 4-4, Right) of dimensions (20~40 

elements × 5 µm)3 were sectioned from the cortical bone voxel mesh (Figure 4-4, Left) 

constructed in Wang et al. (2015) via the procedure specified in Section 3.1.4, forming 

the basis for the Haversian remodelling models. Haversian model elements were 

classified as either cortical (False) or canal (True) elements in representative 3D 
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Figure 4-4 Representative Haversian FE mesh (Right, Abaqus View), sectioned from a larger cortical bone 

sample (Left, HyperMesh View). The segmentation procedure of the larger sample from the raw micro-

CT images is given in Wang et al. (2015), and is used to generate the larger FE cortical mesh seen in Step 

4 of Figure 2-1. Views are not to scale. 

 

Boolean rectangular arrays, where each element is a voxel in the array. The proportion 

of True elements in the Haversian meshes is a direct measure of its porosity, allowing 

the choice of meshes to cover the range of porosities generated from the empirical 

distributions in Figure 3-5 and assigned to the ROI elements in both in silico subjects 

(Figure 3-7). 

Haversian model features important for modelling microanatomical changes are 

shown in Figure 4-5, extracted via the procedure given in Section 3.1.5. The identified 

canal segments (Figure 4-5, Right, Solid Diamonds) were classified based on data 

given in Hert et al. (1994). Initially, tunnels found within 15° parallel to the Haversian 

z-axis were classified as Haversian canals, (Figure 4-5, Coloured Diamonds), and all 

others classified as Volkmann’s canals (Figure 4-5, Black Diamonds). Later, any 

stresses obtained from FE simulations on the Haversian models are compared with 

these canal segments, and in a similar manner to the initial classification, segments 

within 15° to the local Maximum Absolute Principal Stress (MAPS) vector were 

classified as Haversian canals, and the others classified were Volkmann’s canals, with 
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Figure 4-5 Feature detection of a Haversian model. (Left) 2D slice of the voxels in the rectangular array 

representation of the Haversian model. Red Square Outline corresponds to actual slice location on the 

right. Darker Shading represents older bone material. The age estimation process gives rise to an 

approximation of osteon boundaries (cement lines), which are clearly indicated by the Overlapping 

Circles. (Right) Coloured Diamonds represent the skeletons of various detected Haversian canals found 

in the model, and Black Diamonds represent the Volkmann’s canals. The older bone typically surrounds 

thinner canals, although this is affected by the presence of nearby canals of different thicknesses. 

 

the MAPS vector explicitly defined as the eigenvector associated with the maximum 

absolute eigenvalue obtained from stress tensor eigendecomposition. 

The age estimation of the Haversian model elements is shown by the background 

shading in Figure 4-5, where Darker Shading indicates earlier bone formation. To 

match the age distribution and apparent osteon distribution in cortical bone tissue 

(Figure 1-2), the age of the elements surrounding the thinnest canals were 

approximated first, and the age of any intersecting elements were updated for 

progressively wider canals, as shown by the Overlapping Circles (Figure 4-5, Left). 

 

To cover the expected range of remodelling scenarios into the surrogate model, a large 

number of cases for the Haversian models were set up by permuting the different 

femoral neck porosities in Subjects A & B with variations in applied muscle forces and 

other remodelling parameters. The steps detailing the generation of these scenarios,  
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Figure 4-6 Posterior view of the dextral hip region as an Abaqus FE model. The femur (Yellow) is spatially 

fixed (Blue Symbols on the bottom surface) and the hip bone (Red, small section shown to the left of the 

femur) is bound to the surrounding muscles (Other Colours) via tie constraints. Applied muscle forces 

(Gold Arrows) are evenly distributed on the nodes across the bottom cutoff surface of the muscles. 

 

the transfer of the permuted scenario parameters across the spatial scales, and the 

subsequent bone remodelling procedures applied to these scenarios are given next. 

 

Step 1: Obtaining Deformations and Initial Fibre Estimates at the ROI 

Muscles at the macroscale were bound to the hip bone using tie constraints, and muscle 

forces extracted at the toe-off stance procured from fast walking and running gait cycle 

experiments (Sartori, Reggiani, Lloyd, & Pagello, 2011) were applied to the bottom 

surface of the muscle sections (Figure 4-6). Isotropic bone and muscle material 

properties given in Table 4-1 were assigned to the appropriate anatomical structures. 

In addition, a cartilage layer was identified at the head of the femur in contact with the 

acetabulum, and a simplified isotropic incompressible material was applied to this 

region, reflecting the short time loadings used in this study (Mow, Kuei, Lai, & 

Armstrong, 1980). 

Table 4-1 Material parameters of the FE model. 

Tissue E ´  Notes 

Cortical bone 14.65 GPa 0.332 Isotropic; from Smit, Huyghe, and Cowin (2002) 

Trabecular bone 3.386 GPa 0.12 Isotropic; E from Brown and Ferguson (1980), ´ from a 

variety of sources (Wirtz et al., 2000) 

Muscle 270 kPa 0.4999 Incompressible, ´ from Herzog (2000); isotropic, E from 

Shinohara, Sabra, Gennisson, Fink, and Tanter (2010) 

Cartilage 580 kPa 0.39 Isotropic, from Hayes, Keer, Herrmann, and Mockros (1972) 
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Figure 4-7 Microscale Haversian Model. (Left) Haversian mesh showing microanatomical features 

(Haversian and Volkmann’s canals, Red Elements). (Right) Relationship schematic between Haversian 

Model and its link to a mesoscale ROI Element (Outer Red Frame). The centroid of the Haversian Model 

is located at the centroid of the hexahedral ROI Element, which is described using a trilinear FE basis 

function formulation. Natural coordinates are denoted by {  with components −1 ≤ vD ≤ 1 . New nodal 

positions from resultant displacements are denoted by L′′′′, and these displacements were passed on to 

every surface node on the Haversian Model via the basis functions. Any material property changes in the 

Haversian Model were assumed for the entire ROI Element. 

 

The hip was treated as a rigid body, and the load on the muscles pulled the hip 

towards the spatially fixed femur resulting in a stress and strain distribution in the 

femoral neck. The resultant stress procures the MAPS vector as the estimate to initial 

cortical bone fibre directions, and the resultant strain is used to determine the range of 

load intensities as initial adapted strains or exercise stimuli for bone remodelling. 

 

Step 2: Passing Stimuli to the Microscale 

For both Subjects A & B, all mesoscale ROI Elements with porosities WÖ were linked to 

two reference Haversian Model l:  and l×  with lower W: ≤ WÖ  and higher W× > WÖ 

corresponding porosities. For each subject, both the walking and running muscle 

forces were applied at the macroscale, and the ROI to Haversian links provided a large 

set of nodal displacement BCs to be simulated for l: and l×. 

The spatial relationship between the ROI Elements and its linked Haversian Model 

is shown in Figure 4-7 (Right), and the procedure to pass down the stimulus is given 

in Section 3.2.1. Briefly, ROI Elements were formulated using trilinear basis functions 

L({) = B t(D)L(D)
s

D=�
(3-2) 
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r({) = B t(D)r(D)
s

D=�
(3-3) 

allowing the extrapolation of the nodal displacements to any position within the ROI 

Element via a function rJ{(L)K. Here, {(L) is the inverse function of Eq. 3-2 which may 

not have an analytical form, and is obtained in this study via a numerical root-finding 

scheme using scipy.optimize.fsolve. Subsequently, extrapolated displacements 

were found and applied for all the surface nodes of the Haversian Model, forming 

displacement BC cases which are ultimately linked to the muscle loads from the 

macroscale. 

Force-based stimuli for Wolff’s mechanostat laws of bone remodelling were 

obtained through the conversion of displacement BCs at the Haversian surface nodes 

into load BCs at the same locations which produce the same internal strains, calculated 

via the principle of virtual work, with the full derivation given in Section 3.2.2 and the 

results summarised here. The expression for external virtual work δC2i? is given by 

δC2i? = � �J¢ , r(L)K ⋅ � ⋅ δr d8�d8# 
where � = ¢ : R(r)  is the second-order Cauchy stress tensor, ¢  is the fourth-order 

elasticity tensor for which the stiffness C is its matrix representation, 2R = (� ⊗ r)[ +
(� ⊗ r) is the infinitesimal strain tensor, and n is a surface normal with a unit vector 

definition 

�� =
∂L∂8� × ∂L∂8#

Ø ∂L∂8� × ∂L∂8#Ø    

The virtual work can be rewritten as a product of virtual displacement δr and force  , 

and in FE discretisation, this is represented as 

B(δC2i?)(p)
p∈¤

= B δr(p) ⋅ (p)
p∈¤

 

= � �(¢ , r) ⋅ � ⋅ ⎝⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎛B ©(p)δr(p)

p∈¤ ⎠⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎞ d8�d8# (3-14) 
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Figure 4-8 Example stress and strain results from a Haversian FE simulation, comparing the displacement 

and load BC cases. Haversian Model views are cut to provide a comparison between internal distributions. 

Displacement BCs are applied in all cases at the corner nodes emphasised at the Red Circles as given at 

the Top Left example. (Left Column) von Mises stress. (Right Column) Maximum principal strains. (u-

Row) FE simulation from nodal displacement BCs inherited from the ROI Element (Figure 4-7, Right, 

Outer Red Frame). (f-Row) FE simulation after conversion of the displacement BCs into load BCs via the 

integral in Eq. 3-15, retaining the displacement BCs at the surface nodes of the corner elements as essential 

BCs. (∆ -Row) Absolute difference between u-Row and f-Row. (Ù = �  Row) Control simulation which 

retains the element corner displacement BCs but strips all other BCs. 
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where p is a node index counting the global node set M. The summation operator is 

linear with respect to both the surface integral and the tensor contractions, resulting in 

nodal forces obtained at p: 

(p) = � �(¢ , r) ⋅ �©(p) d8�d8# (3-15) 

The Haversian Models were meshed using the same element type as the ROI 

Elements, allowing Eq. 3-15 to be discretised via the basis functions given in Eqs 3-2 & 

3-3. The full integral expression expands to a rational polynomial in the natural 

coordinates { , and following quadrature parameter guidelines in Hughes (2012), the 

integral is numerically solved using a multivariate two-point Gauss-Legendre 

quadrature scheme. Barring the inheritance of a set of essential BCs at the eight corner 

elements, the forces calculated using the quadrature scheme are subsequently applied 

to the surface nodes and serve as the new BCs, replacing the previous displacement 

BCs. 

A comparison of internal stresses and strains between nodal displacement and 

load BC scenarios applied to an example Haversian Model is shown in Figure 4-8. The 

von Mises stress (Left Column) resulting from surface displacement BCs (Left 

Column, u-Row) and load BCs (Left Column, f-Row) shows high similarity for both 

the surface and internal distributions, and low magnitude differences between the two 

scenarios (Left Column, ∆-Row). Discrepancies between the two scenarios mainly 

occurred at the model corners upon where the essential BCs were applied (Top Left, 

Red Circles). The maximum principal strains also show highly similar internal 

distributions (Right Column, u- & f-Rows) and negligible internal magnitude 

differences (Right Column, ∆-Row) between the two scenarios, although greater 

differences are apparent on both the surface and corners. These stress and strain 

distributions are not meaningfully contributed by the corner displacement BCs, as 

shown in the control case (Ù = �  Row), where only the displacement BCs near the 

corners are retained while all other BCs are stripped from the model. 
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In the Haversian remodelling steps, boundary effects are mitigated by defining the 

remodelling region away from the surface. 

 

Step 3.1 Canal Network Evolution 

Cortical bone in humans is characterised by an intricate network of tunnels embedded 

in osteons and containing vasculature for the homeostatic exchange of nutrition and 

waste in the living bone tissue, and the anatomy and life cycle of an osteon is described 

in Section 1.3.2. Briefly revisited, several main features of osteons are noted: (i) new 

Haversian canals are formed from osteoclastic activity in resorption spaces, originating 

in an osteoclast-degraded breakout zone of the wall of an existing canal and initially 

exhibiting Volkmann’s canal tunnelling behaviour, (ii) advancing regions of 

osteoclasts called cutting cones will tunnel towards both the proximal and distal 

directions and are influenced by the presence of damaged tissue from accumulated 

microdamage, and (iii) subsequent Volkmann’s canals may form to link nearby 

parallel Haversian canals at regular intervals. The Haversian tunnelling process 

initially leaves a large space which eventually narrows in a region from bone 

mineralisation termed the closing cone to leave behind a Haversian canal. 

The procedure for modelling both Haversian and Volkmann tunnelling behaviours 

is detailed in Section 3.3 and summarised as follows, informed by the parameters listed 

in Table 4-2. Haversian Model element-wise age estimates (Figure 4-5) are convolved 

using a spherical kernel (Figure 3-10; scipy.ndimage.convolve) with radius equal to 

�ghi to obtain a smoothed age distribution across the Haversian Model, allowing the 

identification of an oldest region in the Haversian Model. The algorithm then simulates 

a portion of the lifecycle of a Bone Modelling Unit to form an osteon in the Haversian 

Model region. The tunnelling process occurs in three phases: (i) The wall of a nearby 

identified Haversian canal is chosen as the breakout zone and a Volkmann tunnel 

appears towards this oldest region, and upon arrival forms the centre of a resorption 

space; (ii) the resorption space expands to a sphere with radius �ghi over a period of  
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Figure 4-9 Schematic of BMU anatomy, representing the geometry for which the canal network evolution 

algorithm is modelled with to form osteons. 

 

days equal to 
4�?24Ú5h�?; and (iii) transforms into a cutting cone, shown in Figure 4-9 

(Red), consuming bone in both directions of a similarly convolved MAPS vector which 

is also shifted towards any nearby mechanically failed elements. After a tunnelled 

distance of LV, the cutting cone forms Volkmann’s canals towards any nearby 

identified Haversian canals. 

The canal elements at the cutting cone periphery undergo mineralisation after tlag 

days (Figure 4-9, Indigo), forming the cement line which separates the surrounding 

older cortical bone with the newly resorbed region, and the Haversian system is  

Table 4-2 Canal network evolution parameters. 

Name Description Value Notes 

Ldamage Maximum distance of nearby 

damaged elements influencing 

tunnelling direction 

0.065 mm Adapted from Martin (2002) 

LV Resorption space distance tunnelled 

before Volkmann’s canals form 

0.075 mm Estimated from geometry 

rmax Osteon radius 0.05 mm Estimated from geometry 

rmin Haversian canal radius 0.01 mm Estimated from geometry 

rV Volkmann’s canal radius 0.005 mm Estimated from geometry 

stunnel Tunnelling rate for Haversian and 

Volkmann canals 

0.025 mm day–1 Adapted from Parfitt (1994) 

tfill Time taken for closing cone to fill in 

from time of resorption 

38 days Adapted from Parfitt (1994) 

tlag Mineralisation lag phase 12 days Adapted from Parfitt (1994) 

tosteoclast Time taken to form resorption space 3 days Adapted from Martin (1991) 
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completely filled in with new cortical bone after tfill days from when the elements were 

first resorbed in the closing cone (Figure 4-9, Blue), leaving behind a Haversian canal 

(Figure 4-9, Black). The newly mineralised bone elements are set with linear, 

transversely isotropic material with properties calculated according to Table 4-3, 

orientated in the Haversian coordinate system towards the tunnelling direction. 

Mechanical fail criteria for the shift of the tunnelling direction are based on a per-

element measurement of ultimate strains for compact bone in the femur, given as 

0.0313 and 0.0073, for longitudinal and transverse tensile strains, respectively, and 

0.019 and 0.087 for longitudinal and transverse compressive strains, respectively, 

according to experimental data (Reilly & Burstein, 1975). 

 

Step 3.2: Mechanostat-driven Material Property Changes 

The Haversian Models initially have an associated density �Ö , derived from an 

empirical relation with the model porosity WÖ (Bousson et al., 2000): 

WÖ = 1384 − �Ö15.754  
Here, WÖ  is initially calculated from the proportion of True elements in the Boolean 

Table 4-3 Empirical relations between transversely isotropic parameters and porosity p, adapted from 

Dong and Guo (2004) of human femoral diaphysis cortex measurements. Parameters are imparted for 

elements in the ROI, aligned to their local fibre coordinate axes with the longitudinal direction as [0,0,1][. 

Parameter Description Expression Notes 

�Û  
Longitudinal Young’s modulus 

E33 
�Û  = – 0.53W +  21.43   

�[  
Transverse Young’s modulus 

E11 = E22 
�[ = �Û−0.056W + 2.28 

From anisotropy ratio �Û�[ 

ÜÛ  
Longitudinal shear modulus 

G13 = G23 = G31 = G32 
ÜÛ  = – 0.19W + 6.50   

Ü[  
Transverse shear modulus 

G12 = G21 
Ü[ = ÜÛ−0.056W + 1.99 

From anisotropy ratio ÜÛÜ[ 

´Û  
Longitudinal Poisson’s ratio 

´�� = ´�# = ������ ´�� = ����## ´#� 
´Û = −0.044Ü[ + 0.52  1/1 

From orthotropic condition ´DO�D = ´OD�O  

´[  
Transverse Poisson’s ratio ´�# = ´#� 

´[ = �[2Ü[ − 1 
From transverse isotropy 

Ü[ = �[2(1 + ´[) 
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array constructed during model preparation. The density �Ö is a homogenised value 

interpreted as representing all cortical bone elements in the Haversian Model, and each 

element is associated with an individual �2, determined via 

V[ = Vf4<?�Úh5 + Vfh1h5 
�Ö = Vf4<?�Úh5V[ �2 + Vfh1h5V[ �fh1h5 
�2 = V[�Ö − Vfh1h5�fh1h5Vf4<?�Úh5 (4-1) 

where V[, Vf4<?�Úh5, and Vfh1h5 are the total number of elements in the Haversian Model, 

the cortical bone state elements only, and the canal state elements only, respectively, 

and �fh1h5 is the density of blood (Gurkan & Akkus, 2008) for an approximation of 

non-bone material given as 1.06 g cm–3. In this manner, �2 is assigned to every cortical 

bone element and Eq. 4-1 is used to calculate an element-wise porosity W2 to determine 

transversely isotropic material properties (Table 4-3) via femoral cortical bone 

elasticity–porosity relations (Dong & Guo, 2004). 

Each Haversian Model is assigned a mechanostat which governs cortical bone 

strength through density changes. The evolution of �Ö is established by the forward 

Euler equation 

�Ö
 = �Ö
−� + ��¬
 ∆
 (4-2) 

where c is a rate constant for density evolution given as 928.8 kg m–3 day–1 (Fernandez 

et al., 2013), ∆t is the time stepping in the simulation equal to 1 day, and �¬
  is a strain 

stimulus whose value is determined by the mechanostat at time t, given by the 

following time-varying adaptation of Eq. 2-1: 

�¬
 =
⎩⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎧Tß��
 − ��
−�, Tß��
 < ��
−�

0, ��
−� ≤ Tß��
 < �#
−�
Tß��
 − �#
−�, �#
−� ≤ Tß��
 < ��
−�
��
−� − Tß��
 , Tß��
 ≥ ��
−�

(4-3) 

Here, Tß�� is the weighted von Mises input stimulus and L1, L2, L3 are delimiters for 

the Resorption, Quiescent, Growth, & Damage Zones, forming the piecewise nature of 

Eq. 4-3. The delimiters were adapted from Fernandez et al. (2013): 
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�� = Tß��
−� − 500 µε 
�# = Tß��
−� + 500 µε 
�� = Tß��
−� + 2000 µε 

The mechanostat limits were updated via a strain history formulation described in 

Wang et al. (2015), which smooths fluctuations in the von Mises stimulus. The density 

change ��¬
 ∆
 from Eq. 4-2 is differentially distributed across the Haversian elements, 

being weighted more towards newly formed cortical bone elements and resorption is 

weighted towards the oldest cortical bone elements. This is based on (i) the 

conventional wisdom that the purpose of remodelling is for removal of older bone 

matrix and (ii) the observation that bone mineralisation occurs in multiple stages, 

where the first stage leads to a rapid increase in bone density (Meunier & Boivin, 

1997). 

As the mechanostat’s function is sensitive to strain that is expected from baseline 

physiology, a range of baselines were generated to accommodate remodelling 

processes for bone tissue which experience different standard loadings. The Haversian 

Model’s base quiescent zone is demarcated by the L1 and L2 boundaries in Eq. 4-3, with 

a corresponding mechanostat baseline set at −500 µε and +500 µε, respectively, from 

a homogenised von Mises strain passed down from a walking exercise load. The 

remodelling scenarios were further permuted with additional base mechanostat 

Resorption, Quiescent, & Growth Zones corresponding to deviations −1000 µε , 

−500 µε, +500 µε, +1000 µε, +1500 µε, and +2000 µε from the base zones. 

In totality, the combinations of different porosities, different load scenarios, and 

the different mechanostats totalled 116523 unique combinations of loads and 

Haversian Models which were subject to FE analysis and bone remodelling. The 

porosity, displacement, and homogenised material properties resulting from these 

combinations form the raw data used to build the PLSR model. For the generation of 

large amounts of data for the PLSR model, a reduced version of the canal network 

evolution algorithm was executed where the resorption space formation, lag, and fill 
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phases were excluded from the model to (i) save total computation time and (ii) to 

stabilise homogenised material property fluctuations which may occur due to bone 

resorption spaces occupying a large fraction of the total Haversian Model volume prior 

to the completion of the fill phase. 

 

Step 4: Material Property Homogenisation 

The presence of different fibre orientations within the Haversian Model and the 

mesoscale ROI Elements necessitates a transformation of material properties across the 

spatial scales into a consistent orientation. In the Haversian Models, the material 

properties as the elasticity tensor ¢  were assigned element-wise and represented by a 

Voigt-form matrix á∗, orientated towards a local [0,0,1][ direction:  

á∗ =
⎣⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎡æ����∗ æ��##∗ æ����∗ 0 0 0æ####∗ æ##��∗ 0 0 0æ����∗ 0 0 0æ#�#�∗ 0 0sym æ����∗ 0æ�#�#∗ ⎦⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎤
 

Here, the 1-2 plane is the plane of symmetry, and material data were calculated by 

combining orthotropic parameter expressions (Abaqus 6.14 Analysis User’s Guide) 

with the empirical relations from Table 4-3: 

æ���� = æ#### = �[ ë1 − �[�Û ´Û# ì Υ
æ���� = �ÛJ1 − ´[# KΥ
æ��## = �[ ë´[ + �[�Û ´Û# ì Υ
æ���� = �[(´Û + ´[´Û)Υæ#�#� = æ���� = ÜÛæ�#�# = Ü[

Υ = 1
1 − ´[# − 2 �[�Û ´Û# (1 + ´[)

 

The transformation of material properties to align the Haversian Model element fibres 

to the Haversian Model coordinate system is described as follows. Let 

î� = ï001ð 
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and �� be unit vectors in a reference direction and the fibre direction, respectively, both 

viewed in the Haversian Model coordinate system. The rotation matrix R which maps 

�� onto î� is given by 

ñ = ò + óf + 1 − î� ⋅ ��‖P‖# óf#     
where ò  is the identity matrix, VC is the skew-symmetric cross product matrix of P =
�� × î�, given by 

óf ≡ ⎣⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎡ 0 −n� n#n� 0 −n�−n# n� 0 ⎦⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥

⎤ 
The globally orientated stiffness matrix C is given by the relation 

á = õá∗õ[ 
where the quantity K is a 6 × 6 transformation matrix (Ting, 1996) formulated from R, 

given by 

õ = öõ� 2õ#õ� õw ÷ 
The constituents of K are defined as 

õ� = ñ ∘ ñ 
õ# = ⎣⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢

⎡ø�#ø�� ø��ø�� ø��ø�#ø##ø#� ø#�ø#� ø#�ø##ø�#ø�� ø��ø�� ø��ø�#⎦⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎤ 

õ� = ⎣⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎡ø#�ø�� ø##ø�# ø#�ø��ø��ø�� ø�#ø�# ø��ø��ø��ø#� ø�#ø## ø��ø#�⎦⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥

⎤ 
õw = ⎣⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢

⎡ø##ø�� + ø#�ø�# ø#�ø�� + ø#�ø�� ø#�ø�# + ø##ø��ø�#ø�� + ø��ø�# ø��ø�� + ø��ø�� ø��ø�# + ø�#ø��ø�#ø#� + ø��ø## ø��ø#� + ø��ø#� ø��ø## + ø�#ø#�⎦⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎤
 

where ∘ denotes the Hadamard product operation. Every Haversian Model element 

material property is rotated to the Haversian coordinate system when fibres are 

formed in the remodelling process. 

The Haversian Model properties are homogenised into one set of elastic constants 

through a volume-weighted average for the 21 parameters in C across all the elements, 

producing an anisotropic symmetric matrix Cm. This matrix is further rotated in a 
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similar manner above to the coordinate system of the mesoscale, with b instead 

referring to the ROI fibre directions calculated during model preparation 

corresponding to the mesoscale ROI Element linked with the Haversian Model as 

shown in Figure 4-7. 

 

Step 5: PLSR Model Construction 

Partial Least Squares Regression is a linear regression method which links a set of 

independent variables (predictors) to a set of dependent variables (responses). PLSR 

relates a given n × a predictor matrix X which contains V combinations of ù predictor 

parameters to a precomputed n × b response matrix Y which contains V  sets of b 

responses (Wold et al., 2001). In this study, the predictor and response matrices are 

described as follows: 

• X is constructed from n = 116523 unique combinations of a = 30 columns of 

predictor parameters, with the following column descriptions: 

o 1 column specifying the conditioned, quiescent von Mises strain, equal 

to (�� + �#)/2 from Eq. 4-3 which defines the mechanostat zones; 

o 1 column specifying the Haversian Model’s initial porosity; 

o 3 columns specifying the Haversian Model dimensions; 

o 24 columns specifying the x, y, and z components of the Haversian 

Model’s inherited corner displacements transferred from the 

deformation at the mesoscale; 

o 1 column specifying the nth day, with a range from 1 to 91 days, of the 

load response cycle. 

• Y is constructed from n = 116523 responses of b = 21 columns of anisotropic 

material parameters, obtained from the volume-weighted material property 

homogenisation of Haversian Models subject to FE analysis and bone 

remodelling, with initial von Mises strain, porosity, model dimensions, corner 

displacements, and load cycle time in the corresponding row from X. 
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A 3-component PLSR model was built from X and Y, and this completes the 

construction of the multiscale remodelling framework. To evaluate the fitness of the 

PLSR model, the data was split into two groups, with 80% of the predictor and response 

data randomly selected from the total to build a test PLSR model which attempts to 

predict the responses from the remaining 20% of the predictors. The response columns 

were further split into Ortho and Non-ortho types as shown in Table 4-4. 

The fitness of the Ortho component data columns was evaluated by an average 

error formulation 

1Vú<?@4  B abs S]ý<26 − ]?<þ2]?<þ2 U (4-4) 

where ]ý<26 specifies the PLSR-predicted response and ]?<þ2 specifies the real response 

from the simulation data. The summation is across the orthotropic parameter columns 

with total number Vú<?@4. 

Due to the possibility of zero values in the Non-ortho responses, their fitness was 

represented differently by a deviation measure from the true value over the magnitude 

range of true values from the entire response matrix: 

1V�41−4<?@4  B abs S ]ý<26 − ]?<þ2max(] ) − min(] )U (4-5) 

The PLSR model was used to predict material properties at Days 51, 71, & 91 for the 

mesoscale ROI Elements, corresponding to Steps 6 & 7 of the framework, in the 

following scenarios: 

• Porosity Distribution (Subject) A, Physiological Walking muscle forces vs. 

Porosity Distribution A, Physiological Running muscle forces; 

• Porosity Distribution A, Physiological Running muscle forces vs. Porosity  

Distribution B, Physiological Running muscle forces;

Table 4-4 The 21 PLSR response variables as the independent parameters of a symmetric Voigt anisotropic 

stiffness matrix, grouped into Ortho and Non-ortho type responses. The names are chosen to reflect the 

transversely isotropic nature of the material used in this study. Aligned to an orthogonal coordinate 

system, such a material has Non-ortho parameters of zero in the matrix. 

Ortho C1111, C1122, C2222, C1133, C2233, C3333, C2323, C3131, C1212 

Non-ortho C1123, C2223, C3323, C1131, C2231, C3331, C2331, C1112, C2212, C3312, C2312, C3112 
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• Porosity Distribution A, Physiological Walking muscle forces vs. Porosity 

Distribution A, Walking muscle forces subject to a 10° Orientation Shift.

These sets of comparisons were chosen to test the ability of the PLSR model to emulate 

the following important biomechanical phenomena: (i) Mechanostat zone behaviour 

using muscle forces as the ultimate predictor; (ii) bone strain variation using initial 

porosity distribution as the ultimate predictor; and (iii) bone remodelling rates as a 

surrogate measure for adaptation to new exercises of the same intensity, using 

differently orientated muscle forces as the ultimate predictor. A single virtual Subject 

ARef different from Subjects A & B was generated as a reference, with a porosity 

distribution in the ROI also pulled from Distribution A. In all scenarios, the ROI 

Elements were conditioned to a quiescent zone based on ARef to prevent the PLSR 

model from using nonindependent predictor variables. 

The material property predictions at Days 51, 71, & 91 were applied to FE 

simulations of the macroscale model, and the progression of the von Mises strain 

distribution in the ROI over these days was analysed in the context of the mechanostat 

to evaluate the ability of the PLSR model to capture the key features of bone 

remodelling and adaptation.  

 R E S U L T S  

A presentation of the fibre direction estimation and the remodelling algorithms at 

work is given to demonstrate the inner workings of the Haversian material response 

to muscle forces, followed by material change predictions in the ROI for the different 

exercise and porosity scenarios, and finishing with a summary of the PLSR model 

fitness and the computation time taken to run the simulations in the framework. 

 

Figure 4-10 shows the MAPS directions in the femur for both the cortical and trabecular 
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Figure 4-10 MAPS lines from eigendecomposition of stress tensors, obtained from an FE analysis of 

walking exercise muscle loads, presented for a fraction of the elements. The colour spectrum represents 

stress magnitude along tension (Red) to compression (Blue), with neutral regions in Green. (Left) 

Cortical bone, (Right) trabecular bone. Blue Regions labelled C1 and C2 show substantial areas of 

compression, and the Red Region labelled T shows an area of high tension. Note, trabecular stress 

directions are not used to inform fibre directionality as these were outside of the ROI. 

 

bone. Clear patterns of tensile stresses located along the femur shaft, neck, and head 

axis are indicated by the Red T-region on the trabecular stress distribution (Figure 

4-10, Right), whilst compressive stresses follow the inferosuperior axis indicated by 

the Blue C-regions. The ROI Elements on the cortical stress distribution (Figure 4-10, 

Left) were assigned fibre directions corresponding to the rod orientations, and their 

corresponding linked Haversian Models account for these orientations when passing 

adapted material properties back to the mesoscale. 

 

A full tunnelling event showing the formation of a new Haversian canal and 

Volkmann’s canals over a period of 68 simulated days is shown in Figure 4-11 (I). In 

Day 1, the formation of a breakout zone from a nearby Haversian canal (Bright Yellow 

Spot) proceeds to form a spherical resorption space (Red) with a radius equal to �ghi
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by Day 4. Nearby Haversian canals not in the path of tunnelling are sensed by the 

resorption space, which proceeds to form new Volkmann’s canals (Yellow) to these 

existing Haversian canals. The resorption space is transformed into a cutting cone, 

which rapidly progresses, and a space for a new osteon is formed by Day 9. After a 

short delay, primary mineralisation (Purple to Dark Blue) starts occurring after Day 

12. The cement line separating the new osteon from the surrounding older bone is 

formed by Day 27. The closing cone can be seen from the side view after Day 55 and is 

contrasted with the cylindrical shape at previous time points. Finally, the new 

Haversian canal can be seen through the remaining primary mineralisation region by 

Day 68. 

A top view of the geometric progression of osteon mineralisation activity in the 

same model is presented in Figure 4-11 (II). Mineralisation starts from the periphery 

of the resorption space and forms the initial site for which further mineralisation 

activity is projected inwards, advancing steadily in circumferential layers and 

stopping to leave behind a Haversian canal of an approximate radius of �g�1. 

 

Progressive fibre reorientation in a Haversian model as a reaction to force stimuli is 

shown in Figure 4-12. The first frame shows the initial fibre orientation all directed 

towards the local z-axis. The forces applied are non-physiological to simulate an 

extreme example of realignment, and were obtained by rotating a set of physiological 

loads 90° away from the local z-axis. 

The relation of the realignment to canal network evolution is given in Figure 4-12 

(I), which shows a Haversian tunnelling process spanning 56 simulated days. Days 4–

9 indicate the formation of a resorption space which transforms into a cutting cone, 

leaving behind the space for a new osteon. After Day 9, mineralisation to new fibre 

directions is shown in the active remodelling zone from the orientation of the Red 

Rods.
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Gradual realignment of the entire Haversian Model is shown in Figure 4-12 (II), 

presenting the end mineralisation stage of 7 other newly completed osteons. It is noted 

that most of the region has experiences an initial round of major fibre realignment 

based on the new stimulus upon formation of the fourth osteon by Day 277, and 

subsequently experiences a second round of minor realignment upon formation of the 

eighth osteon by Day 554. 

 

Strain changes from the material response to different exercises on Subject A is shown 

in Figure 4-13. Walking strain accumulations by Day 91 are one order of magnitude 

less than its Running counterpart, reflecting much lower changes in the predicted 

material properties. Regions where strain is observed to be decreasing correspond to 

regions of high strain stimuli (Figure 4-13, Top, Blue Contours); however, this relation 

is not symmetric, and regions of high strain stimuli also correspond to regions where 

strain is observed to be increasing (Figure 4-13, Top, Red Contours). Regions 

containing noteworthy changes in the strain are indicated (Figure 4-13, Black Indicator 

Lines) as follows: I, exhibiting a total accumulation which switches from negative to 

positive; II, an increasing region of negative strain change rate; III, a decreasing region 

of negative strain change rate; IV, an increasing region of positive strain change rate. 

The effect of different porosity distributions on strain changes is shown in Figure 

4-14. In contrast to the scenario in Figure 4-13, the stimulus (Figure 4-14, Top) and 

strain accumulation resulting from Running loads (Figure 4-14, Bottom) have similar 

distributions, with qualitatively matching locations in both regions of strain values and 

accumulation over time. However, for a crucial region (Day 91, Running B Contour; 

same region in Running A on the left) located at the posterior outer surface, the strain 

increase accelerates much more, and an extremely large difference between the two 

subjects is found with a peak strain accumulation of 0.078 (Contour Region, Orange 

Element) for Subject A and 0.14 (Contour Region, Red Element) for Subject B. 
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Figure 4-13 Strain changes due to different exercise loads, applying PLSR-predicted material properties. 

The walking and running muscle loads were both simulated on Subject A. (Top) anatomical orientation 

of the femoral neck, labelled as P (Posterior), S (Superior), A (Anterior), and I (Inferior). (Middle) Von 

Mises (vM) strain at Day 1, representing the intensity of the muscle forces imparted on to the femur. The 

exercise regime is identical for the next 90 simulated days. Noteworthy strain change regions are indicated 

by the Contours. (Bottom) Comparison of the strain changes in the femoral neck to a Walking vs Running 

exercise. The accumulation of vM strains since Day 1 is shown as the substitute measure for material 

adaptation changes, and the evolution of the strain rate of change over 10 days is the substitute measure 

of the mechanostat adaptation. Regions labelled I–IV are noted for their change across time and referenced 

in Figure 4-17. 

 

A comparison between the applied walking muscle forces and the same load 

magnitude subjected to a reorientation by 10° from the mesoscale z-axis on the effect 

of strain change is shown in Figure 4-15. The Orientation Shift (Figure 4-15, Top Right) 
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Figure 4-14 Running load strain accumulations for different porosity distributions, applying PLSR-

predicted material properties. (Top) Strain stimulus. (Bottom) Strain accumulation from Day 1. The 

region in the contours for both subjects contains a peak strain element; the peak accumulation for Subject 

A is coloured Orange and recorded as 0.078, and for Subject B coloured Red as 0.14. Note that the scale is 

not identical throughout; the ticks are logarithmic and are separated into three regions. Upper scale 

indicates high positive strain accumulations; a discontinuous jump to the middle scale indicates low 

positive strain accumulations, and a continuation to the lower scale indicates negative strain 

accumulations. 
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Figure 4-15 Strain accumulation differences from stimulation with Physiological (Left Column) and 

Orientation-shifted (Right Column) loads of the same magnitude, applying PLSR-predicted material 

properties. Orientation Shift loads are calculated via the rotation of the Walking muscle forces by 10° from 

the mesoscale z-axis. (Top) Strain stimulus. (Middle) Strain accumulation from Day 1 to Day 91. (Bottom) 

Regions separated to have increasing (Positive) or decreasing (Negative) strains, disregarding the strain 

magnitude. Contour Regions (Bottom Right) represent substantially-sized areas where the strain change 

direction has flipped in the Orientation Shift scenario in comparison to the Physiological scenario.

 

scenario shows strain stimuli that are substantially different from the Physiological 

(Figure 4-15, Top Left) scenario throughout the femoral neck cortex. Compared with 

the latter, these differences may manifest as stronger strain stimuli, as given by a 

higher strain decumulation (external posterior) or more intense regions of strain 

accumulation (inferoposterior), or the cessation or sign reversal of strain changes 

(Figure 4-15, Contour Regions). 
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The fitness of the PLSR model results in Ortho components calculated at an average 

6.7% error according to Eq. 4-4, with the best elastic component estimate as 4.3%  

and the worst estimate as 11.0%. The fitness of the Non-ortho parameters according to 

Eq. 4-5 produced an average deviation of 8.2%, with the best estimate at 4.1% and the 

worst estimate at 12.0%. 

The computation time taken to build the PLSR response matrix Y is averaged to 1 

minute for each matrix row on an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-1620 v2 @ 3.70GHz Processor 

with 32.0 GB RAM, spanning 81 computation days to generate the 116523 rows of Y. 

The full 3-component PLSR model from the predictors and responses was generated in 

three seconds on the same computer, and a full FE simulation of the whole hip to 

produce the ROI strains from the predicted material properties spanned approximately 

5 minutes.

 D I S C U S S I O N  

This study has detailed the complete construction of a framework for the rapid 

computation of cortical bone remodelling, firstly by combining FE mechanics and 

anatomically accurate meshes in both the macroscale and the microscale with a novel, 

phenomenologically based algorithm of 3D Haversian remodelling, and secondly via 

the introduction of a statistical surrogate method to drastically reduce computation 

time. The assumptions made during the construction of the multiscale framework are 

summarised, followed by a discussion on the ability of the algorithms presented in this 

study to capture known anatomical features and physiological processes and a brief 

analysis of the accuracy and the computational resource savings achieved through the 

PLSR method. 
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There were some important assumptions that were made during the development of 

the framework which should be taken into consideration while utilising its predictive 

capabilities. 

Firstly, the femoral neck thickness approximation was based on a skeletonisation 

of the outer layer of the femur, and may differ in comparison with a femoral cortex 

thickness obtained from medical imaging. 

Secondly, a few simplifications to the macroscale load simulations were 

introduced: (i) a full range of hip flexions during the gait cycles was not accounted 

for; (ii) the muscle forces in the walking and running scenarios were applied in the 

standing posture; (iii) loading frequency was not presently considered as a stimulus 

parameter; and (iv) the bone, cartilage, and muscle material not located at the ROI was 

assumed to be isotropic, with the muscle further assumed to be incompressible. While 

these assumptions may have reduced the ability to capture a full range of physiological 

strains experienced by the ROI, (i) the magnitude and distribution of the strain stimuli, 

as shown in Figure 4-13 (Top), is in general agreement with calculations of femoral 

neck cortex strains from physiological hip muscle loads (Martelli, 2017) and (ii) the 

effects stemming from these simplifications were partially mitigated by permutations 

of realistic porosities with the application of a variety of forces extracted from the 

perimeter of the femoral neck. 

Thirdly, the material parameter relations with porosity given in Table 4-3 were 

taken from samples throughout the diaphyseal cortex of the femur rather than 

specifically at the neck. However, the Longitudinal Young’s Modulus is noted to have 

a similar correlation with porosity measured at the mid-diaphyseal cortex of the femur 

(Bayraktar et al., 2004), indicating that the diaphyseal cortex material is a reasonable 

approximation for other regions of cortical bone in the femur, such as the neck. 

Fourthly, the Haversian canal age estimate in Figure 4-5 ultimately used for 
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Figure 4-16 Haversian canal structure (Left) initially and (Right) after 7 tunnelling events and 481 

simulated days. The canal evolution algorithm is shown to continuously generate Haversian and 

Volkmann’s canal features in this period. Black background represents cortical bone, and spheres 

represent canal elements, coloured by their perpendicular distance from the block face as indicated by the 

Grey Frame on the Right. Most of the Haversian model has received cortical bone turnover by this stage. 

For reference, the region on the rear left corner has not yet been affected by bone turnover, as shown by 

the continuing presence of the three canal elements in this time period (Red Spheres). 

 

resorption space formation was estimated based purely on geometry. However, 

comparisons with cortical bone microradiograph images presented in Liu, Liew, 

Clement, and Thomas (1999) showed that the important feature of tunnel age based 

overlapping osteon morphology is captured in the age estimate, which is sufficient for 

the estimation of a resorption space initiation site. 

Next, the algorithm developed for the Haversian canal evolution was based on 

anatomy and mechanics, and did not incorporate features of biological cells or 

biochemistry in the resorption and mineralisation processes. While important, these 

features were outside the scope of this study, and the emphasis on the incorporation 

of anatomical data mitigates the appearance of unrealistic Haversian microanatomy 

during canal evolution, as demonstrated by the strong resemblance to Haversian 

anatomy in Figure 4-16 after 481 simulated days and 7 canal tunnelling events. In 

addition, the effects of orientation-dependent strain quantities as stimuli for density 

evolution were not considered in this study, and we only utilised von Mises stimuli as 

given by Eq. 4-3. To acknowledge the effect of these strain quantities, longitudinal and 
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transverse Haversian element fail criteria were utilised to affect tunnelling direction, 

as noted in the canal network evolution procedure. 

Finally, the physiological time frame of the lag and osteon fill phases, while 

demonstrated for canal network evolution and fibre changes in Figures 4-11 & 4-12, 

were completely removed in the large-scale material response computations. In 

addition to speeding up the remodelling computation and to reduce material property 

fluctuations, the exclusion of the resorption space formation, lag, and fill phases was 

appropriate, as the homogenised Haversian Models fully represent an ROI Element’s 

material properties, and resorption spaces typically occupy an extremely small 

fraction of the total volume of cortical bone as shown by histological resorption space 

measurements (Frost, 1969). 

The suitability of the MAPS lines to represent fibre directions in the mesoscale is 

inferred by the comparison of the trabecular stress orientations in Figure 4-10 (Right) 

with an internal view of femoral trabeculae patterns. Following a similar classification 

to Ward (1876) of compressive and tensile groups of trabecular bone, regions of 

trabeculae MAPS lines were identified as Primary Compressive (C1), Secondary 

Compressive (C2), and Tensile (T) based on their orientations. The inferosuperior 

directionality of the compression lines and the femur axial direction of the tensile lines 

correspond to the trabeculae lines exhibited in Figures 8 & 9 from Kerr et al. (1986), 

indicating that the applied muscle forces are physiological and that trabeculae are 

aligned to optimally bear stress directions, which provides strong evidence that MAPS 

lines are similarly suitable as a measure for femoral neck cortex fibre directions. 

The Haversian remodelling algorithm presented in this study is emphasised for its 

ability to capture many key anatomical features of a BMU and the formation of an 
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osteon. With reference to Figure 4-11 (I) in this study and Figure 2 in Parfitt (1994), 

the advancing shape of a cutting cone is clearly shown in Days 2–6, and a cement line 

formation is shown in Days 17–27. Figure 4-11 (II) shows the formation of a closing 

cone in a concentric manner, with mineralisation advancing towards the tunnel’s 

central axis from the osteon boundary. It is further noted that the time of the osteon 

formation in the canal evolution model spans approximately 70 days, which is in the 

vicinity of the BMU remodelling cycle time span. The geometric accuracy of the BMU 

and osteon shown is inherited in the reduced Haversian simulations, which defines 

the proportion of realigned fibres in each Haversian model after an osteon formation 

event and is an important factor in determining the outcome of the homogenised 

Haversian material properties. 

 

The effect of the different applied exercises on PLSR material property prediction is 

shown in Figure 4-13. From the substantially different magnitudes in strain 

accumulation and strain rate of change for the walking compared to the running cases, 

it is immediately apparent that the PLSR model has successfully captured stimulus 

magnitude differences in the mechanostat. Strain decrease (Figure 4-13, Middle, Blue 

Contours) and strain increase (Figure 4-13, Middle, Red Contour) example regions 

show higher stimulus activity in the running scenario compared with the walking 

scenario without exception, indicating that the walking scenario is much more 

quiescent-like. It is reminded here that the walking scenario is not entirely quiescent 

as the ROI elements were conditioned to a different virtual subject ARef. 

The regions labelled I–IV in Figure 4-13 are noted to reflect detailed features of the 

mechanostat over time, shown in Figure 4-17. To clarify the patterns observed in these 

regions, we note that a negative value in the strain rate of change or total strain 

accumulation is equivalent to a relatively high weighted von Mises strain experienced 

by the region, as this causes an increase in bone density and stronger bone in this 
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Figure 4-17 (Top) Mechanostat formulation from Eq. 4-3. The strain stimulus �¬  is a function of the 

weighted vM strain. (Bottom) The behaviour of �¬ corresponding to regions labelled I–IV over Days 51, 

71, & 91 in Figure 4-13, mapped to the mechanostat. Mechanostat is not to scale. 

 

region. The following patterns are observed: (i) A Growth Zone pushed to a Damage 

Zone from the weakening of surrounding bone tissue, shown in Region I. Day 51 

displayed negative strain accumulation compared to Day 1, indicating that the strain 

stimulus was in the Growth Zone in between L2 and L3. The situation is dramatically 

reversed by Day 71 onwards, indicating that the weighted von Mises strain was 

pushed to the Damage Zone, causing a recorded positive strain accumulation 

compared to Day 1. (ii) A Quiescent Zone pushed to a Growth Zone, indicated by the 

decrease in the strain rate of change in Region II. This is also due to the weakening of 

surrounding bone tissue, indicated by the accelerating expansions of the nearby White 

regions. The weakening of surrounding tissue causes an increase in load bearing in 

Region II, resulting in the zone shift. (iii) An occurrence of adaptation, where a Growth 

stimulus is rescinding to the Quiescent Zone, shown in Region III. Day 71 vs. Day 91 
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shows a shrinkage in the strain decrease rate and region, indicating that the bone in 

this region is heading towards full adaptation to the applied loads. (iv) A positive 

feedback loop of bone weakening and increased strain stimulus, shown in Region IV. 

This region is well into the Damage Zone, noting that the strain accumulation is 

accelerating over time as shown by the increasing Red & White Regions in the Strain 

Rate of Change series. This acceleration importantly highlights the difference between 

the Damage Zone and the Growth Zone in the mechanostat; the latter does not have a 

comparable increase in spread in the Strain Rate of Change series, as the mechanostat 

does not provide a mechanism for a bone growth positive feedback loop. 

 

The effect of porosity variation on the strain evolution in the ROI is summarised in 

Figure 4-14. There are very little superficial differences in the spatial pattern of the 

strain accumulation, with strain accumulation and decumulation regions consistent 

between Running A and Running B. However, the PLSR model was able to emulate the 

development of a markedly different peak strain in the magnified region, with a 

twofold peak strain accumulation in Subject B of 0.14 compared to that in Subject A of 

0.078. It is noted again that Running B originated as a porosity distribution from female 

subjects who have suffered femoral neck fractures. Combined with studies (Alffram, 

1964; Parker & Twemlow, 1997) containing spontaneous hip fracture data which show 

a notably higher incidence in females, the peak strain differences strongly suggest that 

the PLSR model has successfully reproduced gender-related chronic bone adaptation 

differences in the ROI via the porosity distribution data in Figure 3-5. 

 

Muscle force orientation as a significant factor in the remodelling stimulus is presented 

in Figure 4-15, where it is shown that, due to the initial nonadapted state of the bone 

to the new muscle forces, the total strain accumulation is much higher in the 
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Orientation Shift case compared with the Physiological case. It is further shown in 

Figure 4-12 that the difference in orientation between the fibres and the applied loads 

diminishes over time due to the fibre realignment process. These two results suggest 

that the rate of remodelling due to the mismatch of fibre alignment with applied load 

orientations should decrease over time, as the proportion of the elements in the 

Haversian model aligned to the applied loads gradually converges to unity. 

The fibre realignment process can be divided into two phases: Firstly, the initial 

realignment phase, where the stress distribution as the stimulus for fibre alignment is 

affected by the nonadapted state of the Haversian model element fibres to the applied 

loads, and secondly, the secondary realignment phase, where most of the elements in 

the Haversian model have already experienced the initial realignment. During the 

secondary phase, the alignment stimulus due to the applied loads is expected to 

converge to a stimulus of a bone region fully adapted to its applied load orientations. 

As presented in Figure 4-12, the relation of the osteon geometry to the size of the 

Haversian models contribute to the initial alignment phase spanning the first 4 osteon 

formation events, and the secondary alignment phase spanning the next 4 events. 

Figure 4-18 demonstrates the relationship between the proportion of Haversian 

fibres realigned and the remodelling rate represented by the von Mises Strain Rate of 

Change. The region indicated by the Grey Contour behaves similarly to the 

Physiological Walking case in the corresponding region as seen in Region III of Figures 

4-13 & 4-17, where the remodelling rate is in the Growth Zone of the mechanostat and 

decreases over time through adaptation. However, there is a large magnitude 

difference between the remodelling rates of the Physiological Walking and Orientation 

Shift cases in the initial remodelling stages as seen in Day 11, corresponding to an 

initially minimal proportion of Haversian element fibres which are aligned to the new 

Orientation-shifted load. The difference subsides over time with a higher proportion 

of fibres realigned. Note that the completion of the initial Haversian realignment phase 

is insufficient to reduce the remodelling stimulus. The completion of a large proportion 
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Figure 4-18 Effect of Haversian fibre realignment (First Column) on remodelling rates (Second & Third 

Columns), represented by the Strain Rate of Change over 10 days. Femoral neck orientation is given at 

the Top Right. The Haversian fibre realignment series shown is an example generated from the reduced 

canal evolution algorithm which demonstrates the time progression of fibre realignment. Bone-coloured 

Fibres represent the initial alignment at the beginning of the corresponding phase, and Red-coloured 

Fibres represent the new realignment. Phase 1, initial realignment phase. Phase 2, secondary realignment 

phase. Grey Contour indicates a notable region of bone growth, corresponding to the behaviour of Region 

III in Figures 4-13 & 4-17. 

 

of fibres realigned in the secondary realignment phase of the Haversian model to the 

new loads at Day 91 corresponds to a very closely matching remodelling rate 

distribution, providing a strong indication that the PLSR model has managed to 

successfully capture fibre realignment phenomena at the Haversian level. 

 

A total of 116523 cases were used to train the PLSR statistical model over combinations 

of a wide range of ROI load magnitudes and orientations, base mechanostat conditions, 

and femoral neck porosities extracted from realistic human physiological and 

anatomical data. It is acknowledged that more cases may improve the model’s 
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prediction capabilities. However, the PLSR fitness measures of the Ortho components’ 

average percentage error of 6.7% and the Non-ortho fitness measure of 8.2%, combined 

with strong pieces of evidence that the PLSR model presented has successfully 

captured the mechanostat’s adaptation response to force magnitudes, force 

orientations, and chronic development of strain variations and peaks, suggests that the 

model is sufficiently capable of accounting for a wide range of realistic phenomena in 

its predictions.

The computational resource savings achieved by the PLSR model cannot be 

understated. The time taken for the scenario comparisons was 3 hours (4 cases of 

Physiological Walking, Running A, Running B, Orientation Shift × 9 time points in the 

loading cycle × 5 minutes combined PLSR prediction and ROI strain simulations). A 

time measure to generate the same comparison scenarios without PLSR is estimated at 

14000 hours (2327 ROI elements × 4 cases × 91 loading cycles × 1-minute material 

homogenisation steps + 4 cases × 4 minutes ROI strain simulations), resulting in a 

4700-fold increase in computation time compared with the PLSR model. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

A lack of literature on multiscale cortical bone remodelling which incorporates 

detailed information from both the macroscale and microscale was noted. This study 

details several novel contributions in the area: (i) the construction of a 3D cortical bone 

remodelling algorithm which successfully captures intricate Haversian-level 

microanatomy, (ii) the provision of an information transfer interface which can pass 

deformation, load, fibre orientation, and material stiffness information across a full 

range of anatomical spatial scales, and (iii) the demonstration of the predictive power 

of a surrogate model which produced long-term bone stiffness changes in distinct, 

clinically important scenarios. The algorithms and models presented were informed 

with realistic human data, allowing the presented techniques to be fully and easily 
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adaptable to other cortical bone regions, whilst simultaneously opening the possibility 

of conducting detailed studies of the whole bone response to effects from disease or 

drug-induced treatments introduced at the microscale.

  





 

 

 

 

Final Remarks 

 

 

 

 

The goal of this thesis was to develop an efficient and robust computational framework 

of cortical bone remodelling, capable of incorporating biologically relevant data from 

across the spatial scales ranging from whole organs to the scale of an osteon. The 

development of this framework was motivated by gaps in the literature on 3D models 

in this topic, despite the majority role of cortical bone in the load-bearing capabilities 

of human bones. To this end, the industry-standard methods of Finite Elements and 

Partial Least Squares Regression, combined with anatomically and physiologically 

accurate equine and human data, were used to inform novel 3D cortical bone 

remodelling algorithms and integrated into an accurate and efficient bone remodelling 

framework. To demonstrate the framework’s robustness, the remodelling response to 

exercise of the femoral neck was chosen as a clinically important target for predictions. 

The framework development was iteratively progressed in two Computational 

Bone Remodelling studies: 

1. Construction of a 3D microscale cortical CBR model validated using equine 

data, and investigation of PLSR to rapidly predict remodelling phenomena; 

2. The shift of the model towards human data, improvements on the bone 

remodelling algorithm, and its integration into a multiscale framework. 

This chapter summarises the main findings and limitations of the two studies 

(Chapters 2 & 4), followed by the direction for future extensions of this framework.
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E Q U I N E  M E C H A N O S T A T I S T I C A L  C O R T I C A L  C B R  

The first study achieved the construction of a 3D bone remodelling algorithm which 

captured microanatomical evolution and bone strength changes informed and 

validated by in vivo equine data. Furthermore, the study demonstrated the accuracy of 

using PLSR to efficiently predict remodelling behaviour. Equine data was used due to 

the translatability of equine anatomy and physiology to the human condition and the 

unique availability of the time-progressive bone remodelling data for model 

development and validation. 

A 3D hexahedral FE mesh of element dimensions (5 µm)� was generated out of a

micro-CT equine metacarpal bone scan of dimensions 4 × 3.5 × 2 mm3, and two 

microscale cortical bone sections containing representative Haversian anatomy were 

used to test and develop bone remodelling computations (Figure 2-1). The mechanical 

stimuli applied were higher and lower perturbations from a 0.4% compressive strain 

(Figure 2-4). A cortical bone remodelling algorithm was constructed based on simple 

geometric rules, combining existing canal microanatomy with the direction of strain 

application (Figure 2-5). To model bone strength changes, a mechanostat based on 

Frost’s model of bone adaptation (Figure 2-2) was employed in each cortical bone 

element in the section, where unique quiescent zones were distributed for each 

element to capture a full range of the strain response variation for different areas of 

cortical bone. It was shown from in vivo equine data that remodelling activity does not 

respond immediately to the cessation of strain stimuli (Table 2-2), and this was 

accounted for via the inclusion of a strain history formulation into the mechanostat 

model to smooth out sharp fluctuations in the stimuli. The canal evolution and the 

mechanostat models were tested using a wide variety of applied strain angles and 

magnitudes to demonstrate the models’ response. Lastly, the computational cost in the 

simulation of remodelling activity was a cause for concern, as there were a sizeable 
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number of input parameters into the representative Haversian models used to 

simulate the remodelling process. To alleviate this concern and to make the model 

useful in practice, a PLSR surrogate model was constructed using strain magnitude and 

load orientation as predictor parameters and both bone strength and microanatomy as 

response parameters, which balances an initial investment into computational 

resources for an efficient return in prediction. 

The geometric rules employed were shown to respond realistically to the 

application of both tensile and compressive strains, causing further evolution of 

existing Haversian tunnels, while the non-physiological situation of pure shear caused 

the activity of cutting cones to stop (Figure 2-7). The employment of Frost’s 

mechanostat enabled the differentiation in the bone strength response to different 

applied strains, and it is demonstrated that high strains have a higher positive bone 

strengthening effect compared with its conditioned and low strain counterparts 

(Figure 2-8). The delayed response to exercise stimulus change was captured by the 

strain history feature incorporated into the mechanostat, as shown by the continuation 

compared with cessation of Young’s modulus change when the switch from a high 

strain to a low strain stimulus was made in a remodelling procedure with compared to 

without the incorporation of the strain history feature, respectively (Figure 2-9). 

Finally, PLSR was shown to be a highly effective tool in predicting the response to 

strains in evolving homogenised material properties, and somewhat effective in the 

prediction of microanatomy (Table 2-4). With reference to the remodelling 

simulations, the PLSR yielded material property and microanatomy prediction errors 

of 0.16% and 0.3%, respectively. 

There were several limitations in this study that provided the motivation for 

investigating future improvements to the remodelling procedure. While the geometric 

rules employed in this study functioned effectively for most physiologically realistic 

situations, it did not behave as expected for the shear strain case. In addition, the 

homogenised material property showed a continued rise in Young’s modulus despite 
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the application of strain lower than the conditioned state, and the model did not clearly 

show the formation of Volkmann’s canals. Improvements to the canal evolution 

algorithm were implemented in the next study to address these shortcomings. Finally, 

it was noted that cutting cones are much larger than the size of the mesh elements 

employed in the cortical bone model, and the appropriateness of the employment of a 

spatially-varying mechanostat at the microscale is reconsidered, given that it also 

contributed a substantial amount to computational resource consumption. Despite 

these limitations, a novel 3D cortical bone remodelling model was developed, which 

captured essential features of microanatomy changes, exhibited a logical bone 

adaptation response to a variation of strain stimuli, and showcased the accuracy of 

PLSR in predicting highly complex behaviour. To our knowledge, a model 

incorporating these features has not been presented before in the field. 

 HUMAN MULTISCALE MECHANOSTATISTICAL CBR 

A complete multiscale bone remodelling framework was constructed in this study, 

combining a mechanics-driven part which incorporated human anatomy with load 

information from the macroscale to drive anatomical changes at the microscale, and a 

surrogate statistical part which showcased the use of PLSR to efficiently capture 

remodelling patterns in whole bone in response to realistic exercise regimes (Figure 

4-1). The ROI defined in this study focused on the clinically important femoral neck. 

At the macroscale, a 5 mm resolution hexahedral mesh was constructed for 12 

major muscle groups and the hip bone, while a 2 mm resolution mesh was constructed 

for the superior section of the femur up to and including most of the lower trochanter 

from Visible Human data. The muscles were bound to the hip using tie constraints 

(Figure 4-6) and muscle forces calculated from running and walking gait analyses 

were used as the basis for remodelling stimuli. After an FE simulation of this setup, the 

Maximum Absolute Principal Stress vectors found in the femoral neck trabeculae 
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region were shown to match the pattern of trabecular strut alignment shown in CT 

scans (Figure 4-10), and thus the corresponding MAPS vectors in the cortical bone were 

treated as a good approximation of femoral neck cortex fibre directionality. Spatially 

varying porosity distributions imparted onto the femoral neck were incorporated from 

experimental biopsy data at the extreme scenarios of males and femur-fractured 

females, to increase the predictive capabilities of the framework. 

At the microscale, 70 cortical bone meshes were sectioned from the larger mesh 

(Figure 4-4) from the previous study to cover the range of porosities given by the 

spatially varying porosity distributions covering healthy males and fracture-suffered 

females (Figure 3-7), and linked with the ROI Elements on the femoral neck (Figure 

3-8). The muscle forces at the macroscale transferred deformations onto the microscale 

Haversian Models, with the transfer calculated using techniques from continuum 

mechanics and Finite Elements (Figure 4-7). To improve clinical relevance of the bone 

remodelling framework, the principle of virtual work was used to convert the surface 

nodal displacements obtained from macroscale deformation of the Haversian Models 

to equivalent surface nodal forces which produced approximately the same internal 

stresses and strains (Figure 4-8). These mechanical stimuli drove a cortical bone 

remodelling algorithm which captured the entire life cycle of Bone Modelling Unit, 

starting with a breakout zone from a nearby Haversian canal to a location targeted for 

priority bone remodelling, followed by the formation of a resorption space, cutting 

cone and Haversian canals, Volkmann’s canals, and finally bone mineralisation 

exhibiting the concentric feature of the structure of an osteon (Figure 3-12). The 

constitutive material law used for the ROI Elements and Haversian Models was 

transverse isotropy linked with empirical trends modelled from data on femur bone 

porosity experiments and femur density scans (Table 4-3). The permutations of 

porosity, load, and strain deviations from the base mechanostat zones on these 

Haversian Models formed the predictors of a PLSR model, and the homogenised 

material property evolution in the form of the 21 independent elastic constants of the 
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fourth-order elasticity tensor ¢  (Table 4-4) comprised the responses. The PLSR model 

was used to predict bone remodelling responses over a period of 91 simulated days, 

and the responses to a variety of load magnitudes, load orientations, and porosity 

distributions were analysed to evaluate the PLSR model for its ability to capture 

remodelling features such as bone material changes in accordance to the mechanostat 

and cortical bone fibre realignment. 

The incorporation of canal behaviour observed in cortical bone microanatomical 

slices to the canal network evolution algorithm resulted in the reproduction of accurate 

canal network structures for over 450 simulated days (Figure 4-16), indicating that the 

canal network evolution algorithm guided by a combination of geometry and 

mechanics is able to persistently capture features of Haversian and Volkmann’s canal 

formation without any perceivable loss of anatomical fidelity. 

The PLSR surrogate model was shown to be able to accurately predict the 

relationship between remodelling response and exercise intensity, with running 

muscle forces imparting a much stronger resorption or mineralisation stimulus 

compared with the conditioned walking loads (Figure 4-13). The surrogate model also 

captured the formation of peak strains in the femoral neck as a result of different initial 

porosity distributions, with the development of a peak strain change twice in 

magnitude for a porosity distribution implemented in a subject sampled from femur-

fractured female porosities compared with clinically normal male porosities (Figure 

4-14), which corresponds closely to studies indicating that spontaneous hip fracture is 

much higher in females than males (Alffram, 1964; Parker & Twemlow, 1997). 

Furthermore, PLSR was able to replicate the effect of fibre direction on the remodelling 

stimulus (Figure 4-18). It was found initially that, for a non-conditioned set of muscle 

forces perturbed by a rotation transformation on walking muscle forces, the amount 

of remodelling activity represented by the strain rate of change was much higher in 

the perturbed muscle forces compared with the non-perturbed muscle forces. 

However, the degree of microscale fibre alignment from new osteon formation 
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corresponded closely to the strain rate of change distribution across time, and it was 

found that once fibres in the microscale were realigned to the stimulus from rotated 

muscle forces, the strain rate of change dropped to levels very close to the non-

perturbed muscle forces. 

The ability to capture complex remodelling patterns corresponded to the relatively 

high PLSR fitness of the models, where it was found that the empirically established 

parameters (Ortho) averaged had an average 6.7% error prediction, while the 

unestablished parameters (Non-ortho) were predicted within 8.2% of the parameter 

space. The simulation time for the prediction of an exercise regime remodelling 

response was approximately 1/4700 the time required for a full simulation time of the 

same scenario, demonstrating the high computational savings of the PLSR method. For 

repeated predictions of complex bone remodelling problems involving a multitude of 

factors, the time savings indicate that there are substantial benefits in making an initial 

investment to produce a large quantity of PLSR training data.

Several limitations in this study were noted as follows. Firstly, a full range of 

mechanical deformations at the hip and femur area was not accounted for when 

applying the walking and running exercise muscle forces, which were taken at a peak 

point in the gait cycle. This may have limited the ability of the framework to fully 

capture the stimulus from an exercise regime. However, I have mitigated the effects of 

this by using only a limited number of representative Haversian Models across two 

virtual subjects, each with different porosity distributions. Each Haversian Model is 

thus linked to different parts of the ROI across different subjects and thus was subjected 

to a wide variety of load stimuli, resulting in the predictor and response data being 

suitable for usage across many different deformation cases. Secondly, the study had 

assumed approximate measures of anatomical and physiological features, such as 

femur cortex fibre directions (Figure 4-10), femur cortical bone thickness (Figure 4-3), 

and microscale cortical bone age distribution (Figure 4-5). However, the morphology 

of these approximations was shown to match the anatomy found in medical and tissue 
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imaging (Kerr et al. (1986); Poole et al. (2010); Pfeiffer (1998), respectively). Next, the 

remodelling algorithms of canal evolution and mechanostat stimulus did not 

incorporate cellular biology or biochemistry. While these features were considered 

towards future developments in the framework, it was noted that the canal network 

anatomy and the PLSR response changed in a manner according to expectations 

regardless of the features’ exclusion, indicating that clinically important behaviour 

was captured to a high degree by the methods used in this study. Finally, it is 

acknowledged that the PLSR fitness measurements in this study were not consistent 

between the Ortho and Non-ortho material constants, due to the latter lacking published 

experimentally-determined empirical relations. Nevertheless, the successful extraction 

of remodelling behaviours from the PLSR prediction indicated that the measure of PLSR 

fitness of all the material constants corresponded closely to the predictive power of the 

PLSR model. 

C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D  F U T U R E  D I R E C T I O N S  

At the end of the second study, I have demonstrated that it was possible to capture 

intricate bone remodelling behaviour through a multiscale remodelling framework, 

accounting for a wide range of anatomical and physiological data to inform a clinically 

realistic remodelling response over time. I further confirm that, through a large initial 

investment into computational resources, a highly efficient surrogate model can be 

produced to accurately predict this behaviour. This framework can be immediately 

and easily adapted to investigate complex cortical bone remodelling responses in other 

joints in the body, which also receive similar loading conditions from surrounding 

muscles and employ osteon-like remodelling behaviour at the microscale. The 

multiscale approach also allows a detailed investigation into the bone remodelling 

response from the introduction of drug or disease effects at any scale. 
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The prediction of strain accumulations from exercise regimes suggests that the 

framework naturally extends into a tool which assesses temporal changes in bone 

fracture risk. Current FE-based fracture risk assessment methods uses data from CT 

scan linked material property evaluations at a static point in time (Imai, 2015; Qasim 

et al., 2016; Sornay-Rendu, Boutroy, Duboeuf, & Chapurlat, 2017), and these 

assessments are neither able to account for any current remodelling trends that the 

bones of interest are undergoing, nor inform the change in risk when significant 

lifestyle changes are made. I note that the FE simulations in the current framework 

already produces a wide variety of outputs, such as strain energy, equivalent von 

Mises stress and strain, maximum principal stress and strain, fibre directions, all of 

which are commonly used as criteria for cortical bone fracture (Doblaré, Garcıá, & 

Gomez, 2004; Nalla, Kinney, & Ritchie, 2003; Zimmermann, Launey, Barth, & Ritchie, 

2009) and can be adapted to model crack initiation sites and fracture in the femoral 

neck. 

However, while mechanistic data for crack initiation is achieved through standard 

FE techniques, modelling crack propagation is much more difficult due to the presence 

of mesh discontinuity and singularities at the crack tip. Mesh discontinuity can be 

resolved through remeshing near crack locations at the great expense of computational 

resources, but the fundamental reliance on piecewise polynomials, which are 

continuously differentiable functions, makes standard FE modelling a computationally 

poor fit to problems which produce discontinuities or singularities (Yazid, 

Abdelkader, & Abdelmadjid, 2009). The eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) is 

an efficient extension to FE modelling to handle these issues, which introduces 

enrichment functions at the crack tip. The problem can be partitioned into a portion 

which models the crack and one which does not, allowing the former portion of the 

model to be mesh-independent. The enrichment functions take the form of 

discontinuous functions appended on to a standard FE formulation (Du; Moes, 

Dolbow, & Belytschko, 1999) as a modification of Eq. 3-3: 
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The discontinuous functions are F(L)  (Heaviside step) for completely separated

elements, and e(L) for elements containing a crack front.

Note that a precise implementation of XFEM requires detailed answers to the 

following critical questions: 

• What constitutive fracture law is best suited to cortical bone fracture?

• How should fracture be initiated?

• How should the parameters for the chosen constitutive law be gathered?

Although these questions are outside the scope of this thesis, several studies in the 

application of XFEM fracture models for orthopaedic materials and bone (Abdel-

Wahab, Maligno, & Silberschmidt, 2012; Elkins, 2011; Idkaidek & Jasiuk, 2017) have 

been published, indicating that it is a relatively well-established technique and is 

suitable for my application. 

Figure 5-1 summarises the key findings from a pilot study conducted to explore 

the viability of Abaqus XFEM in capturing femoral bone fracture, forming a 

preliminary demonstration of the ease of XFEM integration into my current framework. 

Proximal sheep femurs were CT-scanned and meshed into an XFEM model, and 

subsequently loaded mechanically in an ElectroPuls E3000 (Instron, Massachusetts, 

USA) device until fracture (Figure 5-1, Top Right). Fracture modelling in this study 

was based on cohesive segments with traction–separation laws, and the criteria for crack 

initiation and crack evolution was chosen as maximum principal stress and fracture 

energy, respectively. The sequence of a crack propagation simulation from the XFEM 

model towards numerical convergence and equilibrium is shown centrally in the 

figure. Regions of failed elements surrounding the crack lines experiencing a large 

drop in MPS (Figure 5-1, Green to Blue Elements) indicates that sizeable areas of bone 

surrounding the fracture were no longer capable of bearing load, while the 

simultaneous development of peak stresses in a small number of elements (Figure 5-1, 
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Figure 5-1 Iterative steps towards numerical convergence and mechanical equilibrium in a XFEM crack 

propagation problem, guided by traction separation laws with maximum principal stress (MPS) damage 

initiation and fracture energy damage evolution criteria. A real sheep femur was CT-scanned and FE-

meshed, loaded until fracture ex vivo (Top Right), and the FE mesh was simulated using Abaqus XFEM. 

(First Step) Undeformed configuration, showing the location of the applied load ex vivo and the 

corresponding FE-model via a cylindrical implement. (Last Step) Numerical convergence and mechanical 

equilibrium state. Green to Blue Elements surrounding fracture lines towards the end iterations indicate 

a drop in MPS, while Dark Orange to Red Elements indicate a sharp increase in MPS. 

 

Dark Orange to Red) indicates that certain regions are being overloaded. 

Two important points can be drawn from this pilot study. Firstly, the similarity 

between the XFEM generated cracks and the experimental bone fracture indicates that 

qualitatively realistic fracture patterns on real bones are achievable with existing 

numerical techniques. Secondly, the spatial variation of both regions of declining and 

peak stresses is inevitably compared with the spatial variation of strain accumulations 

and peak strains due to PLSR-predicted material properties in Figures 4-13 – 4-15. It is 

sufficient to conclude from this pilot study that, upon completion of a thorough 
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investigation into choosing suitable XFEM laws and parameters, integration of fracture 

prediction and simulations into the remodelling framework developed in this thesis, 

as a natural extension to the PLSR-predicted material properties informing subsequent 

stress and strain simulations, will face little difficulty. 

To conclude, this thesis has detailed the development of an efficient computational 

framework of 3D cortical bone remodelling, capable of capturing intricate patterns in 

remodelling and adaptation from a wide range of biologically relevant spatial scales. 

The development occurred in two studies. The first study detailed a proof of concept 

of a 3D cortical bone remodelling algorithm coupled with the fitness of PLSR to predict 

remodelling. While many microanatomical features were captured and the PLSR 

showed very good prediction capabilities, shortcomings in the more intricate details 

of remodelling were noted. The second study set out with the goal of addressing the 

shortcomings in the first study, while simultaneously constructing the rest of a 

multiscale framework in cortical bone remodelling. Haversian scale microanatomy 

evolution was greatly improved in the second study, and the surrogate PLSR model 

was able to predict the development of chronic changes in femoral neck strength in the 

clinically and biomechanically significant situations of bone porosity differences, 

exercise intensity differences, and exercise load orientation differences. The key result 

shown by the framework was the successful demonstration of computational 

efficiency and predictive power, featuring a robust design for flexible adaptation to 

other joints, introduction of complex drug or disease effects, and easy extension into 

fracture prediction. 
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Computational Bone Remodelling Simulation Scripts 

This appendix section lists a collection of the main Python scripts developed for the 

main simulations in this thesis. Dependencies in these functions which were 

incompatible with Abaqus 6.14-2 (providing Python 2.7.3 with NumPy 1.6.2) were 

recompiled from the source code inside the Abaqus Python environment for the 

smooth operation of the bone remodelling pipeline.
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A.1   E Q U I N E  M I C R O S C A L E  C B R  S C R I P T S  

The following scripts are listed for the equine-based 3D microscale cortical bone 

remodelling models: 

1) sim_initialisation – Remodelling parameter setup 

2) sim_analysis – Remodelling progression 

def sim_initialisation(pathStr, fiji_root_path, fijiExecutable, 
 pythonPath, operatingSystem, tolMultiplier,  
 capColour, jobName, modelName, initial_inp_name,  
 odb_check_delay, cortMatProp, cortical_rho,  
 marrowMatProp, marrow_rho, Lmid, L1_diff, L2_diff, 
 Lmax_diff, num_strain_step_points,  
 condition_dictionary): 

 # Import model from .inp file and name it as boneModel 
 boneModel = mdb.ModelFromInputFile(name = modelName, 

 inputFileName = initial_inp_name) 

 # Get list of parts in the model 
 bonePart = boneModel.parts.values() 

 # Set part name to bonePart. Assumes that there is only one part in 
 #     the model. 
 bonePart = bonePart[0] 

 # Set conditioned load 
 # NOTE: Sets and surfaces created under parts in the model will be 
 #  replicated in the root assembly.  Sets and surfaces created via 
 #  load definitions will not be replicated under model parts. 

 # Get top and bottom regions 
 for setRegion in boneModel.rootAssembly.sets.keys(): 

 if 'top'.upper() in setRegion.upper(): 
   topRegionString = setRegion 

 elif 'bottom'.upper() in setRegion.upper(): 
 bottomRegionString = setRegion 

 # Delete all existing loads and displacement boundary conditions 
 for loadName in boneModel.loads.keys(): 
   del boneModel.loads[loadName] 

 for boundaryCondition in boneModel.steps.values()[-1]. \ 
 boundaryConditionStates.keys(): 

 if str(boneModel.steps.values()[-1]. \ 
 boundaryConditionStates[boundaryCondition]. \ 
 status) == 'CREATED': 

   del boneModel.boundaryConditions[boundaryCondition] 
 print condition_dictionary 

 # Loop over loads from condition_dictionary 

 region_group = 'Assembly' 
 region_name = topRegionString 
 for load_name in condition_dictionary: 
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 # Reset initial conditioning loads to that defined in controlscript 
 #     (and this dictionary) 

 condition_type = condition_dictionary[load_name][0] 
 # Get region object for which load was defined on and replace 
 #     current load with load defined in load dictionary 

 if condition_type == 'CFORCE' or condition_type == 'BC': 
 if 'Assembly' in region_group: 

 region_obj = boneModel.rootAssembly. \ 
 sets[region_name] 

 else: 
 region_obj = boneModel.parts[region_group]. \ 

   sets[region_name] 
 elif condition_type == 'SURFFORCE': 

 if 'Assembly' in region_group: 
   region_obj = boneModel.rootAssembly.surfaces[region_name] 

 else: 
 region_obj = boneModel.parts[region_group]. \ 

 surfaces[region_name] 

 step_string = boneModel.steps.keys()[-1] 
 load_condition = condition_dictionary[load_name][1] 

 if condition_type == 'SURFFORCE': 
 boneModel.Pressure(name = load_name, 

 createStepName = step_string, 
 region = region_obj, 
 magnitude = load_condition) 

 else: 
 exec_str = 'boneModel.' 
 if condition_type == 'CFORCE': 

 exec_str += 'ConcentratedForce' 
   load_str = 'cf' 

 elif condition_type = 'BC': 
 exec_str += DisplacementBC 
 load_str = 'u' 

 exec_str += '(name = load_name, 
 createStepName = step_string, 

  region = region_obj' 
 for i in range(len(load_condition)): 

 if load_condition[i] != 0: 
 exec_str += ', %s%d = load_condition[%d]' % (load_str, 

 (i + 1), 
 i) 

 exec_str += ')' 
 exec(exec_str) 

 # The following commands assume that different element sets imported 
 #     from HyperMesh are categorised as assembly sets 

 # Get marrow element list 
 marrowElementsList = boneModel.rootAssembly.sets['HEXAS0'].elements 

 # Get cortical bone element list 
 corticalElementsList = boneModel.rootAssembly.sets['HEXASFILL'] \ 

 .elements 

 # Total number of cortical bone elements 
 noCorticalElements = len(corticalElementsList) 

 # Total number of marrow bone elements 
 noMarrowElements = len(marrowElementsList) 

 # Total number of elements 
 totalElements = noCorticalElements + noMarrowElements 

 # Calculate proper cortical Young's modulus and densities from 
 #     homogenised values 
 cortical_E_homogenised = cortMatProp[0][0] 
 cortical_E = (cortical_E_homogenised - \ 

 (float(noMarrowElements)/totalElements)* \ 
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 marrowMatProp[0][0])* \ 
   (float(totalElements)/noCorticalElements) 

 cortMatProp[0][0] = cortical_E 
 cortical_rho_homogenised = cortical_rho 
 cortical_rho = (cortical_rho_homogenised - \ 

 (float(noMarrowElements)/totalElements)* \ 
   marrow_rho)* \ 

 (float(totalElements)/noCorticalElements) 

 # Controls string length of generated names of sets, sections, section 
 #     assignments, and materials 
 lengthCtrlStr = '%0' + '%d' % (log10(totalElements) + 2) + 'd' 

 surfaceCorticalElementsLabels = [] # Initialise surface elements list 
 surfaceCanalElementsLabels = [] # Initialise canal surface elements 

   #     list 
 corticalElementsLabels = [] # Initialise list of all cortical bone 

  #     elements 
 progressChecker = 0 # Counter to check loop progress 
 outputThreshold = 1 # Next percentage progress to print out 

 # Density table parameters 

 # There should only be one part and, therefore, one instance in each 
 #     model; get the name of this instance 
 instanceString = boneModel.rootAssembly.instances.keys()[0] 
 dataWidth = 1 

 # Initialise a dictionary. Translates an element label to a density 
 #     value corresponding to that element. 
 densityDict = {} 

 # Initialise a dictionary. Translates an element label to a mechanostat 
 mechanostatDict = {} 

 # Initialise a dictionary. Translates an element label to a strain 
 #     history array 
 strain_history_dict = {} 

 # Initialise a dictionary. Translates an element label to the global 
 #     element numbering used in the for loop below. 
 label_to_global_dict = {} 

 # Initialise a dictionary. Translates an element label to the local 
 #     part element numbering. 
 label_to_partNum_dict = {} 

 # Initialise sequence to collect cortical elements for element type 
 #     changing 
 elem_sequence_cortical = bonePart.elements[0:0] 

 # Initialise sequence to collect marrow elements for element type 
 #     changing 
 elem_sequence_marrow = bonePart.elements[0:0] 

 cortical_elements_x = [] # Initiate lists of marrow element coordinates 
 cortical_elements_y = [] 
 cortical_elements_z = [] 

 centre_node_label_list = [] # Initiate list of centre node labels 
 nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict = {} # Initiate dictionary translating a 

 #  centre node label to an element 
 #  label 

 # Calculate length along cubic element 
 counter = 0 
 for node in marrowElementsList[0].getNodes(): 

 if counter != 0: 
 commonCoordinateSet = set(node.coordinates) & \ 

   set(prevNode.coordinates) 
 if len(commonCoordinateSet) == (len(node.coordinates) - 1): 

 cube_side_length = numpy.linalg.norm( 
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 numpy.array(node.coordinates) – 
 numpy.array(prevNode.coordinates)) 

 break 

 prevNode = node 
 counter += 1 

 progress_to_elemLabel_dict = {} 

 # Loop over all cortical bone elements 
 for elementCounter in corticalElementsList: 

 elementLabel = elementCounter.label 

 # Append currently iterated cortical element's label to the list 
 corticalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 

 # Get coordinates of element centre 
 elem_coordinates = utility_functions. \ 

 elementCentreArray(elementCounter) 

 # Create node at element centre coordinate 
 current_centre_node = bonePart.Node(elem_coordinates)  
 nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict[current_centre_node.label] = \ 
   elementLabel 

 centre_node_label_list.append(current_centre_node.label) 

 # Append current element to surfaceElements list if it has less 
 #     than six adjacent elements (we don't care about marrow 
 #     elements at the surface) 
 if (len(utility_functions.bounding_box_grabber( \ 

 bonePart, elementCounter, \ 
 1.5, cube_side_length, 
 tolMultiplier)) - 1) < 26: 

 surfaceCorticalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 

 # Create a new set, material, section, and section assignment for 
 #     the current element 

 # Generates number string to be used for naming 
 numberStr = lengthCtrlStr % (progressChecker + 1) 
 temp_element_list = list() 
 temp_element_list.append(elementLabel) 

 # Creates set and names it with an appropriate number prefixed with 
 #     ST 
 current_element_set = bonePart. \ 

 SetFromElementLabels('ST' + numberStr, \ 
 temp_element_list) 

 # Creates material and names it with an appropriate number prefixed 
 #     with MT 
 current_element_material = boneModel.Material('MT' + numberStr)  

 # Set the material to be an elastic and isotropic material, and 
 #  sets the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio to be equal to 
 #  the values imported from cortMatProp 
 current_element_material.Elastic(table = cortMatProp) 

 # Creates a homogeneous solid section, references the appropriate 
 #     material, and names it with an appropriate number prefixed 
 #     with SC 
 boneModel.HomogeneousSolidSection(name = 'SC' + numberStr, 

 material = 'MT' + numberStr) 

 # Links the section with the appropriate set 
 bonePart.SectionAssignment(sectionName = 'SC' + numberStr, 

 region = current_element_set) 

 # Stores entry in dictionary 
 label_to_global_dict[elementLabel] = numberStr 
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 # Get part element numbering from element label. This involves 
 #  temporarily storing the element object in a variable, 
 #  invoking the object's __cmp__ attribute output and turning it 
 #  into a string. 
 # The string contains the part element number, which is extracted. 

 # Get entire element object from current element label. 
 output = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(elementLabel) 

 # Turn element attribute into string. Format is '<bound method 
 #  MeshElement.__cmp__ of mdb.models[MODEL NAME STRING] \ 
 #  .parts[PART NAME STRING] 
 #  .elements[PART ELEMENT NUMBER]>’ 
 output = str(output.__cmp__) 

 # Get string from instance, use regular expression to search 
 #  between the sub-string 'elements[' and ']\n' for the part 
 #  element numbering 
 output = int(re.search('elements\[(.*)\]', output).group(1)) 

 # Stores entry in dictionary 
 label_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] = output 

 # Assign density value to element label 
 densityDict[elementLabel] = cortical_rho 

 # Append current element label to sequence 
 elem_sequence_cortical += bonePart.elements[output:output + 1] 

 try: 
   elem_x = elem_coordinates[0] 

 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_x = 0 

 try: 
   elem_y = elem_coordinates[1] 

 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_y = 0 

 try: 
   elem_z = elem_coordinates[2] 

 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_z = 0 

 # Record marrow element cube centres 
 cortical_elements_x.append(elem_x) 
 cortical_elements_y.append(elem_y) 
 cortical_elements_z.append(elem_z) 

 progress_to_elemLabel_dict[progressChecker] = (elementLabel, \ 
 [elem_x, 
 elem_y, 
 elem_z]) 

 # Generate reverse dictionary of nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict 
 elemLabel_to_nodeLabel_dict = dict((elemLabel, nodeLabel) for \ 

 nodeLabel, elemLabel in \ 
 nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict.items()) 

 # Initialise element label list of cortical bone at the cortical-marrow 
 #     interface 
 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels = [] 
 marrowElementsLabels = [] # Initialise list of all marrow bone elements 
 progressChecker = 0 # Reset counter to check loop progress 
 outputThreshold = 1 # Next percentage progress to print out 

 # Initiate lists of marrow element coordinates 
 marrow_elements_x = [] 
 marrow_elements_y = [] 
 marrow_elements_z = [] 
 cortical_interface_elements_x = [] 
 cortical_interface_elements_y = [] 
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    cortical_interface_elements_z = [] 
     
    # Initiate marrow interface label list 
    marrowInterfaceElementsLabels = [] 
    allLabels_to_partNum_dict = dict(label_to_partNum_dict) 
     
    # Loop over all marrow elements 
    for elementCounter in marrowElementsList: 
         
        elementLabel = elementCounter.label 
 
        # Append marrow element labels to the list 
        marrowElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
         
        # Get coordinates of element centre 
        elem_coordinates = utility_functions. \ 
                           elementCentreArray(elementCounter) 
        current_centre_node = bonePart.Node(elem_coordinates) 
        nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict[current_centre_node.label] = \ 
            elementLabel 
        centre_node_label_list.append(current_centre_node.label) 
        adjacentElements = utility_functions. \ 
                           bounding_box_grabber(bonePart, 
                                                elementCounter, 
                                                1.5, \ 
                                                cube_side_length, 
                                                tolMultiplier) 
         
        # Append current element to surfaceElements list if it has less 
        #     than six adjacent elements 
        if (len(adjacentElements) - 1) < 26: 
            surfaceCanalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
         
        # Create a new set, material, section, and section assignment for  
        #     the current element 
 
        # Generates number string to be used for naming 
        numberStr = lengthCtrlStr % (progressChecker + \ 
                                     noCorticalElements + 1) 
        temp_element_list = list() 
        temp_element_list.append(elementLabel) 
 
        # Creates set and names it with an appropriate number prefixed with  
        #     ST 
        current_element_set = bonePart. \ 
                              SetFromElementLabels('ST' + numberStr,  
                                                   temp_element_list) 
 
        # Creates material and names it with an appropriate number prefixed    
        #     with MT 
        current_element_material = boneModel.Material('MT' + numberStr) 
 
        # Set the material to be an elastic and isotropic material, and  
        #     sets the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio to be equal to 
        #     the values imported from marrowMatProp 
 
        current_element_material.Elastic(table = marrowMatProp) 
 
        # Creates a homogeneous solid section, references the appropriate  
        #     material, and names it with an appropriate number prefixed 
        #     with SC 
        boneModel.HomogeneousSolidSection(name = 'SC' + numberStr, 
                                          material = 'MT' + numberStr) 
 
        # Links the section with the appropriate set 
        bonePart.SectionAssignment(sectionName = 'SC' + numberStr, 
                                   region = current_element_set) 
         
        # Stores entry in dictionary 
        label_to_global_dict[elementLabel] = numberStr 
         
        output = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(elementLabel) 
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 output = str(output.__cmp__) 
 output = int(re.search('elements\[(.*)\]', output).group(1)) 
 allLabels_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] = output  

 densityDict[elementLabel] = marrow_rho 
 elem_sequence_marrow += bonePart.elements[output:output + 1] 

 for adjacentCounter in adjacentElements: 
 adj_label = adjacentCounter.label 
 try:  

 # Test if the currently looped adjacent element has an  
 #     element label as a key in the purely cortical  
 #     elements dictionary 
 label_to_partNum_dict[adj_label] 
 if (elementLabel not in marrowInterfaceElementsLabels): 

 # Append current element label to cortical-marrow  
 #     interface marrow elements list 
 marrowInterfaceElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 

 if adjacentCounter.label not in \ 
 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 

 # Append adjacent element label to cortical-marrow 
 #  interface cortical element bone list if the label 
 #  is not in the list already 
 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.append(adj_label) 

 interface_element_centre = \ 
 utility_functions. \ 
 elementCentreArray(bonePart. \ 

  elements. \ 
 getFromLabel(adj_label)) 

 try: 
 cortical_interface_elements_x. \ 

   append(interface_element_centre[0]) 
 except (IndexError, NameError): 

 cortical_interface_elements_x.append(0) 

 try: 
 cortical_interface_elements_y. \ 

   append(interface_element_centre[1]) 
 except (IndexError, NameError): 

 cortical_interface_elements_y.append(0) 

 try: 
 cortical_interface_elements_z. \ 

   append(interface_element_centre[2]) 
 except (IndexError, NameError): 

 cortical_interface_elements_z.append(0) 

 # Remove cortical interface element label from list of 
 #     cortical element labels 
 corticalElementsLabels.remove(adj_label) 

 except KeyError: 
 # If the currently looped adjacent element adjacentCounter 
 #     does not have an element label as a key in the  
 #     dictionary, then it definitely is a marrow element 
 # Therefore, do nothing as current marrow element  
 #     elementCounter is definitely not at the cortical- 
 #     marrow interface 
 pass 

 progressChecker += 1 

 try: 
   elem_x = elem_coordinates[0] 

 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_x = 0 

 try: 
 elem_y = elem_coordinates[1] 
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 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_y = 0 

 try: 
   elem_z = elem_coordinates[2] 

 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_z = 0 

 # Record marrow element cube centres 
 marrow_elements_x.append(elem_x) 
 marrow_elements_y.append(elem_y) 
 marrow_elements_z.append(elem_z) 

 progress_to_elemLabel_dict[progressChecker + \ 
 noCorticalElements] = \ 

 (elementLabel, \ 
 [elem_x, elem_y, elem_z]) 

 # Generate index array for model element labels and dictionary 
 #     translating an element label to an index in this array 

 elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict = {} 

 elementLabelsList = corticalElementsLabels + \ 
 marrowElementsLabels + \ 

   corticalInterfaceElementsLabels 
 element_x_list = cortical_elements_x + marrow_elements_x 
 element_y_list = cortical_elements_y + marrow_elements_y 
 element_z_list = cortical_elements_z + marrow_elements_z 

 array_min_x, array_max_x = min(element_x_list), max(element_x_list) 
 array_min_y, array_max_y = min(element_y_list), max(element_y_list) 
 array_min_z, array_max_z = min(element_z_list), max(element_z_list) 
 x_max_index = round((array_max_x - array_min_x)/cube_side_length) 
 y_max_index = round((array_max_y - array_min_y)/cube_side_length) 
 z_max_index = round((array_max_z - array_min_z)/cube_side_length) 

 # Create 3D array of zeroes 
 model_elementLabel_array = numpy.zeros([z_max_index + 1, \ 

 y_max_index + 1, \ 
 x_max_index + 1], dtype = int) 

 # Insert element label values in the appropriate position in the 3D 
 #     array and generate dictionary key/value pairs 
 for i in range(len(elementLabelsList)): 

 array_coordinates = \ 
 utility_functions. \ 
 elementCentreArray(bonePart. \ 

 elements. \ 
   getFromLabel(elementLabelsList[i])) 

 arrayIndicesTuple = (round((array_coordinates[2] - array_min_z)* \ 
 (1/cube_side_length)), \ 

 round((array_coordinates[1] - array_min_y)* \ 
 (1/cube_side_length)), \ 

 round((array_coordinates[0] - array_min_x)* \ 
   (1/cube_side_length))) 

 exec('model_elementLabel_array[' + \ 
 str(arrayIndicesTuple) + \ 

   '] = elementLabelsList[i]') 
 elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict[elementLabelsList[i]] = \ 

 arrayIndicesTuple 

 # Write Fiji macro for creating skeleton, detailing directory 
 #     information of where the 3D image stack was stored, etc. 
 macro = open(fiji_root_path + \ 

   '/macros/create_skeleton_eqstr_medium_mid.ijm', 'w') 
 macro.write('open("' + pathStr.replace('\\', '\\\\') + \ 

   r'\\marrowStack.tif");' + '\n') 
 macro.write('run("Skeletonize (2D/3D)");\n') 
 macro.write('saveAs("Tiff", "' + pathStr.replace('\\', '\\\\') + \ 

   r'\\skeleton.tif");' + '\n') 
 macro.write('run("Quit");') 
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 macro.close() 

 # Write Fiji macro for analysing skeleton 
 macro = open(fiji_root_path + \ 

   '/macros/analyse_skeleton_eqstr_medium_mid.ijm', 'w') 
 macro.write('open("' + pathStr.replace('\\', '\\\\') + \ 

   r'\\skeleton.tif");' + '\n') 
 macro.write('run("Analyze Skeleton (2D/3D)", "prune=none show");\n') 
 macro.write('saveAs("Tiff", "' + pathStr.replace('\\', '\\\\') + \ 

   r'\\Tagged_skeleton.tif");' + '\n') 
 macro.write('selectWindow("Branch information");') 
 macro.write('saveAs("Results", "' + pathStr.replace('\\', '\\\\') + \ 

   r'\\Branch_information.xls");') 
 macro.write('run("Quit");') 
 macro.close() 

 # Dump cap finder data to pickle file 
 with open('cap_data_-1.pik', 'wb') as capData: 

 pickle.dump([cube_side_length, fiji_root_path, fijiExecutable, \ 
 marrowElementsLabels, marrowInterfaceElementsLabels, \ 
 elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict, \ 
 model_elementLabel_array], \ 

 capData, -1) 

 # Change cap_finder.py function to read the appropriate pickle file 

 # Load cap_finder file into memory and grab everything from the second 
 #     line of the file onwards as a string 
 with open('cap_finder.py', 'r') as cap_finder: 

 capFinder_file_str = cap_finder.read().splitlines(True) 

 # Truncate cap_finder file, write job iteration line to change 
 #  reference of current simulation step, then append the rest of the 
 #  file 
 with open('cap_finder.py', 'w') as cap_finder: 

 cap_finder.writelines('job_iteration = -1\n') 
 cap_finder.writelines(capFinder_file_str[1:]) 

 os.system('start /wait cmd /c ' + pythonPath + 'python "' + \ 
 pathStr + '/cap_finder.py"') 

 # Extract cap dictionary data 
 with open(pathStr + '\\cap_dictionaries_-1.pik', 'rb') as capDict: 

 island_to_canalRadius_dict, capLabel_to_island_dict, \ 
 stackIslands, marrow_labels_append_list,  
 cortical_labels_append_list = pickle.load(capDict) 

 for elementLabel in marrow_labels_append_list: 
 # Remove from cortical lists 
 try: 
   corticalElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 

 except ValueError: 
 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 

 if elementLabel in surfaceCorticalElementsLabels: 
 surfaceCanalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
 surfaceCorticalElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 

 marrowElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
 element = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(elementLabel) 

 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[elementLabel] 

 # Get material properties for adjacent element 
 matProp = boneModel.materials['MT' + global_index_string] \ 

 .elastic \ 
 .table 

 matProp = [list(matProp[0])] # Convert tuple to list 
 matProp[0][0] = marrowMatProp[0][0] # Store Young's modulus in list 

 # Return table to material properties 
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        boneModel.Material('MT' + global_index_string) \ 
                 .Elastic(table = matProp) 
 
        densityDict[elementLabel] = marrow_rho # Change density value 
        # Remove entry from dictionary translating element label numbering             
        # to local part element numbering 
        del label_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] 
 
        # Get list of adjacent elements 
        adjacentElements = \ 
            utility_functions. \ 
            bounding_box_grabber(bonePart, element, 1.5, \ 
                                 cube_side_length, tolMultiplier) 
         
        for adjacentElement in adjacentElements: 
            adj_label = adjacentElement.label 
            if adj_label in corticalElementsLabels: 
                corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.append(adj_label) 
                corticalElementsLabels.remove(adj_label) 
            if adj_label in corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 
                if elementLabel not in marrowInterfaceElementsLabels: 
                    marrowInterfaceElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
     
    for elementLabel in cortical_labels_append_list: 
        marrowElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
        element = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(elementLabel) 
         
        output = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(elementLabel) 
        output = str(output.__cmp__) 
        output = int(re.search('elements\[(.*)\]', output).group(1)) 
         
        label_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] = output 
         
        if elementLabel in surfaceCanalElementsLabels: 
            surfaceCanalElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
            surfaceCorticalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
         
        adjacentElements = \ 
            utility_functions. \ 
            bounding_box_grabber(bonePart, element, 1.5,  
                                 cube_side_length, tolMultiplier) 
        avg_matProp = numpy.zeros([1, 2]) 
        avg_density = 0.0 
        num_adj_cort_bone = 0 
        for adjacentElement in adjacentElements: 
            adj_label = adjacentElement.label 
            try: 
                label_to_partNum_dict[adj_label] 
                global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[adj_label] 
                adj_matProp = boneModel. \ 
                              materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
                              elastic. \ 
                              table 
                avg_matProp += numpy.array(adj_matProp[0]) 
                avg_density += densityDict[adj_label] 
                num_adj_cort_bone += 1 
            except KeyError: 
                if elementLabel not in corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 
                    corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
             
        if elementLabel not in corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 
            corticalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
             
        avg_matProp /= num_adj_cort_bone 
        avg_density /= num_adj_cort_bone 
        boneModel.Material('MT' + global_index_string) \ 
                 .Elastic(table = list(avg_matProp)) 
        densityDict[elementLabel] = avg_density 
     
    # Dump cap finder data to pickle file 
    with open('cap_data_0.pik', 'wb') as capData: 
        pickle.dump([cube_side_length, fiji_root_path, \ 
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 fijiExecutable, marrowElementsLabels, \ 
 marrowInterfaceElementsLabels, \ 
 elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict, \ 
 model_elementLabel_array], capData, -1) 

 # Create cortical bone set without interface elements and marrow bone 
 #     set 

 # Create a set of cortical bone elements named Cortical Bone Set 
 bonePart.SetFromElementLabels('Cortical Bone Set', \ 

 (corticalElementsLabels)) 

 # Create a set of marrow bone elements named Marrow Bone Set 
 bonePart.SetFromElementLabels('Marrow Bone Set', \ 

 (marrowElementsLabels)) 

 # Create a set of nodes representing element (arithmetic mean) centres 
 bonePart.SetFromNodeLabels('Element Centre Node Set', \ 

 (centre_node_label_list)) 

 # Change all element types to C3D8R 
 bonePart.setElementType(regions = (elem_sequence_cortical, ), 

 elemTypes = (mesh.ElemType(elemCode=C3D8R, 
 elemLibrary=STANDARD, 
 secondOrderAccuracy=OFF,  
 distortionControl=DEFAULT), )) 

 bonePart.setElementType(regions = (elem_sequence_marrow, ), 
 elemTypes = (mesh.ElemType(elemCode=C3D8R, 
 elemLibrary=STANDARD, 
 secondOrderAccuracy=OFF,  
 distortionControl=DEFAULT), )) 

 # Create cortical bone interface element sets 
 corticalSet = bonePart. \ 

 SetFromElementLabels('Cortical Interface Elements Set', 
   (corticalInterfaceElementsLabels)) 

 job = mdb.Job(name = jobName + '0', 
 model = modelName, 
 description =   
 'Stress simulation at equilibrium') 

 # Submit job 
 job.submit() 
 job.waitForCompletion() 

 # Check if .odb file is generated yet 
 odbFinished = False 
 prev_file_size = -1000 
 odb_file_name = jobName + '0.odb' 
 while not odbFinished: 

 if os.path.isfile(odb_file_name): 
 file_size = os.path.getsize(odb_file_name) 
 time.sleep(odb_check_delay) 
 if prev_file_size == file_size: 

 odbFinished = True 

 prev_file_size = file_size 

 boneOdb = openOdb(jobName + '0.odb') # Open simulation results 

 # Get table containing strain values and element label of each element 
 strainData = boneOdb.steps.values()[-1]. \ 

 frames[-1].fieldOutputs['E'].values 

 # Get table containing stress values and element label of each element 
 stressData = boneOdb.steps.values()[-1]. \ 

 frames[-1].fieldOutputs['S'].values 

 # Initialise variable to calculate an average von Mises strain value 
 # for the whole model 
 avg_epsilon_vm = 0  
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 # Loop over all cortical bone elements 
 for counter in progress_to_elemLabel_dict: 

 elementLabel = progress_to_elemLabel_dict[counter][0] 
 elementCoords = progress_to_elemLabel_dict[counter][1] 

 # Get strain components for each element 

 # Get part element number from element label 
 partElemNumber = allLabels_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] 
 strainComps = strainData[partElemNumber].data 
 epsilon_11, \ 

 epsilon_22, \ 
 epsilon_33 = float(strainComps[0]), \ 

 float(strainComps[1]), \ 
 float(strainComps[2]) 

 epsilon_12, \ 
 epsilon_13, \ 
 epsilon_23 = float(strainComps[3]), \ 

 float(strainComps[4]), \ 
 float(strainComps[5]) 

 # Calculate von Mises strain using von Mises stress formula 
 epsilon_vm = sqrt(((epsilon_11 - epsilon_22)**2 + \ 

 (epsilon_22 - epsilon_33)**2 + \ 
 (epsilon_11 - epsilon_33)**2)/2) 

 try: 
 label_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] 
 avg_epsilon_vm += epsilon_vm # Accumulate von Mises strain 

 fitted_L1_diff = L1_diff 
 if (epsilon_vm + L1_diff) < 0: 

 fitted_L1_diff = -epsilon_vm 

 # Write mechanostat dictionary 
 mechanostatDict[elementLabel] = \ 

 numpy.array([epsilon_vm + fitted_L1_diff, 
 epsilon_vm + L2_diff, \ 
 epsilon_vm + Lmax_diff]) 

 # Define time history array with mechanostat middle initialised 
 #     as halfway between initial L1 and L2 
 strain_history_array = \ 

 numpy.array(num_strain_step_points*[epsilon_vm]) 

 # Write strain history dictionary 
 strain_history_dict[elementLabel] = strain_history_array 

 matPropVar = cortMatProp[0][0] 
   shape_value = 0 

 except KeyError: 
 matPropVar = marrowMatProp[0][0] 
 shape_value = 1 

 # Calculate average von Mises strain   
 avg_epsilon_vm /= len(label_to_partNum_dict) 

 # Isotropic material 
 direct_E_values = [] 
 for cortical_label in corticalElementsLabels: 

 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[cortical_label] 
 current_E = boneModel. \ 

 materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
 elastic. \ 
 table[0][0] # Get Young's modulus for current element 

   direct_E_values.append(current_E) 
 for interface_label in corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 

 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[interface_label] 
 current_E = boneModel. \ 

 materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
 elastic. \ 
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 table[0][0] 
   direct_E_values.append(current_E) 

 for marrow_label in marrowElementsLabels: 
 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[marrow_label] 
 current_E = boneModel. \ 

 materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
 elastic. \ 
 table[0][0] 

 direct_E_values.append(current_E) 

 direct_homogenised_E_value = \ 
 sum(direct_E_values)/float(len(direct_E_values)) 

 with open('homogenised_E_value_0.txt', 'w') as matProp: 
 matProp.write(str(direct_homogenised_E_value)) 

 boneOdb.close() 

 return label_to_global_dict, label_to_partNum_dict, \ 
 corticalElementsLabels, marrowElementsLabels, \ 
 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels, \ 
 marrowInterfaceElementsLabels, \ 
 cortical_E, densityDict, mechanostatDict, 
 strain_history_dict, avg_epsilon_vm, boneModel, \ 
 cube_side_length, elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict, \ 
 model_elementLabel_array, nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict, \ 
 elemLabel_to_nodeLabel_dict, surfaceCorticalElementsLabels, \ 
 surfaceCanalElementsLabels 

def sim_analysis(jobName, modelName, pathStr, simStep, tolMultiplier, \ 
 odb_check_delay, label_to_global_dict, \ 
 label_to_partNum_dict, densityDict, mechanostatDict, \ 
 strain_history_dict, corticalElementsLabels, \ 
 marrowElementsLabels, corticalInterfaceElementsLabels, \ 
 marrowInterfaceElementsLabels, stepTime, C, A, b, \ 
 initial_cortical_E, E_lower, E_upper, marrow_E, \ 
 E_unmineralised, E_min, marrow_rho, L1Diff, L2Diff, \ 
 LmaxDiff, boneModel, weighting_curve, avg_epsilon_vm, \ 
 elementSwitching, historySwitching, fiji_root_path, \ 
 fijiExecutable, pythonPath, cube_side_length, \ 
 elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict, \ 
 model_elementLabel_array, \ 
 capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict,  
 canal_opening_rate, canal_closing_rate, \ 
 nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict, \ 
 newCap_to_oldCap_link_dict, oldCap_to_pctVol_dict, \ 
 surfaceCorticalElementsLabels, \ 
 surfaceCanalElementsLabels, perturbation_dictionary): 

 odbFinished = False 
 prev_file_size = -1000 
 odb_file_name = jobName + '%d.odb' % simStep 
 while not odbFinished: 

 if os.path.isfile(odb_file_name): 
 file_size = os.path.getsize(odb_file_name) 
 time.sleep(odb_check_delay) 
 if prev_file_size == file_size: 

 odbFinished = True 

 prev_file_size = file_size 

 num_strain_step_points = \ 
   strain_history_dict[strain_history_dict.keys()[0]] 

 bonePart = boneModel.parts.values() 
 bonePart = bonePart[0] 

 # Open .odb file containing previous simulation results 
 boneOdb = openOdb(jobName + '%d.odb' % simStep)  
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    strainData = boneOdb.steps.values()[-1]. \ 
                 frames[-1].fieldOutputs['E'].values  
    stressData = boneOdb.steps.values()[-1]. \ 
                 frames[-1].fieldOutputs['S'].values  
    rho_min = (E_min/A)**(1.0/b)*(0.001/1000) 
 
    # Convergence check recording variables initialisation 
 
    # Records total density change as a result from changing strains 
    total_density_change = 0 
 
    # Records total number of elements that have swapped 
    total_swapped_elements = 0 
 
    # Records a list of cortical interface element von Mises strain values 
    cortical_evm_list = [] 
 
    progressChecker = 0 # Counter to check loop progress 
    outputThreshold = 1 # Next percentage progress to print out 
    strain_value = 'mechanostatDict[elementLabel][2]'     
    elementLabel_to_data_dict = {} 
     
    # Loops over all the keys in dictionary (containing only cortical bone  
    #     elements) 
    for elementLabel in label_to_partNum_dict: 
         
        # Get strain components for each element 
        partElemNumber = label_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] 
        strainComps = strainData[partElemNumber].data 
        epsilon_11, \ 
            epsilon_22, \ 
            epsilon_33 = float(strainComps[0]), \ 
                         float(strainComps[1]), \ 
                         float(strainComps[2]) 
        epsilon_12, 
            epsilon_13, \ 
            epsilon_23 = float(strainComps[3]), \ 
                         float(strainComps[4]), \ 
                         float(strainComps[5]) 
         
        # Calculate equivalent von Mises strain 
        epsilon_vm = sqrt(((epsilon_11 - epsilon_22)**2 + \ 
                           (epsilon_22 - epsilon_33)**2 + \ 
                           (epsilon_11 - epsilon_33)**2)/2) 
         
        # Append von Mises strain to list 
        cortical_evm_list.append(epsilon_vm) 
         
        # Calculate piecewise microstrain stimulus via mechanostat values 
        if epsilon_vm < mechanostatDict[elementLabel][0]: 
            epsilon_stim = epsilon_vm - mechanostatDict[elementLabel][0] 
        elif mechanostatDict[elementLabel][0] <= \ 
             epsilon_vm < \ 
             mechanostatDict[elementLabel][1]: 
            epsilon_stim = 0.0 
        elif mechanostatDict[elementLabel][1] <= \ 
             epsilon_vm < \ 
             eval(strain_value): 
            epsilon_stim = epsilon_vm - mechanostatDict[elementLabel][1] 
        elif epsilon_vm >= eval(strain_value): 
            epsilon_stim = mechanostatDict[elementLabel][2] - epsilon_vm 
                 
        # Evolve mechanostat        
        if historySwitching: 
            old_strain_history = strain_history_dict[elementLabel] 
            new_strain_history = old_strain_history[1:] 
            new_strain_history = numpy.append(new_strain_history, \ 
                                              epsilon_vm) 
            mechanostat_difference = \ 
                sum(weighting_curve* \ 
                (new_strain_history - old_strain_history)) 
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 mechanostatDict[elementLabel] += \ 
 numpy.array([mechanostat_difference, \ 

 mechanostat_difference, \ 
   mechanostat_difference]) 

 strain_history_dict[elementLabel] = new_strain_history 

 # Evolve density for the current element 
 density = densityDict[elementLabel] 

 # Get density change as a result of strain 
 density_change = float(C)*epsilon_stim*stepTime 

 density += density_change 

 # Prevent density from falling below a minimum value 
 density = max(density, rho_min) 

 densityDict[elementLabel] = density # Evolve density 

 # Record cumulative density change 
 total_density_change += abs(density_change) 
 # Calculate and update Young's modulus for the current element 
 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[elementLabel] 

 # Calculate Young's modulus according to power law parameters 
 E = A*(density*1000.0/0.001)**b 

 # Prevent Young's modulus from falling below the absolute minimum 
 # value possible 
 E = max(E, E_min) 

 current_matProp = boneModel. \ 
 materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
 elastic. \ 
 table 

 current_matProp = [list(current_matProp[0])] 
 current_matProp[0][0] = E 
 boneModel.Material('MT' + global_index_string) \ 

 .Elastic(table = current_matProp) 

 elementLabel_to_data_dict[elementLabel] = \ 
 (epsilon_vm, epsilon_stim, 0, \ 
 mechanostatDict[elementLabel], density, E, \ 
 strain_history_dict[elementLabel]) 

 with open('mechanostat_data_%d.pik' % simStep, 'wb') as 
  mechanostatData: 
 pickle.dump(elementLabel_to_data_dict, mechanostatData, -1) 

 if elementSwitching: 

 # Loop over all cortical interface elements 
 for elementCounter in bonePart. \ 

 sets['Cortical Interface Elements Set']. \ 
 elements: 

 elementLabel = elementCounter.label   
 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[elementLabel] 
 current_E = boneModel. \ 

 materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
 elastic. \ 
 table[0][0] 

 # Bone remodelling 

 adjacentElements = \ 
 utility_functions. \ 
 bounding_box_grabber(bonePart, elementCounter, \ 

 1.5, cube_side_length, tolMultiplier) 

 is_real_interface = False 
 for current_adj_elem in adjacentElements: 
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 if current_adj_elem != elementCounter: 
 is_real_interface = is_real_interface or \ 

 (current_adj_elem.label in \ 
   marrowElementsLabels) 

 if is_real_interface: 
 break 

 if not is_real_interface: 
 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 

   corticalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
 elif current_E < E_lower*initial_cortical_E: # Bone resorption 

 # Loop over adjacent elements 
 for current_adj_elem in adjacentElements: 

 if current_adj_elem != elementCounter: 
   adj_label = current_adj_elem.label 

 # Turn surrounding non-interface cortical elements 
 #     to interface elements 
 if adj_label not in \ 

 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 

 # Otherwise, check if the element label is in 
 #  the interface label list. If it is, then 
 #  ignore the element. 

 if adj_label not in marrowElementsLabels: 

 # Also check if the element is in the list 
 #     of marrow elements. If it is, then  
 #     ignore the element. 

 # Otherwise, append the element label to 
 #     the list of interface elements 
 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels. \ 

 append(adj_label) 

 # Remove the element label from the non- 
 #     interface cortical elements 
 corticalElementsLabels.remove(adj_label) 

 # Get von Mises strain 
 partElemNumber = \ 
   str(current_adj_elem.__cmp__) 

 partElemNumber = \ 
 int(re.search('elements\[(.*)\]', \ 

 partElemNumber).group(1)) 
 strainComps = \ 
   strainData[partElemNumber].data 

 epsilon_11, \ 
 epsilon_22, \ 
 epsilon_33 = strainComps[0], \ 

 strainComps[1], \ 
 strainComps[2] 

 epsilon_12, \ 
 epsilon_13, \ 
 epsilon_23 = strainComps[3], \ 

 strainComps[4], \ 
 strainComps[5] 

 epsilon_vm = \ 
 sqrt(((epsilon_11 - epsilon_22)**2 + \ 

 (epsilon_22 - epsilon_33)**2 + \ 
   (epsilon_11 - epsilon_33)**2)/2) 

 cortical_evm_list.append(epsilon_vm) 

 # Remove the currently looped element from the interface 
 #     list as it has turned into marrow 
 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 

 # Remove entry from dictionary translating element label 
 #     numbering to local part element numbering 
 del label_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] 
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                # Remove entry from dictionary storing mechanostat values 
                del mechanostatDict[elementLabel] 
                # Remove entry from dictionary storing strain history array 
                del strain_history_dict[elementLabel] 
 
                if elementLabel in surfaceCorticalElementsLabels: 
                    surfaceCorticalElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
                    surfaceCanalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
                 
                # Append the currently looped element to the marrow list 
                marrowElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
                marrowInterfaceElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
                 
                # Update material properties 
                current_matProp = boneModel. \ 
                                  materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
                                  elastic. \ 
                                  table 
                current_matProp = [list(current_matProp[0])] 
                current_matProp[0][0] = marrow_E 
                boneModel.Material('MT' + global_index_string) \ 
                         .Elastic(table = current_matProp) 
 
                # Change density value 
                densityDict[elementLabel] = marrow_rho  
 
                # Record cumulative number of state-swapping elements 
                total_swapped_elements += 1 
            elif current_E >= E_upper*initial_cortical_E: # Bone growth 
                 
                # Turn surrounding marrow elements into cortical bone  
                #     interface elements 
                for current_adj_elem in adjacentElements: 
                    adj_label = current_adj_elem.label 
                     
                    # Check if adjacent element's label is in the list of  
                    #     marrow elements labels 
                    if adj_label in marrowElementsLabels: 
                         
                        # If true, add the adjacent marrow element to the  
                        #    list of interface element labels 
                        corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.append(adj_label) 
 
                        # Remove the adjacent marrow element from the list  
                        #     of marrow element labels 
                        marrowElementsLabels.remove(adj_label) 
                        marrowInterfaceElementsLabels.remove(adj_label) 
                        if adj_label in surfaceCanalElementsLabels: 
                            surfaceCanalElementsLabels.remove(adj_label) 
                            surfaceCorticalElementsLabels.append(adj_label) 
                        adj_global_index_string = \ 
                            label_to_global_dict[adj_label] 
                        adj_matProp = \ 
                            boneModel. \ 
                            materials['MT' + adj_global_index_string]. \ 
                            elastic. \ 
                            table 
                        adj_matProp = [list(current_matProp[0])] 
                        adj_matProp[0][0] = E_unmineralised* \ 
                                            initial_cortical_E 
                        boneModel.Material('MT' + adj_global_index_string)           
                                  .Elastic(table = adj_matProp) 
                        densityDict[adj_label] = \ 
                            (float(adj_matProp[0][0])/A)**(1.0/b)* \ 
                            (0.001/1000) # Change density value 
                         
                        total_swapped_elements += 1 
                         
                        output = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(adj_label)  
                        output = str(output.__cmp__) 
                        output = int(re.search('elements\[(.*)\]', \ 
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                                     output).group(1)) 
                        label_to_partNum_dict[adj_label] = output 
                         
                        fitted_L1_diff = L1Diff 
                        if (avg_epsilon_vm + L1Diff) < 0: 
                            fitted_L1_diff = -avg_epsilon_vm 
                         
                        # Assign newly mineralised bone mechanostat to this  
                        #     element 
                        mechanostatDict[adj_label] = \ 
                            numpy.array([avg_epsilon_vm + fitted_L1_diff, \ 
                                         avg_epsilon_vm + L2Diff,  
                                         avg_epsilon_vm + LmaxDiff]) 
 
                        # Initialise newly mineralised bone with default  
                        #     strain history array 
                        strain_history_dict[adj_label] = \ 
                            numpy.array(num_strain_step_points* \ 
                                        [avg_epsilon_vm]) 
                         
                        # Get von Mises strain 
                        partElemNumber = str(current_adj_elem.__cmp__) 
                        partElemNumber = int(re.search('elements\[(.*)\]',  
                                             partElemNumber).group(1)) 
                        strainComps = strainData[partElemNumber].data 
                        epsilon_11, \ 
                            epsilon_22, \ 
                            epsilon_33 = strainComps[0], \ 
                                         strainComps[1], \ 
                                         strainComps[2] 
                        epsilon_12, \ 
                            epsilon_13, \ 
                            epsilon_23 = strainComps[3], \ 
                                         strainComps[4], \ 
                                         strainComps[5] 
                        epsilon_vm = \ 
                            sqrt(((epsilon_11 - epsilon_22)**2 + \ 
                                  (epsilon_22 - epsilon_33)**2 + \  
                                  (epsilon_11 - epsilon_33)**2)/2) 
                        cortical_evm_list.append(epsilon_vm)  
                 
                corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
                corticalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
             
            else: 
                 
                # Get von Mises strain 
                partElemNumber = \ 
                    bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(elementLabel) 
                partElemNumber = str(partElemNumber.__cmp__) 
                partElemNumber = int(re.search('elements\[(.*)\]',  
                                     partElemNumber).group(1)) 
                strainComps = strainData[partElemNumber].data 
                epsilon_11, \ 
                    epsilon_22, \ 
                    epsilon_33 = strainComps[0], \ 
                                 strainComps[1], \ 
                                 strainComps[2] 
                epsilon_12, \ 
                    epsilon_13, \ 
                    epsilon_23 = strainComps[3], \ 
                                 strainComps[4], \ 
                                 strainComps[5] 
                epsilon_vm = sqrt(((epsilon_11 - epsilon_22)**2 + \ 
                                   (epsilon_22 - epsilon_33)**2 + \ 
                                   (epsilon_11 - epsilon_33)**2)/2) 
                cortical_evm_list.append(epsilon_vm)  
               
     
    if simStep > 0: # Open previous cap dictionary data 
        with open('cap_dictionaries_%d.pik' % (simStep - 1), 'rb') as \ 
             capDict: 
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            old_island_to_canalRadius_dict, old_capLabel_to_island_dict, \ 
                old_stackIslands, marrow_labels_append_list, \ 
                cortical_labels_append_list = pickle.load(capDict) 
    # Load cap_finder file into memory and grab everything from the second 
    #     line of the file onwards as a string 
    with open('cap_finder.py', 'r') as cap_finder: 
        capFinder_file_str = cap_finder.read().splitlines(True) 
     
    # Find caps 
     
    # Change cap_finder.py function to read the appropriate pickle file 
    #     Truncate cap_finder file, write job iteration line to change  
    #     reference of current simulation step, then append the rest of the  
    #     file 
    with open('cap_finder.py', 'w') as cap_finder: 
        cap_finder.writelines('job_iteration = %d\n' % simStep) 
        cap_finder.writelines(capFinder_file_str[1:]) 
     
    # Dump cap finder data to pickle file 
    with open('cap_data_%d.pik' % simStep, 'wb') as capData: 
        pickle.dump([cube_side_length, fiji_root_path, fijiExecutable, \ 
                     marrowElementsLabels, \ 
                     marrowInterfaceElementsLabels, \ 
                     elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict, \ 
                     model_elementLabel_array], capData, -1) 
     
    # Run cap_finder.py. This requires access to a native (non-Abaqus) 
    #     installation of Python, along with an appropriate scipy package. 
    os.system('start /wait cmd /c ' + pythonPath + 'python "' + \ 
              pathStr + '/cap_finder.py"') 
     
    # Extract cap dictionary data 
    with open('cap_dictionaries_%d.pik' % simStep, 'rb') as capDict: 
        island_to_canalRadius_dict, capLabel_to_island_dict, \ 
            stackIslands, marrow_labels_append_list, \ 
            cortical_labels_append_list = pickle.load(capDict) 
     
    # Append corrected marrow elements labels to marrow elements labels 
    #     list, correct material properties and find interfaces accordingly 
    for elementLabel in marrow_labels_append_list: 
         
        # Remove from cortical lists 
        try: 
            corticalElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
        except ValueError: 
            corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
         
        if elementLabel in surfaceCorticalElementsLabels: 
            surfaceCanalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
            surfaceCorticalElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
         
        marrowElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
        element = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(elementLabel) 
         
        global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[elementLabel] 
        matProp = boneModel. \ 
                  materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
                  elastic. \ 
                  table # Get material properties for adjacent element 
        matProp = [list(current_matProp[0])] 
        matProp[0][0] = marrow_E 
        boneModel.Material('MT' + global_index_string) \ 
                 .Elastic(table = matProp) 
        densityDict[elementLabel] = marrow_rho 
        del label_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] 
        del mechanostatDict[elementLabel] 
        del strain_history_dict[elementLabel] 
 
        # Get list of adjacent elements 
        adjacentElements = \ 
            utility_functions. \ 
            bounding_box_grabber(bonePart, element, 1.5, \ 
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 cube_side_length, tolMultiplier) 

 for adjacentElement in adjacentElements: 
 adj_label = adjacentElement.label 
 if adj_label in corticalElementsLabels: 

 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.append(adj_label) 
   corticalElementsLabels.remove(adj_label)   

 if adj_label in corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 
 if elementLabel not in marrowInterfaceElementsLabels: 

 marrowInterfaceElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 

 # Append corrected cortical element labels 
 for elementLabel in cortical_labels_append_list: 

 marrowElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
 element = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(elementLabel) 

 try: 
   del capLabel_to_island_dict[elementLabel] 

 except KeyError: 
 pass 

 output = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(elementLabel) 
 output = str(output.__cmp__) 
 output = int(re.search('elements\[(.*)\]', output).group(1)) 

 label_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] = output 

 if elementLabel in surfaceCanalElementsLabels: 
 surfaceCanalElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
 surfaceCorticalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 

 adjacentElements = \ 
 utility_functions. \ 
 bounding_box_grabber(bonePart, element, 1.5, \ 

 cube_side_length, tolMultiplier) 

 avg_matProp = numpy.zeros(2) 
 avg_density = 0.0 
 num_adj_cort_bone = 0 
 avg_mechanostat = numpy.zeros(3) 

 avg_strain_history_array = 0.0 
 for adjacentElement in adjacentElements: 

 adj_label = adjacentElement.label 
 try: 

 label_to_partNum_dict[adj_label] 
 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[adj_label] 
 adj_matProp = boneModel. \ 

 materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
 elastic. \ 
 table 

 avg_matProp += numpy.array(adj_matProp[0]) 

 avg_mechanostat += mechanostatDict[adj_label] 
 avg_strain_history_array += strain_history_dict[adj_label] 
 avg_density += densityDict[adj_label] 
 num_adj_cort_bone += 1 

 except KeyError: 
 if elementLabel not in corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 

 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 

 if elementLabel not in corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 
 corticalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 

 avg_matProp /= num_adj_cort_bone 
 avg_density /= num_adj_cort_bone 
 avg_mechanostat /= num_adj_cort_bone 
 avg_strain_history_array /= num_adj_cort_bone 
 densityDict[elementLabel] = avg_density 
 mechanostatDict[elementLabel] = avg_mechanostat 
 strain_history_dict[elementLabel] = avg_strain_history_array 
 boneModel.Material('MT' + global_index_string) \ 
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 .Elastic(table = [list(avg_matProp)]) 

 if simStep > 0: 
 newCap_to_oldCap_link_dict = {} 
 for capLabel in capLabel_to_island_dict: 

 # Grab coordinates of (new) cap 
 capLabel_index_tuple = \ 

 elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict[capLabel] 

 # Grab island number of (new) cap 
 new_capLabel_new_island = stackIslands[capLabel_index_tuple] 

 same_island_capLabels = [] 

 # Loop through old caps and grab their island numbers in the 
 #     new stackIslands array 
 for old_capLabel in old_capLabel_to_island_dict: 

 old_capLabel_index_tuple = \ 
 elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict[old_capLabel] 

 # Grab new island number of old cap label 
 old_capLabel_new_island = \ 

 stackIslands[old_capLabel_index_tuple] 

 # Only works if old cap was in tunneling direction (and 
 #  thus is a canal element has a nonzero island number, 
 #  as cortical elements have island numbers of 0) 

 if old_capLabel_new_island != 0: 

 if old_capLabel_new_island == new_capLabel_new_island: 
 # Check if old capLabel is in the same island group 
 #     as the new capLabel; if True, append to list 
 same_island_capLabels.append(old_capLabel) 

 else: 
 # Only works if old cap was in closing direction (and 
 #     thus is now a cortical element with an island 
 #     number of zero) 

 # Grab old island number of old capLabel 
 old_capLabel_old_island = \ 

 old_stackIslands[old_capLabel_index_tuple] 

 # Grab old island number of current capLabel 
 new_capLabel_old_island = \ 

 old_stackIslands[capLabel_index_tuple] 

 # If old island numbers are the same for current and 
 #     old capLabel, append to list 
 if old_capLabel_old_island == new_capLabel_old_island: 

 same_island_capLabels.append(old_capLabel) 

 if len(same_island_capLabels) != 0: 
 test_length_list = \ 

 [numpy. \ 
 linalg. \ 
 norm(utility_functions. \ 

 elementCentreArray(bonePart. \ 
 elements. \ 
 getFromLabel(test_capLabel)) - 

 utility_functions. \ 
 elementCentreArray(bonePart. \ 

 elements. \ 
   getFromLabel(capLabel))) for 

 test_capLabel in same_island_capLabels] 

 # Link capLabels of the same island which are closest to 
 #     each other 
 newCap_to_oldCap_link_dict[capLabel] = \ 

 same_island_capLabels[numpy.argmin(test_length_list)] 
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 else: 

 # Otherwise above conditions are not fulfilled and the 
 #  capLabel cannot be linked to an old capLabel. In this 
 #  case, it is likely that a new cap was formed 
 newCap_to_oldCap_link_dict[capLabel] = None 

 # Remove old capLabel remaining volume dictionary entries from 
 #     islands that have disappeared 
 for old_capLabel in old_capLabel_to_island_dict: 

 same_island_capLabels = [] 
 old_capLabel_index_tuple = \ 

 elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict[old_capLabel] 

 # Get old capLabel's old island number 
 old_capLabel_old_island = \ 
   old_stackIslands[old_capLabel_index_tuple] 

 old_capLabel_new_island = \ 
   stackIslands[old_capLabel_index_tuple] 

 for capLabel in capLabel_to_island_dict: 
 capLabel_index_tuple = \ 

 elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict[capLabel] 
 new_capLabel_old_island = \ 

 old_stackIslands[capLabel_index_tuple] 
 if old_capLabel_old_island == new_capLabel_old_island: 
   same_island_capLabels.append(capLabel) 

 if (len(same_island_capLabels) == 0) and \ 
 (old_capLabel_new_island == 0): 
 del oldCap_to_pctVol_dict[old_capLabel] 

 # Get list of coordinates where the model is completely fixed 
 boundary_conditions = boneModel.boundaryConditions 

 # Generates random string of random length 
 prev_bc_region_name = os.urandom(sum([ord(char) for char in \ 

 os.urandom(1)])) 

 # Initialises list of boundary condition coordinates 
 boundary_condition_coordinate_list = [] 

 # Loop through boundary conditions 
 for boundaryConditionTuple in boundary_conditions.items(): 

 boundaryCondition = boundaryConditionTuple[1] 

 # Get boundary condition name as string 
 bc_name = boundaryCondition.name 

 # Get name of boundary condition 
 bc_region_name = boundaryCondition.region[0] 

 # Get name of set which boundary condition was defined on 
 bc_region_set = boundaryCondition.region[1] 

 # Check if previous boundary condition has already been covered in 
 #     the set 
 if prev_bc_region_name != bc_region_name: 

 # Check whether this boundary condition is an initial (fixed) 
 #  boundary condition, and not a displacement boundary 
 #  condition. 'NOT_YET_ACTIVE' implies that the boundary  
 #  condition is activated at a non-initial step, which means 
 #  it is not a fixed boundary condition. 
 if str(boneModel. \ 

 steps['Initial']. \ 
 boundaryConditionStates[bc_name]. \ 
 status) != 'NOT_YET_ACTIVE': 

 if 'Assembly' in bc_region_set: 

 # Check if boundary condition set was defined from an 
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 #  assembly set; get set based on modified part/set 
 #  reference depending on whether or not this is 
 #  true 

   bcSet = boneModel.rootAssembly.sets[bc_region_name] 
 else: 

 bcSet = eval('boneModel.parts[' + \ 
 bc_region_set + \ 
 '].sets[bc_region_set]') 

 # Create list out of possible set types 
 set_type_len_list = [len(bcSet.cells), \ 

 len(bcSet.edges), \ 
 len(bcSet.elements), \ 
 len(bcSet.faces), \ 
 len(bcSet.nodes), \ 
 len(bcSet.vertices)] 

 # Get set with maximum number of members 
 definitive_set_type = numpy.argmax(set_type_len_list) 

 if definitive_set_type == 0: 
   pass 

 elif definitive_set_type == 1: 
   pass 

 elif definitive_set_type == 2: 
 boundary_condition_coordinate_list += \ 

 [utility_functions. \ 
 elementCentreArray(bcElement) for \ 

 bcElement in \ 
   bcSet.elements] 

 elif definitive_set_type == 3: 
   pass 

 elif definitive_set_type == 4: 
 boundary_condition_coordinate_list += \ 

 [numpy.array(bcNode.coordinates) for \ 
   bcNode in bcSet.nodes] 

 elif definitive_set_type == 5: 
 pass 

 # Initialise identifying dictionaries for cap element label to cap 
 #     region and expanding/shrinking regions 
 capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict = {} 

 # Loop through cap coordinates and find cap regions, calculating the 
 #     current evolution direction of each cap 
 for capLabel in capLabel_to_island_dict: 

 # Pull out average canal radius 
 canal_radius = \ 
   island_to_canalRadius_dict[capLabel_to_island_dict[capLabel]] 

 capElement = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(int(capLabel)) 

 # Get centre of cap element 
 capElementCoordinates = utility_functions. \ 

   elementCentreArray(capElement) 
 # Get cap region elements and find centre of cap region 

 coordinate_array_list = [] 
 region_elementLabel_list = [] 
 cap_region_found = False 
 num_box_expand_iterations = 0 

 while not cap_region_found: 

 check_elemLabel_sequence = \ 
 utility_functions. \ 
 box_region_elemLabel_finder(bonePart, capElement, 

 canal_radius, cube_side_length, 
 nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict,   
 tolMultiplier) 

 # Loop through elements in box 
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            for check_element_label in check_elemLabel_sequence: 
                if check_element_label in marrowInterfaceElementsLabels: 
 
                    # Get element if in marrow interface 
                    if stackIslands[ 
                        elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict[ 
                         check_element_label]] == \ 
                       capLabel_to_island_dict[capLabel]: 
 
                        # Use element if it's in the same island as  
                        #     capElement. 
                        if check_element_label not in 
                            region_elementLabel_list: 
                             
                            coordinate_array_list. \ 
                            append(utility_functions. \ 
                                   elementCentreArray(bonePart. \ 
                                                      elements.\ 
                                                   getFromLabel( \ 
                                                    check_element_label))) 
                            region_elementLabel_list. \ 
                            append(check_element_label) 
 
            # Check if, after expansion, the element sets are the same. If  
            #     true, do not expand further and break out of the loop.             
            try: 
                if len((set(region_elementLabel_list) & \ 
                    set(prev_region_elementLabel_list))) ==  
                   max(len(region_elementLabel_list),  
                       len(prev_region_elementLabel_list)): 
                    break 
            except NameError: 
                pass 
            finally: 
                capRegionCentre = 0.0 
                for array in coordinate_array_list: 
                     # Add all cap region element coordinates together 
                    capRegionCentre += array 
                 
                # Average cap region element coordinates to find cap region  
                #     centre 
                capRegionCentre /= len(coordinate_array_list) 
 
                # Calculate direction vector from the cap region centre to  
                #     the cap element to obtain the current evolution  
                #     direction for the canal 
                cap_evolution_direction = capElementCoordinates - \ 
                                          capRegionCentre 
                 
                # Prevent situations where the cap evolution direction 
                #     cannot be calculated (because cap region is perfectly 
                #     symmetrical around the cap) from occurring by  
                #     increasing the search box every time this occurs 
                cap_evolution_direction_magnitude = \ 
                    numpy.linalg.norm(cap_evolution_direction) 
                if cap_evolution_direction_magnitude < \ 
                    cube_side_length*tolMultiplier: 
                    num_box_expand_iterations += 1 
                    prev_region_elementLabel_list = \ 
                        region_elementLabel_list 
                else: 
                    cap_region_found = True 
         
        cap_evolution_direction /= cap_evolution_direction_magnitude 
 
        # Obtain list of distances between boundary coordinate locations  
        #     and the centre of the current cap region 
        bc_distance_list_from_capRegion_centre = \ 
            [numpy.linalg.norm(bc_coordinate - capRegionCentre) for \ 
             bc_coordinate in boundary_condition_coordinate_list] 
 
        # Get vector pointing from cap region centre to closest boundary  
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 #     condition 
 capRegion_centre_to_closest_bc_vector = \ 

 boundary_condition_coordinate_list[ 
 numpy.argmin(bc_distance_list_from_capRegion_centre)] - \ 

   capRegionCentre 
 canal_growth_to_bc_angle = \ 

 numpy.arccos((numpy.dot(cap_evolution_direction, \ 
   capRegion_centre_to_closest_bc_vector)/ 

 (numpy.linalg.norm(cap_evolution_direction)* \   
 numpy. \ 

 linalg. \ 
 norm(capRegion_centre_to_closest_bc_vector)))) 

 # Calculate angle between the vector pointing from the cap centre 
 #     to the cap evolution direction and the vector pointing from 
 #     the cap centre to the nearest boundary condition 

 # If this angle is below half pi radians, then the canal is closing 
 #     up (turning into cortical bone) 
 if canal_growth_to_bc_angle <= 0.5*pi: 

 capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict[capLabel] = \ 
 (region_elementLabel_list, 'Closing', 
 -cap_evolution_direction, capRegionCentre, 

   cap_evolution_direction_magnitude) 
 else: # Otherwise the canal is tunnelling 

 capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict[capLabel] = \ 
 (region_elementLabel_list, 'Opening', 
 cap_evolution_direction, capRegionCentre, 
 cap_evolution_direction_magnitude) 

 # Canal evolution: loop through cap labels and open or close canals 
 #     based on volume change rates 
 # dictionaries: elementLabel_to_arrayIndex_dict,  
 #     model_elementLabel_array, capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict 

 # Isolate cuboid portion of bone containing the element centres of the 
 #     previous cap, the potential tunnel created and the new cap 

 # Get central nodes for each element 
 centre_node_sequence = bonePart.sets['Element Centre Node Set'].nodes 

 elemLabel_to_nodeLabel_dict = dict((v, k) for k, v in \ 
   nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict.iteritems()) 

 noDimensions = numpy.ndim(model_elementLabel_array) 
 elementVolume = cube_side_length**noDimensions 
 opening_capEnd_theoretical_locations_list = [] 
 opening_capLabel_list = [] 
 opening_capEnd_starting_locations_list = [] 
 for capLabel in capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict: 

 pointLabels = [] 
 tunneling_nodes = bonePart.nodes[0:0] 
 capLabel_status = capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict[capLabel][1] 
 cap_region_elementLabel_list = \ 
   capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict[capLabel][0] 

 num_cap_elements = len(cap_region_elementLabel_list) 
 capCentre = \ 

 utility_functions. \ 
   elementCentreArray(bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(capLabel)) 

 regionCentre = capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict[capLabel][3] 
 cap_evolution_direction_magnitude = \ 

 capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict[capLabel][4] 
 canal_radius = \ 

 island_to_canalRadius_dict[capLabel_to_island_dict[capLabel]] 

 if capLabel_status == 'Opening': # Canal opening 

 if simStep > 0: 
 old_capLabel = newCap_to_oldCap_link_dict[capLabel] 
 if old_capLabel == None: 
   remaining_percentage_volume = 0 

 else: 
 remaining_percentage_volume = \ 
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 oldCap_to_pctVol_dict[old_capLabel] 
 else: 
   remaining_percentage_volume = 0 

 length_multiplier = remaining_percentage_volume + \ 
 canal_opening_rate* \ 

   stepTime/cube_side_length 
 remaining_percentage_volume = length_multiplier - \ 

   numpy.floor(length_multiplier) 
 oldCap_to_pctVol_dict[capLabel] = remaining_percentage_volume 
 length_multiplier = numpy.floor(length_multiplier) 

 if capLabel in surfaceCanalElementsLabels: 
   continue 

 else: 
 # Get weighted averaged eigenvectors from strain tensors in 
 #     cortical bone elements surrounding the marrow  
 #     interface elements 
 # Eigenvectors control growth direction, and are weighted  
 #  by two factors: the distance of the calculated 
 #  eigenvector from the cap, and the associated 
 #  eigenvalue 
 # Distance weighting is based on inverse distance squared 
 #     law for 3D models 

 # Loop over nearest cortical bone elements for every cap 
 #     region element 
 growth_direction_vector = numpy.zeros(noDimensions, \ 

 dtype=float) 
 checked_cort_elem_labels = [] 
 for regionLabel in cap_region_elementLabel_list: 

 regionElement = \ 
   bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(regionLabel) 

 regionCentre = \ 
   utility_functions.elementCentreArray(regionElement) 

 adj_elements = \ 
 utility_functions. \ 
 bounding_box_grabber(bonePart, regionElement, 1.5, 

 cube_side_length, 
 tolMultiplier) 

 for adj_element in adj_elements: 
 adj_label = adj_element.label 
 if (adj_label not in marrowElementsLabels) and \ 

 (adj_label not in checked_cort_elem_labels): 
  checked_cort_elem_labels.append(adj_label) 

 # Pull out strain components 
 strainComps = strainData[ 

 label_to_partNum_dict[ 
 adj_element.label]].data 

 strainTensor = numpy.array([[strainComps[0], \ 
 strainComps[3], \ 

  strainComps[4]], \ 
 [strainComps[3], \ 
 strainComps[1], \ 

  strainComps[5]], \ 
 [strainComps[4], \ 
 strainComps[5], \ 
 strainComps[2]]]) 

 # Get eigenvalues and eigenvectors of strain \ 
 #     tensor 
 eigValues, eigVectors = \ 
   numpy.linalg.eig(strainTensor) 

 total_vector = numpy.array([0,0,0], \ 
   dtype=float) 

 for i in range(len(eigValues)): 
 total_vector += eigValues[i]*eigVectors[i] 

 # Calculate factor for distance weighting 
 distance_from_mechanosensor = \ 

 numpy. \ 
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 linalg. \ 
 norm(utility_functions. \ 

 elementCentreArray(adj_element) - 
   regionCentre) 

 inverse_weighting_factor = \ 
 cube_side_length/distance_from_mechanosensor 

 growth_direction_vector += \ 
 total_vector* \ 
 inverse_weighting_factor**(noDimensions-1) 

 # Normalise growth direction vector 
 growth_direction_vector /= \ 
 numpy.linalg.norm(growth_direction_vector) 

 # Reverse for [z,y,x] 
 growth_direction_vector = growth_direction_vector[::-1] 

 # Set growth direction vector to be identical to the canal 
 # growth direction if the net growth force is zero 
 if numpy.linalg.norm(growth_direction_vector == 0) or \ 

 (any(numpy.isnan(growth_direction_vector))) or \ 
 (any(numpy.isinf(growth_direction_vector))): 
 growth_direction_vector = \ 
 capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict[capLabel][2] 

 # Grab elements with centre nodes within virtual cylinders, 
 # defined from cap element centre towards a direction  
 # determined by growth_direction_vector. Length of cylinder 
 # determined by canal_opening_rate 
 center1 = tuple(capCentre) 
 center2 = tuple(capCentre + \ 

 growth_direction_vector* \ 
 length_multiplier* \ 
 cube_side_length*(1 + tolMultiplier)) 

 radius = canal_radius*(1 + tolMultiplier) 
 search_node_sequence = \ 

 centre_node_sequence. \ 
 getByBoundingCylinder(center1, center2, radius) 

 try: 
 for tunnelingNode in search_node_sequence: 

 if (tunnelingNode not in tunneling_nodes) and \ 
 (nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict[ 
 tunnelingNode.label] not in \ 

  marrowElementsLabels): 
 nodeNum = int(re. \ 

 search('nodes\[(.*)\]', \ 
 str(tunnelingNode. \ 

 __cmp__)).group(1)) 
 tunneling_nodes +=  \ 
   bonePart.nodes[nodeNum:nodeNum + 1] 

 except TypeError: 
 pass 

 opening_capEnd_theoretical_locations_list.append(center2) 
 opening_capLabel_list.append(capLabel) 
 opening_capEnd_starting_locations_list.append(center1) 

 # Perform canal evolution 

 # Canal growth 
 tunnel_label_list = [] 
 if len(tunneling_nodes) > 0: 

 for node in tunneling_nodes: 
 elementLabel = nodeLabel_to_elemLabel_dict[node.label] 
 if elementLabel not in marrowElementsLabels: 

 tunnel_label_list.append(elementLabel) 

 # Convert elements into canal elements 

 del label_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] 
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                    del mechanostatDict[elementLabel] 
                    del strain_history_dict[elementLabel] 
                     
                    marrowElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
 
                    try: 
                        corticalElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
                    except ValueError: 
                        corticalInterfaceElementsLabels. \ 
                            remove(elementLabel) 
 
                    if elementLabel in surfaceCorticalElementsLabels: 
                        surfaceCorticalElementsLabels.remove(elementLabel) 
                        surfaceCanalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
                    global_index_string = \ 
                        label_to_global_dict[elementLabel] 
                     
                    # Change material properties 
                    current_matProp = \ 
                        boneModel. \ 
                        materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
                        elastic. \ 
                        table 
                    current_matProp = [list(current_matProp[0])] 
                    current_matProp[0][0] = marrow_E 
                    boneModel. \ 
                        Material('MT' + global_index_string). \ 
                        Elastic(table = current_matProp) 
                    densityDict[elementLabel] = marrow_rho 
                    total_swapped_elements += 1 
                     
    # Get data for cap finding process and recalculate interface elements  
     
    # Initiate lists 
    marrow_elements_x = [] 
    marrow_elements_y = [] 
    marrow_elements_z = [] 
     
    # Return all of cortical interface elements labels to cortical elements  
    #     labels 
    for elementLabel in corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 
        try: 
            label_to_partNum_dict[elementLabel] 
            if elementLabel not in corticalElementsLabels: 
                corticalElementsLabels.append(elementLabel) 
        except KeyError: 
            pass 
     
    marrowInterfaceElementsLabels = [] # Reset interface labels and  
                                       # recalculate everything 
    corticalInterfaceElementsLabels = [] 
    labels_to_remove = [] 
     
    # Loop over marrow elements 
    for marrowElementsLabel in marrowElementsLabels: 
        try: 
            label_to_partNum_dict[marrowElementsLabel] 
            labels_to_remove.append(marrowElementsLabel) 
        except KeyError: 
             
            elementCounter = \ 
                bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(marrowElementsLabel) 
            elem_coordinates = \ 
                utility_functions.elementCentreArray(elementCounter) 
             
            try: 
                elem_x = elem_coordinates[0] 
            except (IndexError, NameError): 
                elem_x = 0 
             
            try: 
                elem_y = elem_coordinates[1] 
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 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_y = 0 

 try: 
   elem_z = elem_coordinates[2] 

 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_z = 0 

 # Record marrow element cube centres 
 marrow_elements_x.append(elem_x) 
 marrow_elements_y.append(elem_y) 
 marrow_elements_z.append(elem_z) 

 adj_element_seq = \ 
 utility_functions. \ 
 bounding_box_grabber(bonePart, elementCounter, 1.5, \ 

 cube_side_length, tolMultiplier) 

 # Correct element states 
 for adj_element in adj_element_seq: 

 adj_label = adj_element.label 
 try:  

 # Test if adjacent element is in cortical elements  
 #     dictionary 
 label_to_partNum_dict[adj_label] 
 if adj_label not in corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 

 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels.append(adj_label) 
 try: 

 corticalElementsLabels.remove(adj_label) 
 except ValueError: 

 pass 
 if (marrowElementsLabel not in \ 

 marrowInterfaceElementsLabels): 
 marrowInterfaceElementsLabels. \ 
   append(marrowElementsLabel) 

 except KeyError: 
 pass 

 for item in labels_to_remove: 
 marrowElementsLabels.remove(item) 

 # Write Data 
 for elementCounter in bonePart.elements: 

 elem_coordinates = \ 
 utility_functions. \ 
 elementCentreArray(elementCounter) 

 try: 
   elem_x = elem_coordinates[0] 

 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_x = 0 

 try: 
   elem_y = elem_coordinates[1] 

 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_y = 0 

 try: 
   elem_z = elem_coordinates[2] 

 except (IndexError, NameError): 
 elem_z = 0 

 # Get E 
 elementLabel = elementCounter.label 
 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[elementLabel] 
 E = boneModel. \ 

 materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
 elastic.table[0][0] # Get Young's modulus for current element 

 # Get von Mises strain 
 partElemNumber = bonePart.elements.getFromLabel(elementLabel) 
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        partElemNumber = str(partElemNumber.__cmp__) 
        partElemNumber = int(re.search('elements\[(.*)\]', \ 
                                       partElemNumber).group(1)) 
        strainComps = strainData[partElemNumber].data 
        epsilon_11, \ 
            epsilon_22, \ 
            epsilon_33 = strainComps[0], \ 
                         strainComps[1], \ 
                         strainComps[2] 
        epsilon_12, \ 
            epsilon_13, \ 
            epsilon_23 = strainComps[3], \ 
                         strainComps[4], \ 
                         strainComps[5] 
        epsilon_vm = sqrt(((epsilon_11 - epsilon_22)**2 + \ 
                           (epsilon_22 - epsilon_33)**2 + \ 
                           (epsilon_11 - epsilon_33)**2)/2) 
         
        vM_stress = stressData[partElemNumber].mises # Get von Mises stress 
         
        density = densityDict[elementLabel] # Get density 
         
     
    # Create cortical bone set without interface elements and marrow bone  
    #     set 
 
 
    bonePart.SetFromElementLabels('Cortical Bone Set', \ 
                                  (corticalElementsLabels)) 
    bonePart.SetFromElementLabels('Marrow Bone Set', \ 
                                  (marrowElementsLabels)) 
 
     
    # Set conditioned load 
    # Get top and bottom regions 
    for setRegion in boneModel.rootAssembly.sets.keys(): 
        if 'top'.upper() in setRegion.upper(): 
            topRegionString = setRegion 
        elif 'bottom'.upper() in setRegion.upper(): 
            bottomRegionString = setRegion 
     
    # Delete all existing loads and displacement boundary conditions 
    for loadName in boneModel.loads.keys(): 
        del boneModel.loads[loadName] 
    for boundaryCondition in \ 
        boneModel.steps.values()[-1].boundaryConditionStates.keys(): 
        if str(boneModel.steps.values()[-1]. \ 
           boundaryConditionStates[boundaryCondition].status) == 'CREATED': 
            del boneModel.boundaryConditions[boundaryCondition] 
     
    # Loop over loads from condition_dictionary 
    for load_name in perturbation_dictionary: 
 
        # Reset initial conditioning loads to that defined in controlScript  
        #     (and this dictionary) 
         
        region_name = topRegionString 
        region_group = 'Assembly' 
        perturbation_type = perturbation_dictionary[load_name][0] 
         
        # Get region object for which load was defined on and replace  
        #     current load with load defined in load dictionary 
         
        if perturbation_type == 'CFORCE': 
            if 'Assembly' in region_group: 
                region_obj = boneModel.rootAssembly.sets[region_name] 
            else: 
                region_obj = boneModel.parts[region_group] \ 
                                      .sets[region_name] 
        elif perturbation_type == 'SURFFORCE': 
            if 'Assembly' in region_group: 
                region_obj = boneModel.rootAssembly.surfaces[region_name] 
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 else: 
 region_obj = boneModel.parts[region_group] \ 

   .surfaces[region_name] 
 step_string = boneModel.steps.keys()[-1] 
 load_perturbation = perturbation_dictionary[load_name][1] 

 if perturbation_type == 'CFORCE': 
 exec_str = 'boneModel.ConcentratedForce(name = load_name, \ 

   createStepName = step_string, region = region_obj' 
 for i in range(len(load_perturbation)): 

 if load_perturbation[i] != 0: 
 exec_str += ', cf%d = load_perturbation[' % \ 

 (i + 1) + '%d]' % i 
 exec_str += ')' 

   exec(exec_str) 
 elif perturbation_type == 'SURFFORCE': 

 boneModel.Pressure(name = load_name, \ 
 createStepName = step_string, \ 
 region = region_obj, \ 
 magnitude = load_perturbation) 

 # Isotropic material 
 direct_E_values = [] 
 for cortical_label in corticalElementsLabels: 

 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[cortical_label] 
 current_E = boneModel. \ 

 materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
 elastic. \ 
 table[0][0] 

   direct_E_values.append(current_E) 
 for interface_label in corticalInterfaceElementsLabels: 

 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[interface_label] 
 current_E = boneModel. \ 

 materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
 elastic. \ 
 table[0][0] 

   direct_E_values.append(current_E) 
 for marrow_label in marrowElementsLabels: 

 global_index_string = label_to_global_dict[marrow_label] 
 current_E = boneModel. \ 

 materials['MT' + global_index_string]. \ 
 elastic.table[0][0] 

   direct_E_values.append(current_E) 
 direct_homogenised_E_value = \ 

 sum(direct_E_values)/float(len(direct_E_values)) 

 with open('homogenised_E_value_%d.txt' % (simStep + 1), 'w') as \ 
  matProp: 
 matProp.write(str(direct_homogenised_E_value)) 

 try: 
   maximum_cortical_evm = max(cortical_evm_list) 

 except ValueError: 
 maximum_cortical_evm = [] 

 try: 
   minimum_cortical_evm = min(cortical_evm_list) 

 except ValueError: 
 minimum_cortical_evm = [] 

 boneOdb.close() 

 return corticalElementsLabels, marrowElementsLabels, \ 
 corticalInterfaceElementsLabels, \ 
 marrowInterfaceElementsLabels, \ 
 label_to_partNum_dict, densityDict, mechanostatDict, \ 
 strain_history_dict, total_density_change, \ 
 total_swapped_elements, maximum_cortical_evm, \ 
 minimum_cortical_evm, capLabel_to_region_and_growth_dict, \ 
 newCap_to_oldCap_link_dict, oldCap_to_pctVol_dict, \ 
 surfaceCorticalElementsLabels, surfaceCanalElementsLabels
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A.2   H U M A N  M U L T I S C A L E  C B R  S C R I P T S  

The following scripts are listed for the microscale 3D bone remodelling section of the 

multiscale mechanostatistical framework: 

1) _get_canal_stats – Extraction of microscale Haversian model features 

2) generate_force_eqs – Construction of the symbolic equation of Eq. 3-25, the 

Gaussian quadrature scheme converting nodal displacement Boundary 

Conditions into nodal load BCs 

3) remodel_iter – Remodelling progression, executing canal network evolution, 

mechanostat-based remodelling, and material property evolution 

def _get_canal_stats(skele_A, nes_inds, es_arr, c_stresses): 
 """ 
 Get canal statistics 
 -------------------- 

 Inputs: 
 skele_A    - Skeletonised canal array 
 nes_inds    - All indices in the middle region of the model 
 es_arr   - Element state array 
 c_stresses  - Cortical bone stresses 

 Outputs: 
 seg_A         - Labelled canal segment array 
 seg2type_dict - Segment label to type (Haversian = 1, or 

   Volkmann = 2) 
 seg_dir_dict  - Segment direction, at endpoint or 

 middle of segment depending on whether 
   it is an outer branch or not, respectively 

 dist_to_hv    - Array of Euclidean distances to nearest 
 Haversian canal 

 """ 

 if skele_A is None: 
 skele_A = image_ops._skeletonize_3d.skeletonize_3d(es_arr) 
 skele_A = np.array(skele_A, dtype=bool) 

 # Grab neighbours array 
 nb_A = image_ops._num_neighbours(skele_A, return_inds=False) 

 # Set all junctions and shapeless blobs to 0 
 j0 = np.array(nb_A) 
 j0[j0 >= 3] = 0 
 j0[j0 < 0] = 0 
 lab2c_dict = {} # Fitted spline coordinates 
 lab2Dc_dict = {} # Fitted spline derivatives 

 # Analyse segment curvature 
 seg_A = image_ops._label.label(j0 != 0) 
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 for i in range(1, np.max(seg_A) + 1): 
 bin_i = seg_A == i 

 # Only analyse segments with endpoints 
 if (image_ops._num_neighbours(bin_i, return_inds=False) == \ 

 1).sum(): 
 ci = np.transpose(np.where(bin_i)) 
 n = len(ci) 
 try: 
   ci, Dci = image_ops._fit_spline(ci, n, 2, 2, ordered=False) 

 except Exception: 

 # Construct line of best fit instead 
 cavg, Davg = lsq_fit(ci) 
 ci = pts_on_lines(ci, [cavg], [cavg + Davg], \ 

   line_type='line') 
 Dci = np.array([Davg]*len(ci)) 

 lab2c_dict[i] = ci 
 lab2Dc_dict[i] = Dci 

 # For each segment, determine alignment with regional stress 
 # direction. If divergent by more than max_channel_div, it 
 # is labelled as Volkmann. Use the average of the region if 
 # it has 0 or 2 endpoints, otherwise use the endpoint 
 # of the region. 
 ep = nb_A == 1 
 seg2type_dict = {} 
 seg_dir_dict = {} 
 for k, v in lab2Dc_dict.iteritems(): 

 ep_pt = np.transpose(np.where(ep*(seg_A == k))) 
 if (len(ep_pt) % 2): 

 # One endpoint 
 centre = ep_pt[0] 

 else: 

 # No endpoints, get average curvature 
 centre = np.average(np.transpose(np.where(seg_A == k)), 

 axis=0) 

 i = np.argmin(np.sum((lab2c_dict[k] - centre)**2, axis=1)) 
 centre = lab2c_dict[k][i] 
 seg_dir = v[i] 
 stress_dir = _regional_stress_dir(c_stresses, \ 

 nes_inds, \ 
 centre) 

 seg_dir = seg_dir/np.linalg.norm(seg_dir) 
 stress_dir = stress_dir/np.linalg.norm(stress_dir) 
 t = np.arccos(np.dot(seg_dir, stress_dir)) 

 seg_dir_dict[k] = seg_dir # Note: whether or not this vector is 
 # aligned towards the canal or away 
 # from it is not calculated here. 

 if (t > max_channel_div) and ((np.pi - t) > max_channel_div): 
   seg2type_dict[k] = 2 # Volkmann flag 

 else: 
 seg2type_dict[k] = 1 # Haversian flag 

 #========================================================== 
 # Generate array with only Haversian segments and junctions 
 #========================================================== 

 hv_arr = np.array(nb_A != 0) 

 # Loop through seg2type_dict. If flag is Volkmann, remove 
 # it from hv_arr. 
 for k, v in seg2type_dict.iteritems(): 

 if v == 2: 
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   hv_arr = hv_arr*(~(seg_A == k)) 
 # Skeletonise to remove any blobs from junctions 
 hv_arr = np.array(image_ops._skeletonize_3d.skeletonize_3d(hv_arr), \ 

 dtype=bool) 

 return seg_A, seg2type_dict, seg_dir_dict, hv_arr 

def generate_force_eqs(): 
 """ 
 Generate force equations for remodelling initialisation 
 ------------------------------------------------------- 

 Run this every time the module is loaded. No inputs. 
 """ 

 import symengine 
 import sympy 

 sympy.array = sympy.tensor.array.dense_ndim_array.MutableDenseNDimArray 

 #========================== 
 # Construct force equations 
 #========================== 

 # Standard tensor to Voigt matrix index conversion 
 def S2V(i,j): 

 if i == j: 
   return i 

 else: 
 return 9-i-j 

 # Levi-Civita/permutation symbol 
 def eps(i,j,k): 

 return (i-j)*(j-k)*(k-i)/sympy.sympify(2) 

 # Matrix Deterimnant 
 def det(M): 

 d = 0 
 num_cols = M.shape[1] 
 if num_cols > 2: 

 for i in range(num_cols): 
 sub_M = sympy.array([0]*((num_cols-1)**2), 

 [int(num_cols)-1,int(num_cols)-1]) 
 sub_i = 0 
 for j in range(num_cols): 

 if j != i: 
 for k in range(int(num_cols)-1): 

 sub_M[k,sub_i] = M[1+k,j] 

 sub_i += 1 

 d += (sympy.sympify('1/2') - i % 2)*2*M[0,i]*det(sub_M) 

 else: 
 d += M[0,0]*M[1,1] - M[1,0]*M[0,1] 

 return d 

 # Matrix Inverse 
 def inv(M): 

 num_cols = M.shape[1] 
 M_inv = 0*M 
 for i in range(num_cols): 

 for j in range(num_cols): 
 sub_M = sympy.array([0]*((num_cols-1)**2), 

 [int(num_cols)-1,int(num_cols)-1]) 
 sub_i = 0 
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 for i2 in range(num_cols): 
 if i2 != i: 

 sub_j = 0 
 for j2 in range(num_cols): 

 if j2 != j: 
 sub_M[sub_i,sub_j] = M[i2,j2] 
 sub_j += 1 

 sub_i += 1 

 M_inv[j,i] = (sympy.sympify('1/2') - i % 2)* \ 
 (sympy.sympify('1/2') - j % 2)* \ 
 4*det(sub_M) 

 det_M = 0 
 for i in range(num_cols): 

 det_M += M[0,i]*M_inv[i,0] 

 return M_inv/det_M 

 #=============== 
 # Define symbols 
 #=============== 

 # Basis functions 
 xi1, xi2, xi3 = sympy.symbols("xi1, xi2, xi3") 
 f1 = (1 - xi1)*(1 - xi2)*(1 - xi3)/8 
 f2 = (1 + xi1)*(1 - xi2)*(1 - xi3)/8 
 f3 = (1 + xi1)*(1 + xi2)*(1 - xi3)/8 
 f4 = (1 - xi1)*(1 + xi2)*(1 - xi3)/8 
 f5 = (1 - xi1)*(1 - xi2)*(1 + xi3)/8 
 f6 = (1 + xi1)*(1 - xi2)*(1 + xi3)/8 
 f7 = (1 + xi1)*(1 + xi2)*(1 + xi3)/8 
 f8 = (1 - xi1)*(1 + xi2)*(1 + xi3)/8 

 # Nodal spatial coordinates and displacements 
 # 3 variables at the 8 nodes 
 # Format is x%d_%d where the first %d is the local node number and the 
 #     second is spatial component 
 for i in range(8): 

 for j in range(3): 
 exec 'x%d_%d = sympy.symbols("x%d_%d")' % \ 

   (i+1, j+1, i+1, j+1) in locals() 
 exec 'u%d_%d = sympy.symbols("u%d_%d")' % \ 

 (i+1, j+1, i+1, j+1) in locals() 

 #================== 
 # Construct tensors 
 #================== 

 # Differentiate basis functions 
 for i in range(8): 

 exec 'dfdxi%d_1 = f%d.diff(xi1)' % (i+1, i+1) in locals() 
 exec 'dfdxi%d_2 = f%d.diff(xi2)' % (i+1, i+1) in locals() 
 exec 'dfdxi%d_3 = f%d.diff(xi3)' % (i+1, i+1) in locals() 

 # Standard Voigt Stiffness tensor 
 C_e = sympy.array([0]*36, [6,6]) 
 for i in range(3): 

 for j in range(3): 
 for k in range(3): 

 for l in range(3): 
 # Only allow positive permutations 12, 23, 31 
 bool1 = True 
 bool2 = True 
 if i != j: 

 onetwothree1 = [1,2,3] 
 onetwothree1.remove(i+1) 
 onetwothree1.remove(j+1) 
 bool1 = eps(i+1,j+1,onetwothree1[0]) >= 0 

 if k != l: 
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 onetwothree2 = [1,2,3] 
 onetwothree2.remove(k+1) 
 onetwothree2.remove(l+1) 
 bool2 = eps(k+1,l+1,onetwothree2[0]) >= 0 

 if bool1 and bool2: 
 exec 'C_%d%d%d%d = sympy.symbols("C_%d%d%d%d")' \ 

 % (i+1,j+1,k+1,l+1,i+1,j+1,k+1,l+1) \ 
   in locals() 

 C_e[S2V(i+1,j+1)-1,S2V(k+1,l+1)-1] = \ 
 eval('C_%d%d%d%d' % (i+1,j+1,k+1,l+1)) 

 # Displacement gradient tensor with respect to local element 
 #     coordinates 
 # Jacobian tensor 
 dudxi = sympy.array([0]*9, [3,3]) 
 J = sympy.array([0]*9, [3,3]) 
 for n in range(8): 

 for i in range(3): 
 for j in range(3): 

 dudxi[i,j] += eval('dfdxi%d_%d' % (n+1, j+1))* \ 
   eval('u%d_%d' % (n+1, i+1)) 

 J[i,j] += eval('dfdxi%d_%d' % (n+1, j+1))* \ 
 eval('x%d_%d' % (n+1, i+1)) 

 # Invert Jacobian 
 J_inv = inv(J) 

 # Displacement gradient tensor 
 # Contraction between dudxi and J^-1 
 dudx = dudxi.tomatrix()*J_inv.tomatrix() 

 # Infinitesimal Strain tensor 
 strain = (dudx + dudx.T)/2 

 # Convert strain to Voigt notation 
 Voigt_strain = sympy.array([0]*6, [6,1]) 
 for k in range(3): 

 for l in range(3): 
 ind = S2V(k+1,l+1)-1 
 if (k == l): 
   Voigt_strain[ind,0] = strain[k,l] 

 elif Voigt_strain[ind,0] == 0: 
 Voigt_strain[ind,0] = 2*strain[k,l] 

 # Multiply Voigt elasticity tensor with Voigt strain 
 stress = C_e.tomatrix()*Voigt_strain.tomatrix() 

 # Convert stress back to order 2 dim 3 tensor 
 standard_stress = sympy.array([0]*9, [3,3]) 
 for i in range(3): 

 for j in range(3): 
 standard_stress[i,j] = stress[S2V(i+1,j+1)-1] 

 nodeSet_to_surface_dict = {} 
 for k, v in surface_to_nodeSet_dict.iteritems(): 

 nodeSet_to_surface_dict[v] = k 

 # 24 Different forms 
 # Standard stress (1 form) 
 # Normal (6 forms) 
 # Weighting function (8 forms, but 4 of them result in integrand being 
 # 0) 

 normal = {frozenset([1,2,3,4]): (2,1,-1), 
 frozenset([5,6,7,8]): (1,2,1), 
 frozenset([1,2,5,6]): (1,3,-1), 
 frozenset([2,3,6,7]): (2,3,1), 
 frozenset([3,4,7,8]): (3,1,1), 
 frozenset([1,4,5,8]): (3,2,-1)} 

 # Generate normals 
 normal_dict = {} 
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 for k in normal: 
 n = sympy.array([[0],[0],[0]]) 

 # Get corresponding phi derivatives 
 onetwothree = [1,2,3] 
 onetwothree.remove(normal[k][0]) 
 onetwothree.remove(normal[k][1]) 
 onetwothree = onetwothree[0] 
 for j in range(3): 

 t = 0 
 for w in range(3): 

 for a in range(3): 
 tn1 = 0 
 tn2 = 0 
 for node in list(k): 

 tn1 += eval('dfdxi%d_%d' % (node, normal[k][0])). \ 
 subs({eval('xi%d' % onetwothree): \ 

 normal[k][2]})* \ 
   eval('x%d_%d' % (node, w+1)) 

 tn2 += eval('dfdxi%d_%d' % (node, normal[k][1])). \ 
 subs({eval('xi%d' % onetwothree): \ 

   normal[k][2]})* \ 
 eval('x%d_%d' % (node, a+1)) 

 t += tn1*tn2*eps(w,a,j) 

 n[j,0] = t 

 normal_dict[k] = n 

 # Generate product between normals and weighting functions 
 nc1 = [-1/3**0.5, -1/3**0.5] 
 nc2 = [-1/3**0.5, 1/3**0.5] 
 nc3 = [1/3**0.5, -1/3**0.5] 
 nc4 = [1/3**0.5, 1/3**0.5] 
 standard_stress = symengine.sympify(standard_stress.tomatrix()) 

 integrals = {} 
 for k in normal: 

 onetwothree = [1,2,3] 
 onetwothree.remove(normal[k][0]) 
 onetwothree.remove(normal[k][1]) 
 onetwothree = onetwothree[0] 
 for node in list(k): 

 nphi = normal_dict[k]*eval('f%d' % node) 

 integral = \ 

 (standard_stress*symengine.sympify(nphi.tomatrix())). \ 
 subs({eval('xi%d' % onetwothree): normal[k][2]}) 

 integral = integral.subs({eval('xi%d' % normal[k][0]): \ 
 nc1[0], \ 

 eval('xi%d' % normal[k][1]): \ 
   nc1[1]}) + \ 

 integral.subs({eval('xi%d' % normal[k][0]): \ 
 nc2[0], \ 

 eval('xi%d' % normal[k][1]): \ 
   nc2[1]}) + \ 

 integral.subs({eval('xi%d' % normal[k][0]): \ 
 nc3[0], \ 

 eval('xi%d' % normal[k][1]): \ 
   nc3[1]}) + \ 

 integral.subs({eval('xi%d' % normal[k][0]): \ 
   nc4[0], \ 

 eval('xi%d' % normal[k][1]): \ 
 nc4[1]}) 

 integrals[k, node] = integral 

 # Formulate integrals directly as list of lambda functions 
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 surface_to_integrals_dict = {} 
 surface_to_f_symbols_dict = {} 
 for I_key, I in integrals.iteritems(): 

 free_symbols = list(I.free_symbols) 
 f_symbols = [repr(s) for s in free_symbols] 
 fexpr = symengine.lambdify(symengine.sympify(f_symbols), I) 
 surface_to_integrals_dict[(nodeSet_to_surface_dict[I_key[0]], \ 

   I_key[-1])] = fexpr 
 surface_to_f_symbols_dict[(nodeSet_to_surface_dict[I_key[0]], \ 

 I_key[-1])] = f_symbols 

 return surface_to_integrals_dict, surface_to_f_symbols_dict 

def remodel_iter(inp_path, odb_path, pik_path, i, params=None): 
 """ 
 Remodelling iteration algorithm 
 ------------------------------- 

 Inputs: 
 inp_path  - Path to the inp model without iteration number 

  and file extension 
 odb_path  - Path to the output database 
 pik_path  - Path to the parameters file without iteration 

  number and file extension 
 i  - Iteration number 
 params  - None or tuple of parameters. If None, loads in 

 parameters from pickle file. Otherwise, feed in 
 parameters from previous iteration. 

 Output: 
 params  - Remodelling parameters for next iteration 

 """ 

 #=================================== 
 # Open previous step simulation data 
 #=================================== 

 odb_i = openOdb(odb_path + '_%d.odb' % i) 
 odb_frame = odb_i.steps.values()[-1].frames[-1] 

 # Get stresses 
 S = odb_frame.fieldOutputs['S'].bulkDataBlocks 
 eLS = [] 
 stresses = [] 
 j = 0 
 while True: 

 try: 
 eLS += list(bulkDataBlocks.getData(S[j], \ 

 'elementLabels')) 
 stresses += list(bulkDataBlocks.getData(S[j], 'data')) 

   j += 1 
 except: 

 break 

 eL2S_dict = dict(zip(eLS, stresses)) 

 # Get strains 
 E = odb_frame.fieldOutputs['E'].bulkDataBlocks 
 eLE = [] 
 strains = [] 
 j = 0 
 while True: 

 try: 
 eLE += list(bulkDataBlocks.getData(E[j], \ 

 'elementLabels')) 
 strains += list(bulkDataBlocks.getData(E[j], 'data')) 

   j += 1 
 except: 
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 break 

 eL2E_dict = dict(zip(eLE, strains)) 

 C = odb_frame.fieldOutputs['COORD'].bulkDataBlocks 
 nLC = [] 
 cs = [] 
 j = 0 
 while True: 

 try: 
 nLC += list(bulkDataBlocks.getData(C[j], 'nodeLabels')) 
 cs += list(bulkDataBlocks.getData(C[j], 'data')) 
 j += 1 

 except: 
 break 

 nL2C_dict = dict(zip(nLC, cs)) 

 U = odb_frame.fieldOutputs['U'].bulkDataBlocks 
 nLU = [] 
 us = [] 
 j = 0 
 while True: 

 try: 
 nLU += list(bulkDataBlocks.getData(U[j], 'nodeLabels')) 
 us += list(bulkDataBlocks.getData(U[j], 'data')) 
 j += 1 

 except: 
 break 

 odb_i.close() 
 nL2U_dict = dict(zip(nLU, us)) 

 #================ 
 # First iteration 
 #================ 

 if i == 1: 

 _, _, es_arr, eL_arr, connectivity = \ 
   _elem_arr_from_inp(inp_path + '_1.inp') 

 nes_arr = ~es_arr 

 # Don't update this when element state array changes 
 nes_inds = np.transpose(np.nonzero(nes_arr))  

 arr_shape = np.shape(es_arr) 
 arr_size = np.size(es_arr) 

 # cm^3 
 arr_vol = 1e-3*np.product([d*elem_res for d in arr_shape]) 
 all_inds = np.mgrid[:arr_shape[0], \ 

 :arr_shape[1], \ 
   :arr_shape[2]] 

 all_inds = all_inds[all_inds >= 0] 
 all_inds = [all_inds[:arr_size], 

 all_inds[arr_size:2*arr_size], 
   all_inds[2*arr_size:3*arr_size]] 

 all_inds = np.transpose(all_inds) 

 surface_bool = (all_inds[:,0] == 0) + \ 
 (all_inds[:,0] == (arr_shape[0]-1)) + \ 
 (all_inds[:,1] == 0) + \ 
 (all_inds[:,1] == (arr_shape[1]-1)) + \ 
 (all_inds[:,2] == 0) + \ 
 (all_inds[:,2] == (arr_shape[2]-1)) 

 inds_to_n_dict = OrderedDict() 
 for j, ind in enumerate(all_inds): 

 inds_to_n_dict[tuple(ind)] = j 

 lab2ind_dict = {eL_arr[tuple(all_inds[j])]: \ 
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 all_inds[j] for j in xrange(arr_size)} 

 eL2E_dict = {k: eL2E_dict[k] for k in lab2ind_dict} 
 eL2S_dict = {k: eL2S_dict[k] for k in lab2ind_dict} 
 mises = ops.m_mises(eL2E_dict.values(), 'strain')[0] 
 vM = np.average(mises) 

 # Generate density arrays 
 p = es_arr.sum()/arr_size 
 rho_arr = np.zeros(arr_shape) 
 init_rho = _rho(p) 
 rho_arr[nes_arr] = _rho(p) 

 # Generate vector arrays for material alignment 
 fibre_x = dir0[0]*np.ones(arr_shape) 
 fibre_y = dir0[1]*np.ones(arr_shape) 
 fibre_z = dir0[2]*np.ones(arr_shape) 

 #========================== 
 # Get rough estimate of age 
 #========================== 

 # Other parameters 
 stress_dirs, cortical_stresses = _stress_dir(eL_arr, \ 

 nes_inds, \ 
 eL2S_dict) 

 _, _, _, skele_hv_arr = \ 
 _get_canal_stats(None, nes_inds, es_arr, \ 

 cortical_stresses) 

 # Canal skeleton is 1 
 skele_hv_arr = image_ops._label.label(skele_hv_arr) 

 dist_from_hv = _edt(es_arr) # Canal is 1 
 age2hv_dict = {} 
 for j in range(1, np.max(skele_hv_arr) + 1): 

 inds = np.transpose(np.where(skele_hv_arr == j)) 
 age = np.average([dist_from_hv[tuple(c)] for c in inds]) 
 age2hv_dict[age] = j 

 # Sort canals by age, from youngest to oldest 
 age_ordered_canal = [age2hv_dict.values()[j] for j in \ 

   np.argsort(age2hv_dict.keys())][::-1] 
 canal_age = [(j+1)*(t_fill - t_osteoclast) + \ 

 t_osteoclast for j in \ 
 range(len(age_ordered_canal))][::-1] 

 # Generate age array (days). For each canal, radiate an age 
 #     from its skeleton based on canal_age - t_fill. 
 age_arr = -np.ones(arr_shape) 

 for j, k in enumerate(age_ordered_canal[::-1]): 

 # Consider each canal skeleton and grab euclidean 
 #     transform 
 dist_k = _edt(~(skele_hv_arr == k)) 
 mask = dist_k <= rmax # Boundary 
 mask[skele_hv_arr == k] = True 
 mask2 = dist_k < rmax 
 mask2[skele_hv_arr == k] = True 
 dist_k = _edt(mask) 

 # Scale 
 dist_k[mask] = (dist_k[mask] - np.min(dist_k[mask]))/ \ 

 (np.max(dist_k[mask]) - \ 
 np.min(dist_k[mask])) 

 age_arr[mask2] = dist_k[mask2]* \ 
 (t_fill - t_osteoclast) + \ 
 canal_age[j] + \ 

   2*t_osteoclast 
 age_arr[age_arr == -1] = np.min(age_arr[age_arr > -1]) 
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 # Phase arrays 
 phase1_arr = -np.ones(arr_shape) 
 phase2_arr = -np.ones(arr_shape) 
 phase3_arr = -np.ones(arr_shape) 

 # Everything apart from this array will eventually fill in 
 new_canal = np.zeros(arr_shape, dtype=bool) 
 new_volkmann = np.zeros(arr_shape, dtype=bool) 

 # Mechanostat 
 with open(pik_path + '_1.pik', 'rb') as f: 
   mech = pickle.load(f) 

 vM_history = [vM]*memory_window 
 vM_stim = vM 
 prev_stim = vM 
 delta_stim = 0 

 # Mineralising array 
 mineral_arr = -(primary_min_time + 1)*np.ones(arr_shape) 

 # Restrict number of remodelling events 
 active_arr = np.zeros(arr_shape) 
 active_events = 0 
 available_events = events - active_events 

 ra_inds = None 
 dist_tunneled_1 = 0 
 dist_tunneled_2 = 0 

 else: 

 # Load parameters if no parameters 
 if params is None: 

 with open(pik_path + '_%d.pik' % i, 'rb') as f: 
 es_arr, eL_arr, arr_shape, arr_size, \ 
 arr_vol, all_inds, lab2ind_dict, rho_arr, fibre_x, \ 
 fibre_y, fibre_z, age_arr, phase1_arr, phase2_arr, \ 
 phase3_arr, new_canal, active_arr, \ 
 available_events, vM_history, prev_stim, \ 
 mineral_arr, prev_cutting_head_1, \ 
 prev_cutting_head_2, next_cutting_head_1, \ 
 next_cutting_head_2, next_next_cutting_head_1, \ 
 next_next_cutting_head_2, mech, init_rho, ra_inds, \ 
 dist_tunneled_1, dist_tunneled_2, connectivity, \ 
 inds_to_n_dict, surface_bool, new_volkmann = \ 

 pickle.load(f) 
 else: 

 es_arr, eL_arr, arr_shape, arr_size, \ 
 arr_vol, all_inds, lab2ind_dict, rho_arr, fibre_x, \ 
 fibre_y, fibre_z, age_arr, phase1_arr, phase2_arr, \ 
 phase3_arr, new_canal, active_arr, available_events, \ 
 vM_history, prev_stim, mineral_arr, \ 
 prev_cutting_head_1, prev_cutting_head_2, \ 
 next_cutting_head_1, next_cutting_head_2, \ 
 next_next_cutting_head_1, next_next_cutting_head_2, \ 
 mech, init_rho, ra_inds, dist_tunneled_1, \ 
 dist_tunneled_2, connectivity, inds_to_n_dict, \ 
 surface_bool, new_volkmann = params 

 nes_arr = ~es_arr 

 eL2E_dict = {k: eL2E_dict[k] for k in lab2ind_dict} 
 eL2S_dict = {k: eL2S_dict[k] for k in lab2ind_dict} 
 mises = ops.m_mises(eL2E_dict.values(), 'strain')[0] 
 vM = np.average(mises) 

 nes_inds = np.transpose(np.nonzero(nes_arr)) 
 stress_dirs, cortical_stresses = \ 
   _stress_dir(eL_arr, nes_inds, eL2S_dict) 

 age_arr += time_step 
 phase1_arr -= time_step 
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 phase2_arr -= time_step 
 phase3_arr -= time_step 
 mineral_arr -= time_step 

 # Mechanostat 
 vM_history = vM_history[1:] + [vM] 
 vM_stim = np.sum(vM_weights*np.array(vM_history)) 
 delta_stim = vM_stim - prev_stim 
 prev_stim = vM_stim 

 changed_elem_arr = np.zeros(arr_shape, dtype=bool) 

 # Calculate volume weights for stresses and weigh stresses 
 # eL_arr[nes_inds] 
 w = [connectivity[eL_arr[tuple(ind)]] for ind in nes_inds] 
 w = [hexa_volume(*[np.array(nL2C_dict[k]) + \ 

 np.array(nL2U_dict[k]) \ 
   for k in wj]) for wj in w] 

 w = np.array(w)/max(w) 
 cortical_stresses = cortical_stresses*w[:, None, None] 

 #================== 
 # Remodelling setup 
 #================== 

 if available_events > 0: 

 """ 
 Find oldest bone 
 """ 

 # Convolve age, ignoring canal elements 
 regional_age = convolve(age_arr, sphere_convolution, \ 

 mode='wrap', \ 
 origin=0)*nes_arr 

 # Choose location near old bone to seed breakout zone 
 remodel_site = np.unravel_index(regional_age.argmax(), \ 

 regional_age.shape) 

 prev_cutting_head_1 = np.copy(remodel_site) 
 prev_cutting_head_2 = np.copy(remodel_site) 
 next_cutting_head_1 = None 
 next_cutting_head_2 = None 
 next_next_cutting_head_1 = True 
 next_next_cutting_head_2 = True 

 """ 
 Find closest canal and leak osteoclasts 
 """ 

 seg_A, seg2type_dict, \ 
 seg_dir_dict, \ 
 hv_skele_arr = _get_canal_stats(None, \ 

 nes_inds, \ 
 es_arr, \ 
 cortical_stresses) 

 inds = np.transpose(np.where(hv_skele_arr)) 
 j = np.argmin(np.sum((inds - remodel_site)**2, axis=1)) 
 volk_origin = inds[j] 

 # Find surface positions of canal array elements 
 dist = _edt(es_arr) 
 inds = np.transpose(np.where((dist >= 1)* \ 

   (dist < max_diag_dist2))) 
 dist = m_pt2seg(inds, volk_origin, remodel_site) 
 breakout_site = inds[np.argmin(dist)] 

 #=========================================================== 
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 # Over a course of t_osteoclast days, form Volkmann canal to 
 # breakout zone of a radius equal to rmax. These aren't very 
 # big, so don't perform a fill in - just form the canal. 
 #=========================================================== 

 """ 
 Phases of remodelling 
 1 - Volkmann canal 
 2 - Cutting cone formation 
 3 - Tunneling (in both directions) 
 """ 

 # Mark Volkmann resorption path 
 dist = m_pt2seg(all_inds, breakout_site, remodel_site) 
 inds = all_inds[dist < volk_radius] 

 # Intersect these with current canal, then remove the 
 #     intersection 
 test_arr = np.zeros(arr_shape, dtype=bool) 

 # Sets volkmann to True 
 test_arr[tuple(np.transpose(inds))] = True 

 # Mask with current element state 
 test_arr_2 = test_arr*es_arr 

 # Remove true volkmann with above mask 
 test_arr = test_arr*~test_arr_2 

 test_arr[tuple(breakout_site)] = True 
 test_arr = image_ops._label.label(test_arr) 
 j = test_arr[tuple(breakout_site)] 
 test_arr[test_arr != j] = 0 

 # Add the canal bit containing the breakout site back 
 test_arr_2 = image_ops._label.label(test_arr_2) 
 test_arr[test_arr_2 == test_arr_2[tuple(breakout_site)]] = 1 
 test_arr = image_ops._label.label(test_arr != 0) 
 j = test_arr[tuple(breakout_site)] 

 # Time mark this array based on distance from breakout 
 inds = np.transpose(np.where(test_arr == j)) 
 dist = np.sum((inds - breakout_site)**2, axis=1)**0.5 
 times = dist/tunnel_rate + time_step 

 # Calculate remaining time to contribute to formation of  
 #     cutting cone 
 t_r = np.max(dist) % (tunnel_rate) 
 phase1_arr[tuple(np.transpose(inds))] = times 
 inds = inds[np.sum((inds - breakout_site)**2, axis=1) > \ 

   rmax2] 
 new_volkmann[tuple(np.transpose(inds))] = True 

 # Expansion of cutting cone. Expands after phase1 is 
 #     completed. 
 inds = np.copy(bool_sphere_inds) - \ 

 np.array([rmax, rmax, rmax]) + \ 
 remodel_site 

 inds_filter = (inds[:,0] >= 0)*(inds[:,0] < arr_shape[0])* \ 
 (inds[:,1] >= 0)*(inds[:,1] < arr_shape[1])* \ 

   (inds[:,2] >= 0)*(inds[:,2] < arr_shape[2]) 
 inds = inds[inds_filter] 

 max_phase1 = np.max(phase1_arr) 
 for j, coord in enumerate(bool_sphere_inds[inds_filter]): 

 phase2_arr[tuple(inds[j])] = \ 
 sphere_euclid[tuple(coord)]* \ 
   t_osteoclast + \ 

 max_phase1 

 #========================= 
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 # First Phase 3 tunnelling 
 #========================= 

 if (np.max(np.ceil(phase2_arr))) == 0: 

 """ 
 Note, both prev_cutting_heads in first Phase3 are the same 
 """ 

 # Find potential tunnelling direction in this area 
 tunnel_dir = _regional_stress_dir(cortical_stresses, \ 

 nes_inds, \ 
   prev_cutting_head_1) 

 tunnel_dir = tunnel_dir/np.linalg.norm(tunnel_dir) 
 tunnel_dir_1 = -tunnel_dir 
 tunnel_dir_2 = tunnel_dir 

 #============================================ 
 # Shift tunneling dir towards broken elements 
 #============================================ 

 # See if any damage sites pull tunnel_dir in that direction 
 active_arr = _find_failed_elems(active_arr, nes_arr, \ 

 eL_arr, lab2ind_dict, \ 
 eL2E_dict, fibre_x, \  
 fibre_y, fibre_z) 

 if np.any(active_arr == 1): 
 ra_inds = np.transpose(np.where(active_arr == 1)) 
 tunnel_dir_1 = _shift_tunnel_dir(ra_inds, \ 

 prev_cutting_head_1, \ 
   tunnel_dir_1) 

 tunnel_dir_2 = _shift_tunnel_dir(ra_inds, \ 
 prev_cutting_head_2, \ 
 tunnel_dir_2) 

 else: 
 ra_inds = None 

 # Calculate first iteration of tunnelling 
 next_cutting_head_1 = prev_cutting_head_1 + \ 

   tunnel_rate*tunnel_dir_1 
 next_cutting_head_2 = prev_cutting_head_2 + \ 

 tunnel_rate*tunnel_dir_2 

 phase31_arr = np.copy(phase3_arr) 
 dist = m_pt2seg(all_inds, prev_cutting_head_1, \ 

   next_cutting_head_1) 
 inds = all_inds[dist <= rmax] 
 dist2 = dist[dist <= rmax] 
 phase31_arr[tuple(np.transpose(inds))] = dist2/tunnel_rate 

 new_canal[tuple(np.transpose(all_inds[dist < rmin]))] = True 

 phase32_arr = np.copy(phase3_arr) 
 dist = m_pt2seg(all_inds, prev_cutting_head_2, \ 

   next_cutting_head_2) 
 inds = all_inds[dist <= rmax] 
 dist2 = dist[dist <= rmax] 
 phase32_arr[tuple(np.transpose(inds))] = dist2/tunnel_rate 

 phase3_bool = (phase31_arr > np.min(phase31_arr))* \ 
 (phase32_arr > np.min(phase32_arr)) 

 phase3_arr[phase3_bool] = np.min([phase3_arr[phase3_bool], \ 
 phase31_arr[phase3_bool], \ 
  phase32_arr[phase3_bool]], 
 axis=0) 

 phase3_arr[~phase3_bool] = \ 
 np.max([phase31_arr[~phase3_bool], \ 
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 phase32_arr[~phase3_bool]], axis=0) 

 new_canal[tuple(np.transpose(all_inds[dist < rmin]))] = True 

 dist_tunneled_1 = 0.5*volk_formation_len + \ 
   np.linalg.norm(tunnel_dir_1)*tunnel_rate 

 dist_tunneled_2 = 0.5*volk_formation_len + \ 
 np.linalg.norm(tunnel_dir_2)*tunnel_rate 

 #========================= 
 # Other Phase 3 tunnelling 
 #========================= 

 # Active mineralisation 
 active_bool = (age_arr <= (t_fill - t_osteoclast)) + \ 

 (mineral_arr >= -primary_min_time) 

 if (np.max(np.ceil(phase2_arr))) <= 0: 

 prev_phase3_arr = np.copy(phase3_arr) 
 phase1_age = -np.ceil( 

 np.min( 
   phase1_arr[phase1_arr > np.min(phase1_arr)])) 

 phase31_arr = np.copy(phase3_arr) 
 phase32_arr = np.copy(phase3_arr) 

 if next_cutting_head_1 is not None: 

 # Run if cutting head is resorbed 
 try: 

 b1 = (np.ceil( 
 phase3_arr[ 
 tuple( 
 np.round( 
 next_cutting_head_1))]) <= 0) and \ 

 (age_arr[ 
 tuple( 
 np.round( 

   next_cutting_head_1))] <= phase1_age) 
 except IndexError: 

 # Construct imaginary cylinder with ends at next and 
 # prev cutting heads. Check if any inds are within  
 # rmax and the distance is perpendicular to cylinder 
 # axis. If yes, the cutting head still exists; 

 # otherwise no. 
 _, ninf_inds = pts_on_lines(all_inds, \ 

 [prev_cutting_head_1], \ 
 [next_cutting_head_1], \ 
 line_type='seg', \ 
 perp=True) 

 if np.any(ninf_inds): 
 all_test_inds = all_inds[ninf_inds] 
 dist = m_pt2seg(all_test_inds, \ 

 prev_cutting_head_1, \ 
 next_cutting_head_1) 

 if not np.any(all_test_inds[dist <= rmax]): 
 b1 = False 
 next_cutting_head_1 = None 
 next_next_cutting_head_1 = False 

 else: 
 b1 = True 

 else: 
 b1 = False 
 next_cutting_head_1 = None 
 next_next_cutting_head_1 = False 

 if b1: 
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 tunnel_dir_1 = \ 
 _regional_stress_dir(cortical_stresses, \ 

 nes_inds, \   
 next_cutting_head_1) 

 # Head towards damaged elements if any 
 if (ra_inds is not None) and \ 

 (tunnel_dir_1 is not None): 
 tunnel_dir_1 = \ 

 _shift_tunnel_dir(ra_inds, \ 
 prev_cutting_head_1, \ 
 tunnel_dir_1) 

 if tunnel_dir_1 is None: 
 tunnel_dir_1 = next_cutting_head_1 - \ 

  prev_cutting_head_1 
 tunnel_dir_1 = tunnel_dir_1/ \ 

 np.linalg.norm(tunnel_dir_1) 

 elif np.dot(next_cutting_head_1 - \ 
   prev_cutting_head_1, \ 

 tunnel_dir_1) < 0: 

 # Turn calculated tunneling direction in the 
 #  opposite direction if stimulus is more than 
 #  0.5pi than current direction 
 tunnel_dir_1 = -tunnel_dir_1 

 prev_cutting_head_1 = next_cutting_head_1 
 next_cutting_head_1 = next_cutting_head_1 + \ 

 tunnel_rate*tunnel_dir_1 

 dist = m_pt2seg(nes_inds, prev_cutting_head_1, \ 
   next_cutting_head_1) 

 within_shape_1 = np.any(dist <= rmax) 

 if not within_shape_1: 
   next_next_cutting_head_1 = False 

 else: 

 dist_tunneled_1 = dist_tunneled_1 + \ 
 np.linalg \ 
 .norm(next_cutting_head_1 - \ 

 prev_cutting_head_1) 

 #=============== 
 # Volkmann paths 
 #=============== 

 if dist_tunneled_1 >= volk_formation_len: 

 dist_tunneled_1 = dist_tunneled_1 - \ 
 volk_formation_len 

 # Mark location on activity array 
 v_coord = (prev_cutting_head_1 - \ 

  next_cutting_head_1)* \ 
 np.float(dist_tunneled_1)/ \ 
 (volk_formation_len + \ 
  dist_tunneled_1) + \ 
 next_cutting_head_1 

 try: 
   active_arr[tuple(np.round(v_coord))] = 3 

 except IndexError: 

 # Construct imaginary cylinder with ends at 
 #  prev cutting head and v_coord. Grab the 
 #  closest index to v_coord that's on the 
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 #     array. 
 _, ninf_inds = \ 

 pts_on_lines(all_inds, \ 
 [prev_cutting_head_1], \ 
 [v_coord], \ 
 line_type='seg', \ 
 perp=True) 

 if np.any(ninf_inds): 
 all_test_inds = all_inds[ninf_inds] 
 dist = m_pt2seg(all_test_inds, \ 

 prev_cutting_head_1, \ 
   v_coord) 

 perp_points = all_test_inds[dist <= rmax] 

 # Grab closest array points among 
 #     perp_points to v_coord 
 if np.any(perp_points): 

 v_coord = \ 
 perp_points[ 
 np.argmin( 
 np.sum( 
 (perp_points - v_coord)**2, \ 

   axis=1))] 
 active_arr[tuple(v_coord)] = 3 

 #========================== 
 # Calculate resorb elements 
 #========================== 

 if next_next_cutting_head_1 == False: 
   next_cutting_head_1 = None 

 else: 
 dist = m_pt2seg(all_inds, prev_cutting_head_1, \ 

   next_cutting_head_1) 
 inds = all_inds[dist <= rmax] 
 dist2 = dist[dist <= rmax] 

 phase31_arr[tuple(np.transpose(inds))] = \ 
 dist2/tunnel_rate 

 new_canal[ 
 tuple( 
 np.transpose( 
 all_inds[(dist < rmin)]))] = True 

 if next_cutting_head_2 is not None: 

 # Run if cutting head is resorbed 
 try: 

 b2 = \ 
 (np.ceil( 
 phase3_arr[ 
 tuple( 
 np.round(next_cutting_head_2))]) <= 0) and \ 

 (age_arr[ 
 tuple( 
   np.round(next_cutting_head_2))] <= phase1_age) 

 except IndexError: 

 _, ninf_inds = pts_on_lines(all_inds, \ 
 [prev_cutting_head_2], \ 
 [next_cutting_head_2], \ 
 line_type='seg', \ 
 perp=True) 

 if np.any(ninf_inds): 
 all_test_inds = all_inds[ninf_inds] 
 dist = m_pt2seg(all_test_inds, \ 

 prev_cutting_head_2, \ 
 next_cutting_head_2) 

 if not np.any(all_test_inds[dist <= rmax]): 
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 b2 = False 
 next_cutting_head_2 = None 
 next_next_cutting_head_2 = False 

 else: 
 b2 = True 

 else: 
 b2 = False 
 next_cutting_head_2 = None 
 next_next_cutting_head_2 = False 

 if b2: 

 tunnel_dir_2 = \ 
 _regional_stress_dir(cortical_stresses, \ 

 nes_inds, \ 
 next_cutting_head_2) 

 # Head towards damaged elements if any 
 if (ra_inds is not None) and \ 

 (tunnel_dir_2 is not None): 

 tunnel_dir_2 = \ 
 _shift_tunnel_dir(ra_inds, \ 

 prev_cutting_head_2, \ 
 tunnel_dir_2) 

 if tunnel_dir_2 is None: 
 tunnel_dir_2 = next_cutting_head_2 - \ 

  prev_cutting_head_2 
 tunnel_dir_2 = tunnel_dir_2/ \ 

 np.linalg.norm(tunnel_dir_2) 

 elif np.dot(next_cutting_head_2 - \ 
 prev_cutting_head_2, \ 
 tunnel_dir_2) < 0: 

 # Turn calculated tunnelling direction in the 
 #  opposite direction if stimulus is more than 
 #  0.5pi than current direction 
 tunnel_dir_2 = -tunnel_dir_2 

 prev_cutting_head_2 = next_cutting_head_2 
 next_cutting_head_2 = next_cutting_head_2 + \ 

 tunnel_rate*tunnel_dir_2 

 dist = m_pt2seg(nes_inds, prev_cutting_head_2, \ 
   next_cutting_head_2) 

 # within_shape_2 = dist[dist <= rmax].sum() 
 within_shape_2 = np.any(dist <= rmax) 

 if not within_shape_2: 
   next_next_cutting_head_2 = False 

 else: 
 dist_tunneled_2 = \ 

 dist_tunneled_2 + \ 
 np.linalg.norm(next_cutting_head_2 - \ 

 prev_cutting_head_2) 

 #=============== 
 # Volkmann paths 
 #=============== 

 if dist_tunneled_2 >= volk_formation_len: 

 dist_tunneled_2 = \ 
 dist_tunneled_2 - volk_formation_len 

 # Mark location on activity array 
 v_coord = (prev_cutting_head_2 - \ 

  next_cutting_head_2)* \ 
 np.float(dist_tunneled_2)/ \ 

 (volk_formation_len + \ 
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   dist_tunneled_2) + \ 
 next_cutting_head_2 

 try: 
   active_arr[tuple(np.round(v_coord))] = 3 

 except IndexError: 

 # Construct imaginary cylinder with ends at  
 #     prev cutting head and v_coord. Grab the 
 #     closest 
 # index to v_coord that's on the array. 
 _, ninf_inds = \ 

 pts_on_lines(all_inds, \ 
 [prev_cutting_head_2], \ 
 [v_coord], \ 
 line_type='seg', \ 
 perp=True) 

 if np.any(ninf_inds): 
 all_test_inds = all_inds[ninf_inds] 
 dist = m_pt2seg(all_test_inds, \ 

 prev_cutting_head_2, \ 
   v_coord) 

 perp_points = all_test_inds[dist <= rmax] 

 # Grab closest array points among 
 #     perp_points to v_coord 
 if np.any(perp_points): 

 v_coord = perp_points[ 
 np.argmin( 
 np.sum( 
 (perp_points - \ 
 v_coord)**2, 

   axis=1))] 
 active_arr[tuple(v_coord)] = 3 

 #========================== 
 # Calculate resorb elements 
 #========================== 

 if next_next_cutting_head_2 == False: 
   next_cutting_head_2 = None 

 else: 
 dist = m_pt2seg(all_inds, prev_cutting_head_2, \ 

   next_cutting_head_2) 
 inds = all_inds[dist <= rmax] 
 dist2 = dist[dist <= rmax] 

 phase32_arr[tuple(np.transpose(inds))] = \ 
 dist2/tunnel_rate 

 new_canal[ 
 tuple( 
 np.transpose( 
 all_inds[(dist < rmin)]))] = True 

 if next_next_cutting_head_1 or next_next_cutting_head_2: 
 phase3_arr[~active_bool] = phase31_arr[~active_bool] 
 phase3_arr[(np.ceil(phase32_arr) >= 0)* \ 

 (phase32_arr < phase31_arr)* \ 
 ~active_bool] = \ 

 phase32_arr[(np.ceil(phase32_arr) >= 0)* \ 
 (phase32_arr < phase31_arr)* \ 

   ~active_bool] 
 phase3_arr[(np.ceil(phase32_arr) >= 0)* \ 

 (np.ceil(phase31_arr) < 0)* 
   ~active_bool] = \ 

 phase32_arr[(np.ceil(phase32_arr) >= 0)* \ 
 (np.ceil(phase31_arr) < 0)* \ 
 ~active_bool] 

 phase3_arr[prev_phase3_arr > np.min(prev_phase3_arr)] = \ 
 prev_phase3_arr[ 
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   prev_phase3_arr > np.min(prev_phase3_arr)] 
 phase3_arr[(phase2_arr > \ 

 np.min(phase2_arr))* \ 
   (phase3_arr > np.min(phase3_arr))] = \ 

 phase2_arr[(phase2_arr > np.min(phase2_arr))* \ 
 (phase3_arr > np.min(phase3_arr))] 

 resorb_bool = (np.ceil(phase1_arr) == 0) + \ 
 (np.ceil(phase2_arr) == 0) + \ 
 (np.ceil(phase3_arr) == 0) 

 active_events = np.max(image_ops. \ 
 _label. \ 
 label(active_bool + \ 

 (np.ceil(phase1_arr) >= 0) + \ 
 (np.ceil(phase2_arr) >= 0) + \ 
 (np.ceil(phase3_arr) >= 0))) 

 available_events = events - active_events 

 if np.any(resorb_bool): 

 """ 
 Volkmann canals aren't modelled with bone deposition, as the 
 cutting zone is too small 
 """ 

 # Don't remodel anything that is mineralising 
 resorb_bool[active_bool] = False 
 prev_es_arr = np.copy(es_arr) 
 es_arr[resorb_bool] = True 
 changed_elem_arr = changed_elem_arr + (es_arr != prev_es_arr) 

 # Explanation for the conditions below to reset age_arr 
 # 1. Phase1 resorption overlapping with phase2 
 # 2. age_arr hitting one iteration of time step overlapping 
 #    with phase2_arr not resorbed yet 
 # 3. Phase2 resorbed 
 # 4. Phase3 resorbed 
 age_arr[((np.ceil(phase1_arr) == 0)* \ 

 (np.ceil(phase2_arr) >= 0) + \ 
 (age_arr == time_step)*(np.ceil(phase2_arr) > 0) + \ 
 (np.ceil(phase2_arr) == 0) + \ 
 (np.ceil(phase3_arr) == 0))*es_arr] = 0 

 phase2_bool = (phase2_arr > np.min(phase2_arr))* \ 
 (phase2_arr <= 0)* \ 
 active_bool 

 if np.any(phase2_bool*np.any(phase2_arr > -1)): 

 # For phase2, don't age until phase2 is completely over. 
 age_arr[phase2_bool] = np.min(age_arr[phase2_bool]) 

 # For overlap between phase2 and 3, detect overlap between 
 #  phase2 and 3 that in phase3 is resorbing or going to be 
 #  resorbed. 
 phase23_bool = phase2_bool*(phase3_arr > -1) 
 if np.any(phase23_bool): 

 age_arr[phase23_bool] = np.min(age_arr[phase23_bool]) 

 inds = np.transpose(np.where(active_arr == 3)) 
 active_arr[resorb_bool] = 2 # Leaves broken elements alone 

 #========= 
 # Volkmann 
 #========= 

 """ 
 Find nearest Haversian tunnels outside actively remodelling 

 zone and mark for tunnelling on phase1_arr 
 """ 
 skele_hv_arr = None 
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 volk_destinations = [] 
 volk_origins = [] 

 # Find resorption of marked point on activity array 
 for ind in inds: 

 if active_arr[tuple(ind)] == 2: 
 if skele_hv_arr is None: 

 dist_prev_es_arr = _edt(prev_es_arr) 
 label_prev_es_arr = \ 
   image_ops._label.label(prev_es_arr) 

 if np.max(label_prev_es_arr): 
 for j in range(1, \ 

   np.max(label_prev_es_arr)+1): 
 label_j = label_prev_es_arr == j 
 if np.max(dist_prev_es_arr[label_j]) < 2: 

 label_prev_es_arr = \ 
 label_prev_es_arr*~label_j 

 _, _, _, skele_hv_arr = \ 
 _get_canal_stats(None, nes_inds, \ 

 label_prev_es_arr != 0, \ 
   cortical_stresses) 

 skele_hv_arr = skele_hv_arr* \ 
 (age_arr > (t_fill - \ 

   t_osteoclast))* \ 
 (mineral_arr < - \ 
  primary_min_time)* \ 
 ~resorb_bool 

 dist = _edt(es_arr) 

 # Outer layer of es_arr 
 inds_j = np.transpose( 

 np.where( 
 (dist >= 1)* \ 
 (dist < max_diag_dist2))) 

 if np.any(skele_hv_arr): 

 # Get conic shape from ind to stress dirs. 
 #  Anything not within conic shape can be up 
 #  for Volkmann tunnelling. 

 ind_dir = _regional_stress_dir(cortical_stresses, \ 
 nes_inds, ind) 

 if ind_dir is None: 
 ind_dir = _regional_stress_dir(cortical_stresses, \ 

 all_inds, ind) 

 ind_dir = ind_dir/np.linalg.norm(ind_dir) 
 all_dirs = all_inds - ind 

 # The below two lines removes self point ind from 
 # consideration 
 all_dirs_test = np.sum(all_dirs != 0, axis=1) 
 all_dirs = all_dirs[all_dirs_test != 0] 
 all_test_inds = all_inds[all_dirs_test != 0] 

 # Get check region by finding all directions from ind 
 #  to all elements. If the dot product between the 
 #  directions and regional stress direction is less 
 #  than the maximum allowed divergence, don't check 
 #  these directions. 

 all_dirs_mag = (np.sum(all_dirs**2, axis=1)**0.5) 
 all_dirs = all_dirs/all_dirs_mag[:, None] 
 _, ind_dir_eq = _equalise_arr_dims(all_dirs, ind_dir) 
 angles = np.arccos(m_dot(all_dirs, ind_dir_eq)) 
 angle_bool = (angles <= max_channel_div) + \ 

   ((np.pi - angles) <= max_channel_div) 
 search_bool = np.array(np.ones(arr_shape), dtype=bool) 
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 search_bool[ 
 tuple( 
 np.transpose( 
 all_test_inds[angle_bool]))] = False 

 # Don't search anything above 2*osteon_radius 
 search_bool[ 
 tuple( 
 np.transpose( 
 all_test_inds[all_dirs_mag > 2*rmax]))] = False 

 skele_hv_arr = skele_hv_arr*search_bool 
 if np.any(skele_hv_arr): 

 skele_hv_arr = image_ops._label.label(skele_hv_arr) 
 for j in range(1, np.max(skele_hv_arr) + 1): 

 coords_j = np.transpose( 
   np.where(skele_hv_arr == j)) 

 dists_j = np.sum((coords_j - ind)**2, axis=1) 
 inds_dists = dists_j == np.min(dists_j) 

 if inds_dists.sum() > 1: 

 coords_j = coords_j[inds_dists] 
 dirs_j = coords_j - ind 
 dirs_j = coords_j/((np.sum(coords_j**2, \ 

   axis=1)**0.5)[:, None]) 
 _, ind_dir_eq = _equalise_arr_dims(dirs_j, 

   ind_dir) 
 angles_j = np.arccos(m_dot(dirs_j, \ 

 ind_dir_eq)) 

 volk_destinations.append( 
 coords_j[ 
 np.argmin(np.abs(np.pi/2 - angles_j))]) 

 else: 

   volk_destinations.append(coords_j[0]) 

 volk_origins.append(ind) 

 else: 
 break 

 else: 
 break 

 # Calculate canals to all volk_destinations 
 for j, v in enumerate(volk_destinations): 

 # Mark breakout site 
 # 1. Grab all elements which are on the canal-cortical  
 #    interface 
 # 2. Of these elements, grab all within a distance from the  
 #    line projection from volk_origins[j] to v 
 # 3. Of these elements, find the closest to volk_origins[j]. 

 # Gets copy of canal-cortical interface elements 
 inds_j_copy = np.copy(inds_j) 
 # Finds distance between interface elements, volk_origins, 
 #     volk_destination 
 dist_j = m_pt2seg(inds_j_copy, volk_origins[j], v) 

 # Removes elements which are more than half cube away 
 inds_j_copy = inds_j_copy[dist_j <= max_diag_dist] 

 # Finds distance between remaining elements and volk origin 
 dist_j = np.sum((inds_j_copy - volk_origins[j])**2, axis=1) 

 try: 
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   breakout_site = inds_j_copy[np.argmin(dist_j)] 
 except ValueError: 

 breakout_site = None 

 # Update phase1_arr 

 # Find distance between all indices to volk_origins -> volk 
 #     destination 
 dist_j = m_pt2seg(all_inds, volk_origins[j], v) 

 # Find all distances less than volkmann radius 
 inds = dist_j < volk_radius 

 test_arr = np.array(np.zeros(arr_shape), dtype=bool) 

 # Mark volk canals from origin to destination 
 test_arr[tuple(np.transpose(all_inds[inds]))] = True 

 if breakout_site is not None: 

 # Make mask by isolating volk segments inside canals 
 test_arr_2 = test_arr*es_arr 

 # Delete these segments to isolate volk canal not inside 
 #     any other canals 
 test_arr = test_arr*~test_arr_2 

 # Mark breakout site as part of segment not inside canal 
 test_arr[tuple(breakout_site)] = True 
 test_arr = image_ops._label.label(test_arr) 
 k = test_arr[tuple(breakout_site)]  

 # Isolate volk canal segments which go through existing hv 
 #     canals but go out on the other end 
 test_arr[test_arr != k] = 0 
 test_arr_2 = image_ops._label.label(test_arr_2) 

 # Add volk segments inside canals back 
 test_arr[test_arr_2 == \ 

   test_arr_2[tuple(breakout_site)]] = 1 
 test_arr = image_ops._label.label(test_arr != 0) 
 k = test_arr[tuple(breakout_site)] 
 inds = np.transpose(np.where(test_arr == k)) 
 dist_j = np.sum((inds - breakout_site)**2, axis=1)**0.5 
 times = dist_j/tunnel_rate 
 phase1_arr[tuple(np.transpose(inds))] = times 
 new_volkmann[tuple(np.transpose(inds))] = True 

 # Remove parts of phase1 which overlap with resorption set 
 #     in phase2 and phase3 
 # Note: phase1_arr is used to estimate age, so only remove 
 #     those which are above 0 
 phase1_arr[((phase2_arr > np.min(phase2_arr)) + \ 

  (phase3_arr > np.min(phase3_arr)))* \ 
 (np.ceil(phase1_arr) >= 0)] = np.min(phase1_arr) 

 else: 

 # Remove new haversian canal elements 
 test_arr = test_arr*~new_canal 
 test_arr_2 = np.array(np.zeros(arr_shape), dtype=bool) 
 volk_inds = np.transpose(np.nonzero(test_arr)) 

 # Remove all elements which are within volk radius of 
 #    endpoints but not in phase arrs 
 for p in [volk_origins[j], v]: 

 dist_j = np.sum((volk_inds - p)**2, axis=1)**0.5 
 test_arr_2[ 
 tuple( 
 np.transpose( 
   volk_inds[dist_j < volk_radius]))] = True 

 # Remove all those which don't overlap with pahse2 or 
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 #    phase3 
 test_arr[test_arr_2] = False 
 test_arr_2 = test_arr_2* \ 

 ((phase2_arr > np.min(phase2_arr)) + \ 
   (phase3_arr > np.min(phase3_arr))) 

 test_arr[test_arr_2] = True 

 new_volkmann[test_arr] = True 

 elif (not np.any(active_bool)) and \ 
 (not np.any(np.ceil(phase3_arr >= 0))) and \ 
 (not np.any(np.ceil(phase2_arr >= 0))) and \ 
 (not np.any(np.ceil(phase1_arr >= 0))): 

 # No tunnelling and mineralising 

 phase1_arr = -np.ones(arr_shape) 
 phase2_arr = -np.ones(arr_shape) 
 phase3_arr = -np.ones(arr_shape) 

 new_canal = np.array(np.zeros(arr_shape), dtype=bool) 
 new_volkmann = np.zeros(arr_shape, dtype=bool) 

 # Reset activity arrays 
 active_arr = active_bool 
 if not np.any(active_arr): 
   active_events = 0 

 available_events = events 
 active_arr = 2*active_arr 

 #================ 
 # Bone deposition 
 #================ 

 """ 
 Data so far: 
 - Element state already resorbed 
 - Age array 
 - New canal (only shows where bone is due to be NOT deposited. This 
 needs to be kept around until all bone that's supposed to be 
 deposited is actually deposited) 

 """ 

 # Allowed mineralisation 
 mask = (np.ceil(age_arr) == np.ceil(mineralise_start))* \ 

 (mineral_arr < -primary_min_time) 

 if np.any(mask): 

 # Base dist on new canal radiating outwards 

 inv_new_canal = ~new_canal 

 # 1. Calculate edt on inv_new_canal 
 # 2. mask2 it 
 # 3. reverse scale the edt 
 # 4. Calculate edt on es_arr 
 # 5. Find minimum between reverse scaled edt on inv_new_canal 
 #    and edt on es_arr 

 mask2 = mask*inv_new_canal*es_arr 
 if np.any(mask2): 

 dist1 = _edt(inv_new_canal)*mask2 
 dist1[dist1 != 0] = -(dist1[dist1 != 0] - \ 

 np.max(dist1[dist1 != 0])) + \ 
   np.min(dist1[dist1 != 0]) 

 dist2 = _edt(es_arr)*mask2 
 dist = (dist1 < dist2)*dist1 + (dist2 <= dist1)*dist2 

 # Get all currently canal elements that are next to cortical 
 # elements. This is the first layer of bone deposition. 
 mask = (dist == 1)*mask*inv_new_canal 
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 mineral_arr[mask] = 0 

 # For the next few layers, calculate based on how far away from 
 # initial layer 
 mask = (dist > 1)*inv_new_canal* \ 

 (age_arr <= (t_fill - t_osteoclast))*\ 
   (mineral_arr < -primary_min_time)*~new_volkmann 

 mineral_arr[mask] = (dist[mask] - 1)*t_deposit 

 # Bone deposition things that are not new canal 
 prev_es_arr = np.copy(es_arr) 

 # Places where directions of mineral_arr == 0 are to be changed 
 dir_change = np.floor(mineral_arr) == 0 
 es_arr[dir_change] = False 

 # Set a value such that in primary_min_time it'll roughly become 66% of 
 #     strength 
 rho0 = _rho((2.0*_EL(_p(init_rho))/3 - 21430)/(-530)) 
 rho_arr[dir_change] = min(rho0, rho0 - vM_stim*primary_min_time) 

 changed_elem_arr = changed_elem_arr + (es_arr != prev_es_arr) 
 nes_arr = ~es_arr 

 # Change angles of all changed elements 
 dir_change_inds = np.transpose(np.where(dir_change)) 
 if np.any(dir_change_inds): 

 s_dirs = [None]*len(dir_change_inds) 
 for j, ind in enumerate(dir_change_inds): 

 s_dirs[j] = _regional_stress_dir(cortical_stresses, \ 
 nes_inds, ind) 

 if s_dirs[j] is None: 
 s_dirs[j] = _regional_stress_dir(cortical_stresses, \ 

 all_inds, ind) 

 s_dirs = np.array(s_dirs) 

 # Normalise 
 s_dirs = s_dirs/((np.sum(s_dirs**2, axis=1)**0.5)[:, None]) 

 inds = tuple(np.transpose(dir_change_inds)) 
 fibre_x[inds] = s_dirs[:,0] 
 fibre_y[inds] = s_dirs[:,1] 
 fibre_z[inds] = s_dirs[:,2] 

 #======================== 
 # Mechanostat remodelling 
 #======================== 

 # Get remodelling stimulus 
 if vM_stim < mech[0]: 
   stim = vM_stim - mech[0] 

 elif mech[0] <= vM_stim < mech[1]: 
   stim = 0 

 elif mech[1] <= vM_stim < mech[2]: 
   stim = vM_stim - mech[1] 

 else: 
 stim = mech[2] - vM_stim 

 # Update mechanostat 
 mech = [m + delta_stim for m in mech] 

 delta_rho = stim*remodel_rate*time_step*arr_vol 
 nonactive = (age_arr > (t_fill - t_osteoclast))*\ 

   (mineral_arr < -primary_min_time) 
 nonactive_cortical = nonactive*nes_arr 
 max_age = np.max(age_arr) 
 changed = np.copy(nonactive_cortical) 
 props = {} 

 if delta_rho != 0: 
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 if delta_rho < 0: 

 # Resorption. Spread decrease in density across non-active 
 # bone 

 if np.any(nonactive_cortical): 

 # Proportion: Oldest bone is greatest 
 proportion = 1 - (max_age - age_arr[nonactive_cortical]) \ 

   /max_age 
 total = np.sum(proportion) 
 proportion = proportion/total 
 rho_arr[nonactive_cortical] = \ 

 rho_arr[nonactive_cortical] + delta_rho*proportion 

 else: 

 # Proportion: All active bone deposition, recalculate 
 # according to all elements 
 proportion = 1 - (max_age - age_arr[nes_arr])/max_age 
 total = np.sum(proportion) 
 if total == 0: 
   proportion = proportion + 1.0/len(proportion) 

 else: 
   proportion = proportion/total 

 rho_arr[nes_arr] = rho_arr[nes_arr] + delta_rho*proportion 
 changed = np.copy(nes_arr) 

 elif delta_rho > 0: 

 # Bone in their first 15 days of mineralisation reach 2/3 
 # of their maximum density. Make 2/3 of density deposits 
 # spread here. 

 active_cortical = (~nonactive)*nes_arr 
 bone_to_active = 0 
 if np.any(active_cortical): 

 bone_to_active = 2.0/3 
 active_max_age = np.max(age_arr[active_cortical]) 
 active_proportion = (active_max_age - \ 

 age_arr[active_cortical])/ \ 
   active_max_age 

 active_total = np.sum(active_proportion) 
 if active_total == 0: 

 active_proportion = active_proportion + \ 
 1.0/len(active_proportion) 

 else: 
 active_proportion = active_proportion/active_total 

 rho_arr[active_cortical] = rho_arr[active_cortical] + \ 
 delta_rho* \ 
 active_proportion* \ 
 bone_to_active 

 changed = changed + active_cortical 

 proportion = (max_age - age_arr[nonactive_cortical])/max_age 
 total = np.sum(proportion) 
 if total == 0: 
   proportion = proportion + 1.0/len(proportion) 

 else: 
   proportion = proportion/total 

 rho_arr[nonactive_cortical] = rho_arr[nonactive_cortical] + \ 
 delta_rho*proportion* \ 
 (1 - bone_to_active) 

 # Get new material properties 
 elems_i = eL_arr[changed] 
 p_i = _p(rho_arr[changed]) 
 EL_i, ET_i, GL_i, GT_i, vL_i = _EL(p_i), _ET(p_i), _GL(p_i), \ 

   _GT(p_i), _vL(p_i) 
 C_i = ops.m_Voigt_transiso_C(EL_i, ET_i, GL_i, GT_i, vL_i) 
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 if np.any(dir_change*changed): 
 fibre_dirs = np.transpose(np.array([fibre_x[changed], 

 fibre_y[changed], 
 fibre_z[changed]])) 

 # Grab rotation matrices 
 R = get_rotation_matrices(fibre_dirs, dir0) 

 try: 
   C_i = ops.m_rotate_stress_strain_param(C_i, R, 'stiffness') 

 except MemoryError: 
 C_i = np.array([ops.rotate_stress_strain_param(C_i[j], 

 R[j], 
 'stiffness') 

 for j in range(len(C_i))]) 

 C_i = _mC_to_21(C_i) 

 props.update(dict(zip(eL_arr[changed], C_i))) 

 canal_L = eL_arr[es_arr*changed_elem_arr] 
 props.update(dict(zip(canal_L, [dmp]*len(canal_L)))) 
 if any(props): 

 _update_inp_matprop(inp_path + '_%d.inp' % (i), \ 
 inp_path + '_%d.inp' % (i+1), \ 
 props) 

 else: 
 shutil.copyfile(inp_path + '_%d.inp' % (i), \ 

   inp_path + '_%d.inp' % (i+1)) 

 params = (es_arr, eL_arr, arr_shape, arr_size, \ 
 arr_vol, all_inds, lab2ind_dict, rho_arr, fibre_x, \ 
 fibre_y, fibre_z, age_arr, phase1_arr, phase2_arr, \ 
 phase3_arr, new_canal, active_arr, available_events, \ 
 vM_history, prev_stim, mineral_arr, prev_cutting_head_1, \ 
 prev_cutting_head_2, next_cutting_head_1, \ 
 next_cutting_head_2, next_next_cutting_head_1, \ 
 next_next_cutting_head_2, mech, init_rho, ra_inds, \ 
 dist_tunneled_1, dist_tunneled_2, connectivity, \ 
 inds_to_n_dict, surface_bool, new_volkmann) 

 # Dump pickle file 
 with open(pik_path + '_%d.pik' % (i+1), 'wb') as f: 

 pickle.dump(params, f, -1) 

 return params 



A Mechanostatistical Approach to Multiscale Computational 

Bone Remodelling 

This appendix section presents an earlier iteration of the multiscale mechanostatistical 

framework presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis, and is an adaptation of the following 

book chapter: 

Wang, X., & Fernandez, J. W. (in press). A Mechanostatistical Approach to Multiscale 

Computational Bone Remodelling. Lecture Notes in Computational Vision and 

Biomechanics. Springer. 

The abstract is reproduced below. 

Computational models in biomechanics are generally unable to incorporate mechanical and anatomical data over the 

entire range of relevant spatial scales. This chapter proposes the construction of a framework uniting several 

methodologies that operate on traditionally different aspects of bone remodelling, bridging the gap between 

previously incompatible data. The presented framework is used to solve the load–adaptation response of the femoral 

neck as an application, and consists of passing data from different sources across a multitude of spatial scales to solve 

for both organ-level and Haversian-level biomechanical states. The solutions are then stored in a database, to be 

utilised by a statistical method which can quickly estimate new load–adaptation responses for which solutions were 

not previously generated, cutting down computation time.
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B.1   I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Bone damage and fracture from osteoporosis remain a costly medical condition with 

significant implications for the quality of life among those who have suffered injuries. 

For this reason, much research has been devoted to the understanding, treatment and 

prevention of bone-related diseases, especially among the elderly. Currently, the 

widely known mechanobiological model of Wolff’s law of bone adaptation and its 

successor, the mechanostat of the Utah Paradigm (Frost, 2000), still hold great 

explanatory power for its conceptual simplicity, and remains a core component to the 

many existing Computational Bone Remodelling models which are primarily 

informed by biomechanics. 

Although there is a wealth of literature on the topic, most attempts at constructing 

an in silico model for bone remodelling are immediately confronted with three 

competing factors, which limit the available computational resources for a feasible 

evaluation. These are: (i) the geometric detail; (ii) the spatiotemporal scale; and (iii) 

the applied constitutive mechanical laws. Existing studies have attempted to balance 

the amount of detail considered for each of these factors. Fernandez et al. (2013) and 

L. M. McNamara and Prendergast (2007) have demonstrated bone remodelling 

behaviour in two dimensions at the microscale in cortical and trabecular bone, 

respectively, complete with changes in microgeometry; the model given by Fernandez 

has further demonstrated the merging of pores as an emulation of osteoporosis, while 

the study by McNamara has explored various modes of damage and recovery in the 

calculation of bone adaptation. (Beaupre et al., 1990a) have constructed a model which 

simulates the bone density changes of a long-term load response of a 2D macroscale 

model to external loads, providing a foundation for models investigating the response 

to sustained exercise regimes. Coelho et al. (2009) introduced a 3D multiscale 

hierarchical approach, characterising bone spatial variation with repeating 
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microstructures in several discrete regions. Other important aspects of computational 

bone remodelling have produced studies focusing on modelling osteoclast 

biochemistry (Pivonka et al., 2013), bone resorption and stress shielding from 

orthopaedic implants (Turner et al., 2005), and reduction of solution time with neural 

network approaches (Hambli et al., 2011). 

Apart from the difficulty of capturing complex geometries and scales, most 

existing literature disproportionately focus on trabecular bone remodelling when the 

cortical to trabecular loading ratio is estimated to be 65:35 (White & Panjabi, 1990). 

This chapter proposes the development of a multiscale modelling framework 

within the context of hip fracture for the swift prediction of bone strain and the 

estimation of its adaptation response for a given exercise regime. The development of 

the framework is divided into three parts: Part I utilises Finite Elements to solve for 

the mechanical state of bones at the macroscale; Part II incorporates a collection of 

algorithms based on a previous study (Wang et al., 2015), which addresses microscale 

Haversian level bone adaptation in response to loading based on ideas from the 

mechanostat; and Part III describes a statistical surrogate model using Partial Least 

Squares Regression, which addresses the problem of computation time. The 

integration of multiscale information allows the framework to remain anatomically 

and physiologically relevant at all spatial scales, and features high compatibility with 

clinically important measurements and biomechanical data. 

In Part I, we describe the construction of a biomechanical model from the Visible 

Human dataset of bones and muscles in the hip area and subject it to loading obtained 

from gait analyses, from which we obtain stresses at the femoral neck cortical bone. 

This femoral neck cortex henceforth will be referred to as the framework’s Region of 

Interest. In Part II, we describe the construction of Haversian-scale FE models and link 

the ROI with the set of Haversian models through the propagation of stresses from the 

macroscale down to the microscale. Furthermore, we describe two load transduction 

algorithms, which affects cortical bone at the Haversian scale; the first alters localised 
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Figure B-1 Framework diagram. Shades refer to the different parts of the framework. (Light Grey) Part I, 

collection of load information from macroscale; (Grey) Part II, receiving load information from Part I and 

formulating the adaptation response which takes the form of homogenised material properties; (Dark 

Grey) Part III, statistical model of responses. 

 

bone strength via a change in bone mineral density, and the second alters Haversian 

microstructure. When combined, these algorithms form our approach to bone 

remodelling and load adaptation. In Part III, we detail the construction of a database 

of stress scenarios and resulting homogenised material properties and utilise PLSR to 

predict the evolution of material properties given non-simulated load cases.

All FE simulations utilised the software package Abaqus. A schematic of the 

framework and its information sources is shown in Figure B-1. The framework is 

categorised into two phases: the construction phase details the process behind building 

each part of the framework, and the application phase is where the framework is used 

for solving the load–adaptation problem. The large savings in computation time occur 

due to the replacement of Part II in the framework construction phase, the adaptation 

response, with Part II in the framework application phase, the response database. 
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B.2   P A R T  I :  M A C R O S C A L E  F E  M O D E L  

Bone and muscle shapes were extracted and meshed with hexahedral 2 mm reduced 

integration elements from the VH dataset from 269 colour photograph slices in the 

original resolution of 0.33 mm × 0.33 mm per pixel and 1 mm of spacing between slices. 

Anatomically realistic porosity variations �2 = {WD2}, 1 ≤ D ≤ V2, with ne as the total

number of ROI elements, were statistically generated from normal distributions 

informed by experimentally-determined values and uncertainties of spatially varying 

femoral cortex porosities, obtained from male and fractured-female subjects, as given 

in Bell et al. (1999). The generated porosities for the ROI elements provide a realistic 

base on which FE mechanical simulations are run. 

The simulation consists of two sections: 

Table B-1 Macroscale anatomical structures and their respective material properties as applied in FE 

simulations. All are modelled as isotropic elastic materials. 

Structure Category E (GPa) ´ Notes 

Adductor brevis, 

 longus, magnus 

Biceps femoris 

Gluteus maximus,  

 medius, minimus 

Gracilis 

Iliacus 

Rectus femoris 

Sartorius 

Semimembranosus 

Semitendinosus 

Muscle 0.27 0.4999 
E from Shinohara et al. (2010) ´ from Herzog (2000) 

Hip bone Cortical bone 14.65 0.332 Smit et al. (2002) 

Femur* Cortical bone 

Cartilage 

Trabecular bone 

14.65 

0.580 

3.386 

0.332 

0.390 

0.120 

Same as hip bone; not ROI for t > 0† 

Hayes et al. (1972); femoral head 

  only‡ 

Brown and Ferguson (1980); 

non-cortex interior only§ 

* Femur is composed of 3 different types of materials.
†

 ROI material properties evolve after the initialisation step (t = 0). Rest of femur cortex does not change. 
‡

 Femoral head is modelled with a layer of cartilage surrounding the cortex. 
§ Femur is modelled with a thick layer of cortex elements and filled with trabecular elements
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1) Initialisation, which estimates key parameters under the prescribed initial 

conditions; 

2) Progression, which emulates the evolution of the bone state. 

Macroscale Initialisation 

Figure B-2 (Left) Stress tensor eigendecomposition of internal simulated stresses of the proximal femur 

at the trabecular bone. Colour and line direction indicates magnitude and direction of maximum absolute 

eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively; with reference to the Colour Bar, green to blue colouration 

indicates a compressive minimum principal stress (C) and green to red colouration indicates a tensile 

maximum principal stress (T). Eigenvectors match closely with stress lines found in other studies of bone 

stress. (Right) Koch’s mathematical analysis, adapted from Gray and Lewis (1918); note the compressive 

stresses running in the proximal–distal direction along the medial shaft through the femoral head, and 

the tensile stresses running up the lateral shaft then in the direction of the femoral neck axis. The criss-

cross pattern through the core indicates the co-dominance of both tensile and compressive stress 

directions, and closely resembles trabecular anatomy (see Figure B-7). 

Bones were subjected to muscle forces recorded from walking gait analysis 

(Fernandez, Sartori, Lloyd, Munro, & Shim, 2014) with simulation under linear 

elasticity and isotropic material properties shown in Table B-1.

Maximum absolute principal stresses Q2 = {8D2}, 1 ≤ D ≤ V2  for each element were

recorded at the ROI element integration points as the load transduction signal for 

Haversian modelling. To incorporate the observation that bone fibres align in a 

direction, which maximally resists stresses and strains, fibre directions were estimated 

from the eigenvalue decomposition of the stress tensors from FE load simulations, as 

shown in Figure B-2. 
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Macroscale Progression 

The evolution of the mechanical state of the femoral cortex was simulated for a total of 

T = 90 days of simulation time, with iteration steps of one day. In each iteration, Q2
 is

passed to the PLSR model in Part III, which outputs a set of evolved homogenised 

material properties as a result of the construction of a database of material property 

evolutions built in Part II. 

B.3   P A R T  I I :  M I C R O S C A L E  H A V E R S I A N  M O D E L  

Figure B-3 (Left) Equine biopsy FE mesh showing Haversian canals. (Right) Example Haversian 

representative mesh sectioned from the biopsy mesh (not to scale). 

Haversian anatomy was constructed and voxel meshed with 5 µm  elements from 

micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) images (Table 2-1) at 5 µm resolution of an 

Table 2-1 X-ray micro-CT imaging conditions. Reproduced from Wang et al. (2015) with permission 

from Springer Nature. 

X-ray energy 60 kV, 10 W 

Exposure time for each projection 60 s 

Total number of projections 721 

Objective magnification 4× 

Source to sample distance 120 mm 

Detector to sample distance 40 mm 

Pixel numbers 1024 × 1024 × 1024 

Effective voxel size 5 µm
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equine cortical bone biopsy of dimensions 4 mm × 3.5 mm × 2 mm (Figure B-3, Left). 

The use of equine data was justified in our framework as (i) equine models are highly 

translational to human contexts due to similar Haversian anatomy and have been 

recommended by the US Federal Drugs Administration for comparative joint research 

(U.S. FDA Cellular Tissue and Gene Therapies Advisory Committee, 2005) and (ii) 

there exists in vivo bone strain and biomarker data from equine studies, unlike human 

data which only reports post-mortem information. A database of Haversian models 

was formed from cutting nm = 4 samples of on average 0.003 mm3 from the voxel mesh, 

chosen as a size which contains a representative number of Haversian canals for 

microscale anatomy and material strength changes to be observed (Figure B-3, Right). 

These samples were chosen based on their volume fraction of canal elements versus 

dense cortical bone elements, and thus contained porosity information to be matched 

to the porosity variation generated in Part I, obtained as 

�� = ���
��, 1 ≤ � ≤ �� 

Haversian Link to ROI Elements 

For each ROI element i and associated porosity �
� , lower and upper bounding

porosities �
�� and �

�β
 were extracted from ��. Subsequently, the link from the ROI

elements to the Haversian models are defined by weights �
α and �

β
:

�
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(B-1) 

This allows any parameter of the ith ROI element to be represented by a weighted sum 

of its corresponding parameters of the linked Haversian models. 
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Stress Propagation from ROI to Haversian Models 

Figure B-4 Side view of load application on a representative Haversian model. Blue Symbols (Bottom) 

indicate spatial and rotational fixed boundary conditions. Yellow Arrows (Top) indicate load direction. 

The local positive z directions for each Haversian model are defined to be parallel to 

the fibre directions estimated from the elements in the ROI. To determine the 

appropriate load range for each Haversian model j from the propagation, we formulate 

sets of reverse links by constructing a set of ROI element indices, which is associated 

with these elements: 

	Og = HD ∶ WOg ∈ ¥WDg�, WDgβ¨
 , 1 ≤ D ≤ V2 
Taking the magnitude 8D  of the MAPS on the ROI element centroid as the most

significant component of the load, we calculate a set of loads �O which appear in the

macroscale initialisation step (Appendix Section B.2.2) as 

�O = 8DùO , D ∈ 	Og

where ùO is the surface area of the load application. An example of a typical loading

scenario of a Haversian specimen is given in Figure B-4. 

Microscale Initialisation 
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For each Haversian model j, the models were simulated under 5 different evenly 

spaced loading regimes between values from min(L(j)) to max(L(j)) under linear 

elasticity with isotropic elements. A Young’s modulus was assigned to the cortical 

elements based on the homogenised cortical and canal values and the fraction of 

cortical and canal elements in the model (see Table B-2). 

The initial simulations allowed the determination of the model’s element-wise 

mechanostat. Specifically, across Haversian models indexed by j and their 

corresponding cortical elements indexed by k, the jth mechanostat of the kth model is 

defined by the piecewise density evolution parameter 

�OÁ
 =
⎩⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎧TOÁ
��¬ − �OÁ
� , TOÁ
��¬ < �OÁ
�

0, �OÁ
� ≤ TOÁ
��¬ < �OÁ
��
TOÁ
��¬ − �OÁ
�� , �OÁ
�� ≤ TOÁ
��¬ < �OÁ
���
�OÁ
��� − TOÁ
��¬, TOÁ
��¬ ≥ �OÁ
���

(B-2) 

where Tjkt
VMS is the von Mises stimulus strain at time step t.

The four conditions governing the piecewise function determine the four Zones of 

the mechanostat, as shown in Figure B-5. Here, the region below LI is the Resorption 

Zone, encouraging bone resorption due to lack of loading; the region between LI and 

LII is the Quiescent Zone where no changes occur; the region between LII and LIII is the 

Growth Zone which encourages an increase in bone mineral density; and the region 

above LIII is the Damage Zone which also causes bone resorption. In the initialisation 

step (t = 0), where the strain stimulus is defined to be in the centre of the Quiescent 

Table B-2 Microscale model parameters. 

Name/Description Value Notes 

Cortical ´ 

Canal E 

Canal ´ 

Canal � 

c1 

c2 

b 

Canal closing rate 

Canal opening rate 

0.3 

2 MPa 

0.167 

1 kg mm−3 

4621.36 MPa 

1.075 kg m−3 

1.54 

1.900 nm s−1 

2.083 nm s−1 

Cortical E varies with Pm

Same as water 

Calculated from Eq. B-4 with parameters at t = 0 

Remodelling constant; from Fernandez et al. (2013) 

Power law exponent; from Keller et al. (1990) 

Adapted from canine data in W. R. Lee (1964) 

Pivonka et al. (2013) 

LI 

LII 

LIII 

−500 µε+500 µε+2000 µε Adapted from Fernandez et al. (2013) 
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Figure B-5 The mechanostat, showing Zones of the remodelling response. The remodelling response is 

quantified by the rate of change of bone density as a function of strain. Mechanostat is not to scale. 

 

Zone, the piecewise function’s boundaries are given by 

����
� = ����

�	
 + ��

����
�� = ����

�	
 + ���

����
��� = ����

�	
 + ����

(B-3) 

The element-wise material properties also allowed the determination of an initial 

element-wise density ��� through a power law relation (Keller et al., 1990), given by 

���� = �����
� (B-4) 

where Ejk0 at t = 0 is the initial Young’s Modulus. 

 

Microscale Progression 

The Haversian models j were simulated for a total of T days, with iteration steps of 

one day. Each Haversian model across the 5 initial loads was subjected to 3 different 

evenly spaced excitation loads between values from 0.375 × min(Lj) to 1.5625 × 

max(Lj) across its loading surface. Each excitation load was further applied at 7 evenly 

spaced angles between 0° and 90°. The strain state of the model was obtained after 
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each iteration, where for each Haversian cortical element the von Mises stimulus TOÁ
��¬
was calculated from the strain tensor. 

The data given in Table 2-2 shows that bone growth continues in the rest period 

after the exercise regime has ceased, indicating that the strain stimulus does not 

immediately revert back to pre-exercise levels. The von Mises stimulus Tjkt
VMS in Eq. B-2

is thus formulated as a weighted moving average on the actual von Mises equivalent 

strain Tjkt
VM. The von Mises equivalent strain is used to determine Tjkt

VMS by

TOÁ
��¬ = B�()���

=�
FOÁ() 

where τmax = 30, and �(), FOÁ() are sets of weights and historical von Mises strains,

respectively, given by 

�ß = {1,2, … , ghi} ¤ß = {
 +  − ghi},  ∈ �ß 
� ′ = ¥exp( − ghi)¨,  ∈ �ß 
� = � ′

∑� ′

FOÁ = ¥TOÁp�� ¨, p ∈ ¤ß 
Here, exp is the exponential function and ΣU = 1. The mechanostat boundaries from 

Eq. B-3 shift by an amount equal to the difference between the current and previous 

stimulus strains: 
�OÁ
� = �OÁ,
−�� + TOÁ
��¬ − TOÁ,
−���¬
�OÁ
�� = �OÁ,
−��� + TOÁ
��¬ − TOÁ,
−���¬
�OÁ
��� = �OÁ,
−���� + TOÁ
��¬ − TOÁ,
−���¬

Table 2-2 Cortical bone growth rates in horse specimens determined from oxytetracycline/fluorescein 

complexone staining in a histological sample taken from the dorsal cortex in equine third metacarpal 

bone, from Davies (1995). Reproduced from Wang et al. (2015) with permission from Springer Nature. 

Days 
Growth rate per day, µm ± SD Significance (p-value), 

control vs. exercised Control Exercised 

40 1.8 ± 1.1 2.6 ± 2.6 (Trot) 0.510 

40 3.2 ± 4.3 2.2 ± 3.3 (Canter) 0.680 

40 2.1 ± 2.9 12.7 ± 8.6 (Gallop) 0.017 

40 1.2 ± 0.7 4.3 ± 2.5 (Rest) 0.014 
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The von Mises equivalent strain is used as the stimulus criteria as it considers both 

normal and shear deformations. This is formulated as 

T�� = √(T�� − T##)# + (T## − T��)# + (T�� − T��)# + 6JT�## + T#�# + T��# K
√2(1 + ´′)

with the strain components εqr as that found from the strain tensor ROÁ
, and ´’ is the

equivalent Poisson’s ratio, which is equal to the material Poisson’s ratio ´ under elastic 

constitutive laws. 

The density evolution parameter ϵjkt is calculated from Eq. B-2. This causes a 

change in the density according to the forward Euler formulation 

�OÁ
 = �OÁ,
−� + �#�OÁ

The updated density is subsequently converted to a Young’s modulus via Eq. B-4. 

Haversian microstructure changes according to osteoclast and osteoblast activity 

at the head and tail, respectively, of Haversian canals; bone resorption and deposition 

occur at the head and tail, and the regions where these activities occur are known as 

the cutting and closing regions. 

TIFF image stacks were generated from the element states of the Haversian model. 

With each element represented as a pixel, black and white binary colour values were 

assigned to the cortical and canal elements, respectively. The image stacks were 

subsequently passed to Fiji (fiji.sc/Fiji) for morphological thinning via medial 

axis skeletonisation and a shape analysis on the skeleton (fiji.sc/AnalyzeSkeleton). 

This analysis allowed the determination of the cutting and closing regions of the canal 

and their present evolution directions. 

Figure B-6 shows the guidelines behind the determination of cutting and closing 

regions, with respective rates of 2.083 nm s−1 and 1.900 nm s−1 as given in Table B-2. 

For all canal ends which are classified as cutting, the cutting direction g was 

determined by 

� = B ó�[��
V�

�=�
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Figure B-6 Determination of Haversian canal activity type based on canal geometry and load application. 

The type of activity that the Haversian canal undergoes is determined through the angle between the 

current canal direction and the closest point of load application. An acute or right angle categorises the 

canal end as a cutting cone, while an obtuse angle categorises the canal end as a closing cone. 

Figure B-7 Comparison between simulated canal evolution and anatomical morphology. (Left) Example 

of the change in canal evolution due to different load angle applications (Purple) along the surface 

(Green) in the first row. Red Pie Sectors specify the angular deviation from the x-axis, and Yellow Pie 

Sectors indicate the angular deviation from the x-y plane. A single Haversian model was subjected to three 

different loading angles of the same magnitude; the region in the Solid Blue Circle shows a cutting cone. 

(Left Column) Pure shear load 45° from the x-axis; (Middle Column) tensile load 45° from the x-axis and 

67.5° from the x-y plane; (Right Column) pure normal compressive load to the x-y plane. Compare 

tunnelling behaviour with example (Right) of equine Haversian canals reconstructed from micro-CT data 

and estimated trabecular fibre directions in Figure B-2. Adapted from Wang et al. (2015) with permission 

from Springer Nature.
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where T is the matrix transpose operation, nI is the number of cortical elements at the 

boundary between the cutting region and the canal elements, and �� , ��  are a 

horizontally-concatenated matrix of eigenvectors and a vector of eigenvalues, 

respectively, found through the eigendecomposition of the strain tensor ���� . The 

direction g typically aligns with the longitudinal direction in cortical bone towards 

zones of highest strain, and is heavily influenced by the angle of load application, as 

shown in Figure B-7. 

Elements undergoing resorption receive canal material properties specified in 

Table B-2, and elements which have been mineralised by the closing cone receive 

material properties equal to the average of the surrounding cortical elements in the 

closing regions.

B.4   P A R T  I I I :  S T A T I S T I C A L  M O D E L L I N G  W I T H  P L S R  

Partial Least Squares Regression (Wold et al., 2001) is used to relate two sets of 

matrices, the sample predictors X and corresponding sample responses Y, of data via 

a linear multivariate model, with capability of analysing nonindependent and 

incomplete variables in either matrix. Once the model has been trained on X and Y, it 

can be utilised to compute new responses from predictors which were not in the 

training sample. 

The database is constructed on 420 Haversian simulations, consisting of all 

parameter combinations of the 4 porosities, 5 initial loads, 3 excitation loads, and 7 

application angles, with the addition of the time iteration step of each simulation. The 

values of these parameters in each combination form X for a total of 3780 parameter 

combinations. 

The response Y is chosen as the homogenised Young’s modulus Ejt
H as a result of 
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the Haversian simulations. This is given by 

�O
d = 1V2 B �OÁ

Á

The error in the PLSR response predictions were evaluated using a leave-one-out 

analysis, where each of the 3780 predictor/response sets was left out of the training 

dataset and predicted using the rest of the training data. This is repeated for each set. 

Table B-3 shows results from two samples of Haversian models for a time iteration at 

30 days indicate that homogenised Young’s modulus was predicted with less than 

0.4% and 0.2% error, respectively. 

The index link from the ROI elements to the Haversian models is retrieved as the 

weights from Eq. B-1 . For each iteration of the femoral cortex mechanical state, the 

homogenised material properties �D
d for the ith ROI element are updated as

�D
d = ÐDα�D�α + ÐDβ�D�β

where EP is the PLSR response function for the homogenised Young’s modulus, and 

�D�α = ��JWDg�, ��, �i,�K
�D�β = �� JWDgβ, ��, �i,�K

with l0, lx, and � as the initial load, excitation load, and angle of the excitation load, 

respectively. 

Figure B-8 shows the strains simulated in the right femur ROI to material property 

changes predicted from PLSR, stimulated by Walking and Running exercises. The 

femur was originally conditioned to a Walking exercise regime, and subsequently 

subjected to the same Walking exercise or changed to a Running exercise regime for 

90 simulated days, and PLSR was used to predict the Young’s modulus at Days 50 & 

90. The effect of the adaptation is shown by the change in von Mises strains since Day
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Figure B-8 Strain changes from different exercise regimes with PLSR-predicted homogenised Young’s 

moduli over 90 simulated days. With reference to Figure B-5, strengthening is shown through negative 

strain changes, corresponding to the Growth Zone of the mechanostat, while weakening is shown through 

positive strain changes, corresponding to the Damage Zone. Stable areas with little to no strain changes 

fall in the Quiescent Zone. 

1 when subjected to the same exercises since Day 1. 

Von Mises strains from the Running exercises effected higher remodelling stimuli 

than the Walking stimulus, as seen in the top row at t = 1. This is reflected in the strain 

response, where the Walking exercise shows smaller strain changes than the Running 

Table B-3 Error of PLSR predictions for homogenised Young’s modulus in two different specimens, 

varying load angle and magnitude; Excitation Magnitude is given as a factor of the initial load magnitude. 

Adapted from Wang et al. (2015) with permission from Springer Nature. 

Excitation Magnitude 
Angle from x-y plane 

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 

Specimen 1 

0.375 0.02 0.06 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.25 

1 0.50 0.12 0.13 0.21 0.15 0.12 0.30 

1.5625 0.15 0.37 0.24 0.09 0.05 0.42 0.16 

Specimen 2 

0.375 0.08 0.57  0.19 0.05 0.04 0.38 0.21 

1 0.13 0.22 0.08 0.16 0.25 0.11 0.06 

1.5625 0.16 0.04 0.36 0.02 0.16 0.03 0.07 
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exercise. The former corresponds to much of the ROI falling in the Quiescent Zone in 

Figure B-5, while Growth and Failure regions are more abundant in the Running series 

and appear earlier as seen in the strain changes at t = 50 and t = 90. 

Large regions of high strains are found at the posterior lateral region of the femoral 

neck cortex, while more moderately high strains are found at the anterior lateral 

region, agreeing with calculations of femoral neck cortical strains from hip muscle 

contractions (Martelli, 2017). The higher strains at the posterior lateral region 

correspond to bone weakening and the mechanostat Damage Zone, with large regions 

of bone weakening appearing in the Running series and smaller, moderate amounts of 

weakening appearing in the Walking series. In contrast, the large regions of 

moderately high strains appearing at the anterior lateral region corresponded to a 

Growth response in the Running series, and little to no response in the Walking series. 

From these results, the PLSR is shown to be able to capture spatially-varying 

patterns of bone Growth and Resorption as governed by the mechanostat. Quiescent 

regions are generally more widespread in the Walking series, and the Running series 

exhibited bone strengthening in moderately high strain regions and bone weakening 

in extremely high strain regions.

B.5   C O N C L U S I O N S  

The presented work in this chapter proposes a framework incorporating detailed 

anatomical and biomechanical data across all relevant spatial scales to solve for the 

strain state and estimate an adaptation response for given stresses obtained from 

exercise regimes. In particular, the adaptation response is modelled at the microscale 

and the effects emerge at the macroscale, reflecting in vivo density changes at the 

Haversian level. We demonstrate that it is possible to circumvent lengthy computation 

times and mitigate the loss of important detail through the application of statistical 

techniques, namely a PLSR surrogate model in this study, resulting in rapid prediction 
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of the state of strains and bone strength from given exercise regimes. The presented 

techniques may be adapted to other bone joints to make use of the rich information 

available at different spatial scales. For example, in this study we used information 

from high-resolution micro-CT of Haversian canals and biomarker data showing rates 

of bone turnover from equine models to inform macroscale responses. This modelling 

pipeline exhibits strong relations between changes observed at Haversian levels and 

the homogenised whole bone response, linking microscale adaptation with functional 

behaviour such as walking and running measured at the whole organ level. Outside 

of standard functional behaviour, the pipeline has the potential to explore disease 

states at the Haversian microscale and how these states manifest as changes at larger 

scales. 
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